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Discussions To Deal With School's Budget

MSU Officials, Atkins Will Meet

1
1

QUAD-STATE PARTICIPANTS - Eight students from Calloway County
High School performed at the Quad-State Band Festival. held Feb. 19-22 at
Murray State University. Each student had to apply and audition for the
festival in front of the MSU music faculty. Participants were chosen on
music ability. Performing from Calloway were (from left, front row) Bob
Houghton, Rick Wagoner, (middle row) Mike Bell, Tracey Veach, Renee
Taylor,(third row)Tad Dowdy, Kevin Hopkins and Jeff Dowdy.

Declining Food Prices Assist In
Easing Nation's Inflation Rate
By GLENN RITT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - Declining
food prices at grocery stores last month
helped ease the nation's inflation rate,
but consumers still faced sharply rising
gasoline and home heating costs, the
government reported today.
The Labor Departinent said consumer prices on the whole rose 0.7 percent in January, after four straight
monthly increases of at least 1 percent.
January's jump translates into a 9.1
percent annual inflation rate.
In detail, the government reported
that in January:
-Grocery food prices fell 0.4 percent,
the first monthly drop since early last
year. Meats, poultry, fish and eggs
together declined 2.4 percent, ending a
steady upward trend evident over the
previous six months.
Prices for cereal, dairy products and
baked goods, however, continued to
climb and eating at restaurants cost
consumers 0.9 percent more last month.

Council Faces
Reading Of Hike
In Mayor's Pay
The final reading of an ordinance
raising the salary for the mayor from
$5,000 to $9,000 beginning in January
1982 will be heard by the Murray City
Council at its regular meeting
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. In addition to the
salary increase, the ordinance includes
a $100 per month expense allowance for
the mayor.
Other items on the agenda for the
meeting, to be held in the council room
on the second floor of City Hall. include:
•Presentation of the annual audit and
the proposed 1981 budget of the Murray
Tourism Conialisslian.
• A resolution in memory of council
member Dave Willis who 'died last
week.
• Consideration of a request from
Heck's, Inc., a department store chain,
for issuance of industrial revenue bonds
to assist in the location of a retail store
in Murray. -

-Gasoline prices jumped 3.8 percent.
the largest monthly increase since the
first quarter of 1980.
--Prices of fuel oil accelerated by 7.5
percent and charges for natural gas
and electricity were lip 1 percent.
Last year,consumer prices advanced
12.4 percent, marking the first time
since World War I that inflation topped
10 percent for two full years.
While January's improved performance provided some relief to
Americans, most economists expect
prices to accelerate faster in the coming months due to increased pressures
on energy and food prices.
Even with last month's price
slowdown, an average workers's weekly paycheck decreased 0.1 percent after
adjusting for inflation and deducting
for federal taxes and Social Security
withholding. Over the last 12 months,
real spendable earnings are down 4 percent.
The Labor Department also reported
that for last month housing costs advanced 0.8 percent, noticeably less than
in recent months, due primarily to a
decline in housing prices caused by
slackened demand. Mortgage rates
were up 1.9 percent and rents, 0.7 per-cent; but household maintenance and
repair costs declined slightly.

Billy Erwin, magistrate of District 3,
has filed for re-election to that post. He
has served as magistrate for one term.
"I feel that my experience during the
past four years is very important to the
position," Erwin said.
Erwin, partner and operator of the
641 Slaughter House, resides with his
wife. Gerry t Paul) Erwin, on the Green
Plains Church Road.
The Erwins, who attend South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church,
have three children - Mrs. Rick
Paschall, Bucky Erwin and Tern. Erwin.
The son of Mrs. Eva Er win und the
late Hub Erwin, Erwin has five
brothers and sisters - Joe Tom Erwin,

All these prices are seasonally adjusted.
The I.abor Department said its Consumer Price Index stood a1260.5 last
month before seasonal adjustment.
That means consumers paid $260.50 for
the same hypothetical item purchased
for $100 in 1967.
Most private economists predict this
year's increase will be about the same
as last year's 12.4 percent rise. A more
optimistic Reagan administration
foresees an 11.1 percent rise.
Reagan last week proposed $41.4
billion in spending cuts and a 30 percent
tax rate reduction over three years as
the cornerstone of his anti-inflation
campaign. The adrrunistration says if
Congress enacts the program, inflation
will fall to 6.2 percent by 1983 and 4.2
percent by 1986.
Retail energy prices, after months of
moderation, rose abruptly • in
December. If that month's pace continued for a whole year, prices would
jump 19.6 percent.
In other economic news Wednesday:
-New orders for Americon-made
durable goods fell by 2.2 percent in
January, the first such decline in four
months. The Commerce Department
said the total value of new orders was
$80.9 billion.

Veterans Make Reservations
For Local Ministerial Dinner
More than 150 have made reservations for the dinner honoring the
Veterans in the Murray Community
sponsored by the Murray-Calloway Co.
Ministerial Association set for this Friday, Feb. 27, at 6 p.m. in the private
dining room of the Colonial House.
Dr. Jerrell White, community affairs
chairman of the association, will be the
master of ceremonies for the evening
--with Dr. David C. Roos, president, bringing the greetings and welcome.
Recognizing the Veterans from WWI
will be Dr: Paul Blankenship. for
WWII; Dr. Bill Whitaker. the Korean
Conflict; Pastor Jay Brigham, and the
Vietnam Conflict, The Rev. C. E.
Timberlake.
Responding to the recognition will include: Lt. Col. Randall G. Routt of MSU

Erwin Files For Re-election
As District 3 Magistrate
•

In one of his first official acts since
assuming the administrative leadership of Murray State University, Dr.
Marshall Gordon and other university
officials will be meeting on the campus
Thursday with Kentucky Secretary of
Finance George Atkins in discussions
dealing with the school's 1981-82
operating budget.
Gordon, vice-president for university
services, was named early Sunday by
the institution's board of regents to
direct the administrative affairs of the
school after the board had relieved the
president, Dr. Constantine W. Curris. of
most of his duties in an unprecedented
move.
Gordon and Atkins will meet privately for an hour Thursday before discussing the state and university budgets and
their related, directed reductions with
the other vice-presidents and deans in a
meeting beginning at 10 a.m.
Last May, the regents approved a
budget of $33,474,795 for the 1980-81
year, but because of a projected shortfall in state revenues for the current
year voted last August to trim $1,771,800
from this in compliance with the state
directives.
-Higher education received
something like 17 percent of the last over-all state budget," Gordon said,
"but it was directed to absorb 24 per-

Billy Enda
Rob Erwin, Judy Parker, Diane Kurtz
and Ma,) Frank Paschall.
'

ROTC, Sgt, Larry Watt of the National
Guard,Brown Tucker of the VFW Post,
2nd Lt. Randy Wright of the Army
Reserve Unit Co. D, 3rd Bn., Roy
Folsom of the American Legion, Joe
Smith of the DAV Post No. 50, and
Floyd Lessman, MSU Veterans Club.
Memorial Moments will be directed
by the Rev. Custis Fletcher, with the invocation given by the Rev. John Churchwell.

cent of the cutback in its 1980-81 appropriation."
"Now, it is being directed to absorb
an even greater share-or :14 percent-of a
cutback in the 1981-82 allocation. We
view this as a disappropriate share of
the desired reduction."
Gordon went on to point out that
higher education is "a very vital part"
of the total educational process in Kentucky, and that in this day And time
more young people than ever in history
are going on to college after high
school.
-Higher education simply is a part of
the over-all educational process in our
state, and to single it out for more than
its appropriate share of the total state
budget reduction seems to me to be
very unfair," he said.
•
One of his highest priorities, he further emphasized, is to avoid having "to
dip into" funds already set aside and

earmarked at the university for faculty
and staff salary increases in 1981-82 in
order to comply with any future reductions in the state approrpriation.
-This is of the utmost importance to
us," he said.
Meanwhile, it was business as usual
on the 59-year-old Murray campus
following the sudden. unprecedented
shift in its top leadership during the
weekend.
"We are very much alive and well
aware of the ramifications of the situation." Gordon said Tuesday- in an interview. -We have received many calls
from influential people across the state
volunteering to help and to support us in
any way they can during this interim
period."
Staff and advisory assistance from
the Kentucky Council*Higher Education is also anticipated,fie said.

Hogancamp Explains
Foundation's Purpose
Even though he has pledged the full
cooperation of the Murray State
UniN t•rsity Foundation in an investigation of school president Dr. Constantine
Curris, Dr. Thomas Hogancamp, the
foundation's executive director, says he
doesn't -know where the foundation
comes into i the investigation( at all.
The Murray State Foundation,
established in 1946 under the presidency of Dr.. Ralph Woods, is a separate,
non-profit organization with the purpose of assisting Murray State in
achieving its educational objectives,
Hogancamp said in a interview
Wednesday.
"As such, we can own and purchase
property and have all the privileges of
any corporate body," Hogancamp said,
explaning that the foundation is a -fully
qua lifiedcharitable organization."
The MSU board of regents voted 6-1
early Sunday morning - following a 10hour executive session - to bring formal charges against Curris in an effort
to remove him as president.
In taking that action, the board
directed by resolution that university
attorney James Overby be provided access to all university records as well as
the records of the foundation, in preparing his case against Corns.
Both the board and Curris have indicated that they do not plan to reveal
the nature of the charges prior to a
hearing that has been scheduled for
Saturday, March 28.
The foundation is "totally separate"
from the university and is goyerned by
a 15-member board of trustees, Hogancamp said.
The assets of the corporation currently total about $3 million dollars and its
major current project is the development of the Frances Miller Memorial
Golf Course.
"We have quite an extensive investment and scholarship portfolio,"
Hogancamp said, adding that many
dollars donated to the foundation are
"restricted" funds. Restricted dollars,
Hogancamp said, are given for a
specific purpose.
The board of trustees establish policy
for the operation of the foundation and a
full financial report is given at each
regular meeting of the board.
Hogancamp said the foundation's
records are regularly audited by the Internal Revenue Service as well as independent auditors.

Under the bylaws of the foundation.
"the president of Murray State or the
person holding that title" is chairman
of the foundation's board of trustees,
Hogancamp said.
Other members of the trustee board
are vice president Harry Lee Waterfield, a former regent, Frankfort;
James A. Davis, also a past MSU
• regent,formerly of Owensboro and currently a resident of Point Clear, Ala.:
Dr. Adron Doran, retired president of
Morehead State University, Lexington:
And, Clara Eagle, retired chairman
of the MSU Art Department, Murray:
Dr. Marshall Gordon. MSU vice president for administrative services, Murray; Mrs. Ann Wrather Hoke, Murray;
Roy McDonald. former superintendent
of Trigg Co. schools, Cadiz; Edwin 0.
Norris, attorney, Kingsport, Tenn.;
LeRoy Offerman, life underwriter,
Evansville,Ind.;
Also, Leon Smith, retired superintendent of McCracken Co. schools,
Paducah; Dr. Harry M.Sparks, retired
president of MSU, Murray: William H.
Thompson, contractor, Owensboro:
and Dalton A. Woodall, president of
Rudd-Woodall Motor Sales, Paducah.
Hogancamp said the board currently
has one vacancy created when Dr.
Donald Hunter accepted a position with
the Kentucky Department of Education.

RCCT

the NAIT's formation, its
membership has grown to about 1,500
persons including administrators,
educators, students, graduates of industrial technology programs and industrialists.
Murray State-ls located in NAIT
Region III, which includes most states
in the South.

Dark-Fired Tobacco
Sale Set March 3, 10
In Murray, Mayfield
The next sale of darn-fired tobacco in
Murray and Mayfield will be Tuesday,
March 3, according to Holmes Ellis,
general manager of Western DarkFired Tobacco Growers Association.
The sale will begin in Murray at Farris and Growers Loose Leaf Floors and
will move to Mayfield.
The final sale of the year of dark-fired
tobacco will be Tuesday, March 10, at
both Murray floors and Mayfield. Ellis
said this will be the last sale for which
price supports will be offered.

Court Awarded
Grant For
Hazel City Park
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard today- announced that the Heritage Consen:atior
Recreation Service of the U.S. Department of the Interior has approved a
$9,172.80 grant for the development of
the Hazel City Park.
Money for the grant is supplied by the
service's land and water fund, which
helps state and local governments purchase needed land and develop outdoor
recreational facilities on these lands.
State and local sources are to match
the federal grant which will bring total
funding to $18,345.60.
The funds are to be used by the
Calloway: County Fiscal Court to acquire by negotiated purchase 2.82 acres
of land in Hazel and develop it into a
playfield and support facilities.

Parker Files For Office Of
Calloway County Attorney
Calloway County Attorney Max
Parker filed this morning as a candidate for nomination to that office in
the May Primary Election.
Parker, who is presently serving his
first term as county attorney, said today he felt he had established an excellent record of service to Calloway
Countians during his three years in office.
"I have been responsible for the prosecution of more than 3,000 cases per
year in District Court and have done
my best to be firm yet fair in my role as
prosecutor." Parker said. "I will continue this example if the people choose
me again."
Parker, 38, and his wife, Gail, and
sons, Conrad, 13, and Zachary, four
months, live on a farm on the Taylor
Store-Harris Grove Road in southwest

Winters Elected President Of
Industrial Technology Association-inside today
Since
Dr. Kenneth W. Winters,

dean of the
College of Industry & Technology at
Murray State University, has been
elected president of the National
Association of Industrial Technology
NAIT
The NAIT is the only professional
organization nationally representing
baccalaureate and master's level
educational programs in industrial
,Lechnology.
Winters, a professor of engineering
technology, has been a member of the
faculty at Murray State since 1965. He
received his doctorate of education
degree at the University of Northern
Colorado, his master's degree from Indiana University and his bachelor's
degree from Murray State University.
• Winters is a native of Marion. He was
named dean of the College of Industry'
and Technology July 1,-1977.
NAIT has members on 130 campuses
nationally. The association was formally organized in 1967.
'Objectives of NAIT include promoting and improvement of degree
level industrial technology programs in
institutions Of higher education.

ROTARY SPEAKER - George
Atkins, secretary of the Department
of Finance, Frankfort, will be the principal speaker at the weekly noon
meeting'of the Murray Rotary Club
tomorrow
at
Colonial
the
Smorgasbord, In
Murray for
budgetary meetings with Murray
State administrators, Atkins, a native
of Hopkinsville, will be introduced by
Dr. Robert McGaughey, chairman of
the Department of Radio TV and
Journalism at the university and a
high schoohclassmate of Atkins.

Max Parker
Calloway County.
Parker is-the only candidate who has
filed for the office thus far

Murray's Mel Purcell as honored in Memphis and also won his (opening round match in OW U.S. National Indoor Tennis Championships. See
Page 10-A For details and photos.
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Clear tonight with lows in the
upper 30s. Mostly sunny
Thursday with highs in the mid to
tipper 50s. Winds light and
variable.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls for
dry and mild conditions Friday,
with a chance of rain Saturday
and Sunday. Highs Friday and
Saturday will range from the mid
50s to mid 60ts, with highs Sunday
ranging from the mid Its to mid
541s. bows through the period will
be in the 30s
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
354.13
Kentucky Lake
354.25
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Community Happenings

1

Golden Age Club will have a
potluck luncheon at 11:30 amt.
at the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church.
SIDS Group o sudden death
syndrome will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the Health Center
Wranglers Riding Club is
scheduled to meet at 730 p.m.

Thursday. Feb.?
American
Disabled
Veterans Chapter and Auxiliary are scheduled to tneet at
p in at the legion Hall
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at
7 . 30pmii. at the club house.
-Production of "Vanities''
will be presented at 8 p.m. at
the University Theatre. Price
Doy le Fine Arts Center, Murray State Admission will be $3
for adults and $1 50 for
children
legion of Mary will meet at
10730 a.m, iii the rectory of St
Leo's Catholic Church.
Knights of Columbus ladies
Night will be held at 6:30 p.m.
in the Parish Center, St. Leo's
Catholic Church.

Senior Citizens Centers will
be open as follows: Hazel and
Douglas from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Bible Journaling Group will
with lunch at 11:45 a.m. at
Hazel and at 12 noon at 'meet at 7 p.m. at the home of
Douglas; Ellis from 10 a.m. to Marge Hays. Southside
Manor..Apt. K.6.
3 pin, with lunch at 12 noon

THE ACES

Thursday, Feb. a
Cluster pray er meetings of
First Baptist Church WMU
will be in honin, as follows
Kathryn Outland at I p.m.;
Billie Ray at 2 p.m ; Pala
Alcott, Naonu Rogers. and
Lucy Lilly at 7:30 p.m

Thank You Dinner for
Veterans of Vietnam, Korea,
Mothers Day Out will be at 9 and World Wars 1 and 11 will
a.m. at the First Baptist Chur- be at the Colonial House
ch.
Smorgasbord at 6 p.m. For inSam Lovejoy, anti-nuclear forniation call 753-5750 or 753lecturer, will speak at 8 p.m. 3824.
in the ballroom, upper level.
Shopping for senior citizens
University Center, Murray
will be held and call 753-0929
State University.
by 9:15 a.m,for morning shopping and by 11.30 a.m, for
Friday, Feb. 27
Second night of -Vanities" afternoon shopping.
will be presented at 8 p.m. at
Shower for Edwin Beach
the University Theatre, Fine
who lost his home and conState
Murray
Center,
Arts
tents by fire will be hei from
University. Tickets will be $3
7 to 9 p.m. at the,Kirksey
for adults, $1.50 for children,
WOW Building. For informaor by season ticket.
tion call 489-2228.
Mothers Morning Out will be
at 9 a.m,at the First Christian
Church.
Cluster prayer meeting by
First Baptist Church WMU
will be at 10 a.m, at the home
of Billie Ray.

G CORN, JR
®RAG

The actions of men are
the best interpreters of their
thoughts "-- John Locke.

to seven if he wished. And to
send that invitation, North
implied that he had diamond support and first
round control in spades.

Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens. Lunch will be
served at Hazel at 11:45 a.m.
and at Douglas at 12 boon.

After the opponents show
weakness via a pre-empt
and cistp‘s own side has bid to
show strength, can a pass by
the strong side ever
describe more strength than
a bid7
The answer is a decided
"yes.". And here's a grand
slam hand to prove the case.
It was played between Finland and Iceland in the 1980
World Team Olympiad.

On the bidding shown,
Finland made not one, but
two forcing and invitational
passes. After East introduced hearts over six
diamonds. South's pass
promised first round heart
control and a willingness to
go further.
North accepted. but now
West obstructed further by
bidding seven spades. It was
North's turn to show the ace
of spades by making an inviThe first four bids at both tational and forcing pass -tables were the same'and without it, he would have
both South,s quickly reached\ doubled. South read the
six diamonds. At one table;) message accurately and his
West pushed to six spades.
which North properly
2-25-A
NORTH
passed. but South did not get
•A 4 3
the message and he doubled.
2
•
Six spades doubled I -9001
•K 9 2
was a wonderful result for
4.41(QJ 76
East-West since NorthSouth can score a vulnera- WEST
EAST
bre grand slam
41 K Q3108765 •2
•QJ 98761
•K 10
North's pass to six spades •10
•3
carried the clear message +09
•10 9 4 3
that South could continue on
SOUTH
•9
•A 5 3
•40117654

Thrs Thins 3/S
7.20,9 23
Dolly Porton

Vulnerable North-South
Dealer West The bidding

93-05

0,...,0.• 753-3311
Thru Thurs. 3/S
6 Aced Rows. Inc test P.O.
Mory Tyler Moore
DONALD SUTHERLAND

Ends Thurs.
7'05,9:10
3 Academy Norm. Inc.
Best Actress
401 OW DAVI% ••

East

North
5+

West
4•
Pass
Pass
7*
Pass

Pass
6V
Pass
Pass
Pass

Pass
7•
Pass
Pass

Friday, Feb. 27
Chapter No 853, National
Retired
of
Association
Federal Employees will
kineet at 9:30 a.m. at the Ellis
Community Center

i
FIRST BIRTHDAY — Chad
Gardner,son of Greg and Debbie Gardner of Hardin Route
1, celebrated his first birthday
on Feb. 4. He is the grandson
of Doug and Ann Collins and
Jooe and Marion Gardner, all
of Hardin. His great grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Leslie Dick, Mrs. Eva Gardand Mrs. Iva Fennel, all
if Hardin, and Edgar Collins.
Bennie. He has one uncle, Ken
Collins. "Teddy Time" was
the theme of the birthday party held in his honor. Cake,punch, and ice cream were served. Present were 15 guests.

DRIVER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Henry L.
Driver of Hazel announce the
birth of a baby girl, Bethanie
Alesa, weighing eight pounds
12 ounces, born on Thursday.
Jan. 22, at the Henry County
General Hospital, Pans,
Tenn.
They have one son,
Jonathan Lee, 14.
The mother is the former
Marla McLeod of Hazel.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. R. J. Driver, Mrs. Mabel
McLeodand the late Alex
McLeod,Sr., all of Hazel.

NOW AT HOME
Mrs. Christine Garland is
now recuperating at her home
near Kirksey after having
undergone foot surgery at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was dismissed Feb. 18.
PARIS PATIENT
Mary E. Linn of Puryear,
Tenn., has been dismissed
from the Henry County
Hospital, Paris, Tenn,
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Craine Trimble of New Concord has been a patient at the
Henry County Hospital. Paris,
,
Tenn.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Recently dismissed from
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah, was Margaret
Tucker of Murray.

The engagement and approaching marriage of M1213
Teresa Lynn Cathey,daughter
of Mr. and Mrs Ron Cathey,
former residents of Murray,to
John Edward Pace, son of
Mrs. Lithe Mae Pace of Murray, has been announced.
Miss Cathey is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Frank Hamlett of Corpus Christi, Tex*: She is
employed at Granny's Porch,
Murray.
Mr. Pace is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. William Foster
Stack of Dover, Term. He is
employed at the Carl Howard
Auction, Almo.
The ceremony will be performed on Tuesday, March 3,
a' 8 p.m. at Granny's Porch,
North 16th Street, Murray. A
reception will follow and all
friends and relatives are invited to attend as only out of
town invitations will be sent.
The Rev. James Tate of
Milanel will perform the
ceremony and Jerry Boyd of
Benton will give the bride-tobe in marriage. Carl Howard
will be best man and Deborah
A/heeler, sister of the brideelect, will be the matron of
nonor.
Among those assisting at the
wedding will be Patsy Pierce
and Melissa Page.
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OSPITAL NEWS
2. 19-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Hicks, baby boy ( Diane Rt.
1, Dexter.
Pritchard, baby boy
(Cheryl Rt. 1, Box 205A, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Sherrus L. Moncrief, Paris,
Tenn.; Shellie A. Kelly, Rt. 1,
Clinton; Mrs. Joycejeritt and
baby boy. Rt. 2, Sedalia;
James M. Powell, Rt. 2, South
Fulton, Ten.; Leslie Ryan
Page, Rt. 6, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Avis Reubene Robertson,
Kirksey.
Mrs. Kay E. Loines, Box
883, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs, Metzi
C. Mason, Rt. 7, Mayfield;
Mrs. Margaret M. Waldrop,
1701 Olive, Murray; Mrs.
Anita Bear, Rt. 5, Murray; C.
W. Scott, Rt. 7, Murray; Gary
L. Evitts, 1217 Peggy Ann
Drive, Murray.
Mrs. Velma L. Chadwick,
1619 College Farm Road, Murray; Ronda F. Paschall, Rt. 7,

Murray; Bobbie I.. Cruse.
Lynn Grove; Mrs. Harriet G
Mrs.
Spillman, Wingo;
Ernestine E. Miller, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Arthur Reeder, Rt. 2,
Buchanan. Tenn.
Mrs. Debbie S. Kingins,
New Concord; John Leeman
Nix, 1106 South 16th Street.
Murray; Claud Thorn, Rt. 1.
Almo; Mrs. Lisa H. Ahart, Rt.
4, Cadiz; Mrs. Olive 1..
Williams, 1100 Circarama,
Murray; Thomas F. Wilkerson (expired ) 808 Bagwell,
Murray.
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ANSWER: Three no trump
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Hamburger
& Chopped Steak
Special!

KAPPA DINNER - The Memorial Baptist Church Puppeteers, directed by L. D.
Cathey, presented a special program at the annual sweetheart dinner held by the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club on Feb. 3 at the club house. Alice Rouse,
department chairman, presented corsages to Peggy and Bob Billington for being
married the most years; to Betty and Gary Brockway for being married the least years;
and to Janet and Jack Wallis as anniversary closest to Valentine's Day. Bobby Malone
gave the blessing. Hostesses were Dinah Vire, Pauletta Hohman, Linda Purcell, Judy
Tucker, Charlotte Hammack, and Anita Jones. The department will meet Tuesday,
March 3, at 7:30 p.m. with Dr. Walter Jones to speak on "Children's Eye Problems."
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BEL AIR CENTER & OLYMPIC PLAZA
Shop Daily 10-8. Sunday 1-5
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WEDNESDAY
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You Can't fat This Good
At Home For This Price
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Springs Newest Linen BlazersSave Now on a Superb Collection!
Originally 549. Polyester/Rayon Linen
Pastels Plus Navy, Red, Green. Sizes 5-13
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Please get our offer before
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bid of seven no trump got
the Finns to the top spot
Too bad the laws prevented West from bidding eight
spades, but then South could
have countered by bidding
eight no trump
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Miss Teresa ',yin Glazer and John Edward Pare
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Thursday. Feb. 26
Magazine Club will have a
luncheon at the Holiday hui at
1230p in.
-- Organizational meeting to
form Murray-t'alloway County Chapter of Council for Exceptional Children will be held
in Room -240. Special Education Building. Murray State,
at 7 p in
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Choose Two With Any Meal:
Rice Pilaf, Fried Zucchini, Steak Fries, Fried
Cauliflower, Baked Potato, Tossed Salad,
Cole Slaw
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Chapter No. 853 of the National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet
Enday,Feb. 27, at 9 30 a.m at
the Ellis Ekirran unity Center
Prof Phillip Tibbs of the
Murray State College faculty

*

By Abigail Van Burer1

More Swimsuit Covering
Will Stop Her Cowering

Tennis Group (.
To Pico Thursday

DEAR ABBY: I love your column in the Jacksonville
Journal, but I'd love you even more if you would find out
why the bathing-suit manufacturers don't make a suit for
women over 25 years old. Nobody but a teen-ager could wear
the things they put out now. I'm a 43-year-old married
woman with a fairly good figure, but I need more help than I
can get in a bathing suit these days. How about one with a
built-in bra like they used to make? Or,some with elastic for
those of us who need something to hold our stomachs in?
FAYE IN JACKSONVILLE
DEAR FAYE: Some manufacturers do make the
kind of bathing suit you're looking for. Go to your
favorite store and ask the swimsuit buyer to snap
into it!

Group C of the Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country
Club will meet at 9 a.m. on
Thursday Feb. 26, at the
home of Cathy Mattis to go to
Kenlake Tennis Center to play
at 9:30 a.m.
The lineup is as follows.
Court One - Renee Wynn,
Carol Waller, Ann Uddberg,
arid Janice Howe.
Court Two - Vickie Baker
and Cathy Mattis.

DEAR ABBY: Today I received an invitation to attend a
25th wedding anniversary party given by three children for
their parents. When I opened the reply card to respond, I
found a small piece of paper which stated, "$12.50 per
person includes meal and gift." Needless to say, I was in a
state of shock, and still am.
I wrote the enclosed letter and sent it with the response
card. Should I have written it? Please give me your opinion.
ALICE
"Dear Rosemarie: We received the invitation to your
were
25th
and
anniversary
parents'
party,
stunned
wedding
by the request of $25 to cover cost of food and gift!
"Never have we seen anything like this before, and I hope
we never du again. If you and your brother and sister can't
give your parents a party without asking your guests to pay
for it, you should skip the party. Your grandmother would
turn over in her grave if she knew about this.
"We will send your parents a gift of our own choosing, but
we will not attend the party. Have a good time without us.
Sincerely, Alice."
DEAR ALICE: It's all right to have written it, but
you should not have sent it. Even though it was
questionable taste to ask the guests to pay for their
own "meal and gift," the children undoubtedly meant
well.
DEAR ABBY: Besides being a working mother, I am also
a room mother of a kindergarten. For the second time this
year, a child's mother has come to school and handed out
invitations for a birthday party - excluding a few children.
The hurt felt by those who were excluded was overwhelming.
The teacher told me that she was very upset over this and
asked me what to do about it.
I've considered having a special party on the same day for
those who weren't invited. I've also considered having a
party on another day and inviting all the children except
the One whose mother singled out a few to exclude at her
child's party. (You can see how angry I am.)
I suppose the children who were excluded must learn how
to deal with rejection sooner or later, but I hate to see
children hurt.
Have you a solution?
ROOM MOTHER
DEAR ROOM MOTHER: The principal could send a
notice to all parents stating that unless all the
children in the class are invited, party invitations
may not be delivered at school - but must be mailed
instead.
Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,
congratulations, how to decline and accept invitations and how to write an interesting letter are
included in Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters for
All Occasions." Send $1 and a long, stamped (28
cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Letter
Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.

Miss Kathy Higginbotham, bride-elect of
Mickey Spann. has
chosen her gifts and
decorative accessories
from the Bamboo Garden.
Kathy and Mickey will
be married on March
21st.

IMM1300
GARDEN

SPECIAL PARTY - The Welcome Wagon Club and Brownie Troop 592 held a Valentine party for residents of Westview Nursing Home on Feb. 12. The Brownies passed
out Valentines they had made and entertained with songs. The club members
provided homemade cookies, fruit, and punch. Judy Krouse, troop leader, Debbie
Shapla, co-leader, and Karen Wooldridge were in charge of the Brownie program. Pictured, left to right, front row, Kelly Krouse, Mary Catherine Wooldridge, Dana Lee,
second row, Tomianne McCullom, Anne Marie Shapla, Janie Martin, third row, kellie
Burkeen, Connie Steely, Jennifer McGary, Brenda Stafford, back 10K, Sallyanne
Sawyer, Welcome Wagon Club, and Judy Krouse, Brownie Troop leader

will be the speaker He will
discussed -Completing Your
Income Tax Forms.Refreshments will be served
and a dour prize will be for the
The local chapter. along
with other chapters in the first
district, will be hosts for the
state meeting to be held May
19 and 20 at Lake Barkley
Lodge
At the December luncheon
meeting held at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord, Cong.
Carroll Hubbard was the
speaker. A picture of the congressman along with a writeup about the meeting appeared in Retirement Life, national publication of NARFE.
Bondurant,
Charles
membership chairman, has
started a campaign to reach
100 members by the March.
27thmeeting. He said he

would appreciate any retired
federal employee, not ir
member of the NARFE, to
contact hini about membership
All members and associate
members are urged to attend
rid‘
the nirctuiv
,in said

UNDERGOES SL RGERY
Kelhe Ann Williams, little
daughter of Mr and Mrs
Tommy Williams. sister of
Kathy Williams. and granddaughter of Mrs. Jo Cleta
Williams, James C. Williams,
and,Mr. and Mrs. Benny Sinimons, all of Murray,
underwent heart surgery at
Norton's Children's Hospital.
lAnnsville, on Tuesday. She
will be in intensive care for
several days but is reported ir,
satisfactory condition.

Cause of swollen ankles
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - My quickly as possible get the
ankles began to swell.yester- injured part up and above the
day, which scared me They heart level If it is an ankle.
have never done that before. he down and get the ankle
Is that caused by kidney prob- above the level of your head_
lems? Would you please let Properly applied pressure is
me know? I have a little heart also important in preventing
swelling.
trouble.
Salt restriction and other
I was sitting, working a picture puzzle. when I noticed the medical measures may be
swelling that night I put my necessary in chronic swelling
feet in hot water with vinegar problems.
DEMI DR LAMB - I am
and the swelling went down
some Could poor circulation 71 yeah old. 5 feet 2 and
be the cause?
weigh 109 pounds I have
DEAR READER - Most always been in good health
swelling is caused by the local most of my life. I live on a
accumulation of fluid that is farm and run cattle. I'm
trapped outside the blood ves- active in farm life and church
sels and inside the tissues. activities. I lost my husband
With an injury such as a bad four years ago so I still carry
sprain, that may be from on. My problem is bad leg
bleeding in the injured area cramps, which I have had for
from torn small blood vessels. a number of years. I live
I can't be sure whs. you had alone and have no one to help
swelling, as it is just a symp- me loosen them.
tom. Swollen feet and legs can
result when the right side of
the heart fails. Swelling also
To
results from varicose veins,
liver disease and less often
kidney disease - unless the
kidney disease is particularly
severe.
Pressure .can be a factor.
When you sit in a chair that
compresses the veins in the
back of the thighs for a long
time the buildup in pressure
in the veins may prevent the
normal return of fluid from
the tissues into your small
capillaries.
The Golden Age Club will
Regardless of whether meet Thursday, Feb. %, at
varicose
swelling . is from
11:30 a.m, for a potluck lunveins or even a sprain, a
social hall of the
major factor is the position of cheon at the
the swollen part. Fluid pools First United Methodist Churin the tissues below the heart ch.
level. When you are sitting up
A white elephant sale will be
or standing still the fluid pools held and each member is askin your feet. When you lie ed to bring a gilt for the aucdown and put your feet above
the level of your heart the flu- tion.
The club held its last
id drains back into your circumeeting on Jan. 22. A potluck
lation.
This is one of the basic luncheon was served and the
points about swelling dis-- group later played bridge.
cussed in The Health Letter
Those present were Mr. and
number 11-6. Swelling: Causes
-Mrs. Bill Marose, Mr. and
and Management, which I am
Andrew LaChoy. Mr. and
sending you. Others who want Mrs.
this issue can send 75 cents Mrs. Bob Davis, Mr. and Mrs.
with a long. stamped. selfto
addressed envelope for it.
T1
,
1
1 ,1773
1
7
171-7
me, in care of this newspaper.
City
Radio
P.O. Box 1551,
PADUCAH PATIENT
Station, New -York, NY 10019.
Remember that fluid runs
Mrs. Ruby Leslie of Murray
downhill. This also applies to has been dismissed from
bleeding under the skin or Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.
from an open wound. As

It is not because I overexercise. I just have them. Is it
what I eat or don't eat' If I
ever move at night I am
caught.
DEAR READER - There
are many causes for leg
cramps. Anyone who has persistent leg cramps should
have a medical examination.
From your comment, I
assume yours occur at night.
many of my readers swear by
wearing warm socks to bed to
help prevent the problem. I
think the idea is to keep the
muscles warm all night. Cold
muscles tend to cramp.
Otherwise, some people get
help from various medicines
and some are helped with
vitamin E. I'm not big on vitamin E for most things, but it
apparently does help some
people with leg cramps

ALL DIAMONDS
40to60% OFF
fiii44
4.4avi471
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Carl Hendrickson, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Gertzen, Mr. and
Mrs. Ted Schluster, Mrs.
Naoma Schwalm, Mrs. Mattie
Parker, Mrs. Artis Fuqua,
Mrs. Modena Butterworth.
Mrs. Calista Clanton, Mrs.
Hildred Sharp, Mrs. Autry
Lang, Mrs. Mildred Ragsdale,
Mrs. Opal Reeves, Mrs. Birdie
Parker, Mrs. Thelma Parker,
Mrs. Blanch Larson, Mrs.
Mune Mattingly. and Paul
Kingins.
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SEIKO

SPIN DAILY 104 11%-f; 10-S SM.
Charge rt V./1th Our E-7 Terms

Lay Away Now
For Groduatson
and Mothers DaY4

JE4ELEIti -

Be) Air Shopping Center

MSU THEATRE
LORI ANN PITTS
B.S. Candidate in Speech
and Theatre

"Joanne"

VANITIES
"Joanne wants to raise a
family and stay unaffected
by the, rest of the world. She
almost succeeds."

UNIVERSITY
THEATRE
MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY

0

February 26, 27,28
8:00p.m.

RESERVATIONS:

31,

MI

F

762-4421 (daytime)
762-6797(evening)

Gloria Vanderbitt's computer computed a mistake, and they doubled our
shipments. Rather than return the merchandise, we made a deal to keep it and
pass the sayings on to you. So for the rest of this week,the jeans with the red
and gold swans will be on sale for $28.00 each, and all Gloria Vanderbilt tops
2 the regular price at the
1
will be on sale for /

Dixieland Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-753-8301
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Lookin Back

inion Page

10 Years Ago
A petition has been filed with
Calloway County Court Clerk Marvin
Harris asking the County Court for a‘
local option election.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Jessie
Thurman and William Gayle Dillon_
The Fifth Grade students of Mrs
Thyra Crawford and Mrs. Dan Darnell
presented a program of music and
square dancing at the meeting of the
Kirksey Parent-Teacher Association
Mrs. Harold F'ones is president.
Births reported include a girl to Mn
and Mrs. Edward Phillips on Feb. 21, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Leonard M. Jesik
on Feb. 20, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs
James Phillips on Feb. 22.
The engagement and approaching
mariage of Miss Dortha Sue Jackson.
daughter of the Rev. and Mrs. Willie
fohnson,to 'Arc): Andrew Stubblefield,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Loudon Stubblefield, has been announced.
Mrs. Lenice Fisk and Mrs. Ila
Douglas presented the program on
'Decoupage" at the meeting of the
Nature's Palette Garden Club held Feb.
17 at the Ellis Center.

EDITORIAI,
we-

Reagan's New Beginning
Must Be Followed Up
There is a consensus in the
country that federal spending
must be reduced, or at least
kept from increasing as fast as
it has been increasing in the last
few years.
President Reagan's bold new
economic program, which he
outlined to the Congress in his
recent television talk, responds
to the people's wishes. The danger is that special interests in
the Congress will nibble away at
the program until there is nothing left.
Members of Congress gave
the president a standing ovation
when he said he doesn't want his
proposed "America's New Beginning: A Program for Economic Recovery" to be simply
the plan of his administration —
"I am here tonight to ask you to
join me in making it our plan."
Mr. Reagan learned to work
with a Democratic legislature
during his eight years as governor California, and he was good
at it. He knew when to compromise. He knew when to go over
the heads of the legislators and
take his case to the people. He
can be expected to handle the
Congress with the same skill.
But the fact remains that
compromises will be necessary.
The budget cuts are not likely to
be as extensive as those outlined
by the president. He called for a
total of $41 billion in cuts in the
budget for the next fiscal year,
beginning Oct. 1. It is not likely
that the Congress will agree to
to all of these cuts and it is extremely unlikely that the Con-

gress will originate any cuts of
its own.
The $41 billion in cuts will
hurt many people. There is no
painless way to reduce spending. But even the $41 billion does
not look big when compared
with the anticipated deficit in
the federal budget for, the current fiscal year, which is now
anticipated at close to $80 billion.
Factoring in a large increase
in defense spending and a large
reduction in personal and business income taxes, even the
most optimistic of the Reagan
administration economists do
not believe the federal budget
could be balanced untll fiscal
year 1984, the last full fiscal
year of Mr. Reagan's' term in
office.
Most Americans favor an allout attempt to balance the
budget as soon as possible, believing that continuing federal
deficits of massive proportions
are a major factor in causing
our disastrous inflation.
There are other factors, such
as our dependence upon OPEC
oil, constantly rising in price,
and inflationary wage increases.
Everything we can do to restrain all these inflationary
pressures must be done.
The federal government can
set the tone in all these areas.
Ronald Reagan has made a
good beginning toward a new
policy of restraint. He should
have the support of the country
and the Congress.

20 Years Ago

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: Everyday I read
something or hear something negative
about lawyers. I have seen a lot of
books about how to handle this or that
yourself and save on legal fees. Now, I
see advertisements from lawyers in
magazines and newspapers. My wife
and I are both 66 and have many friends
in our apartment complex who read
your column. This subject of lawyers
has come up a lot in discussion. Can you
tell us why .a senior citizen should
employ a lawyer — I mean for what services? F.S.
ANSWER: As a rule of thumb, consider consulting an attorney if you want
to plan your estate, write your will,.
evict a tenant, sign a lease, buy or sell a
home or other real estate, take a
substantial loan, file for bankruptcy,
get a divorce, marry, seek damages in
a personal injury case, for a patent or
invention, sell or buy a business, a
dispute with an agency such as I.R.S.,
are served an eviction notice, enter-into
an important contract, are accused of a
crime, or are sued.
HEARTLINE: lam 62 and my wife is
65. I do not intend to retire until lam 65.
My wife has never worked under Social
Security. Does she have to wait until I
retire before she can get Medicare Part

"A"free? T.R.

Business Mirror

ANSWER: No. You du not have to be
retired. Simply go to your Social Security office now and specify that you are
signing up now but do not wish to begin
your benefits until you are 65. Once you
sign up, your wife can have Part"A"of

Medicare free, even though you are not
drawing Social Security benefits yet.
For all the information you will need
when your wife does take Medicare,
order our 1981 Guide to Medicare. To
order, send $1.75 to Heartline, Dept. M,
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381.

Washington Today

'Social Safety Net'
An AP News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON ( AP) — lake an incantation to ward off evil spirits, the
phrase "social safety net" is becoming
an administration litany as President
Reagan's budget-cutters try to counter
That hasn't persuaded the opposition,
of course, which contends the Reagan
plan would tear holes in the net Of
government programs set up for needy
Americans.
Reagan doesn't deny that he wants to
narrow the net, but he says that is
because social program have expanded
far beyond the truly needy who should
be getting help. His people cite the food
stamp program as a prime example,
and want elibility tightened to cut its
cost by $1.8 billion.
He also wants to restrain the growth
By JOHN CUNNIFF

Roofing America

Who's Guilty?
The case of the New 'Jersey
home owner who took a few
warning shots at a pair of burglars makes one shake a head in
wonder.
Manuel Mann watched a man
and woman enter his home and
start gathering loot together in
a pile. He confronted them,
leveled his revolver, and said:
"Hold it right there!"
Both burglars, instead, bolted
for the door and. ran''for their
car. Mann fired a Warning shot
into the floor and then squeezed
off two other rounds into the
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getaway vehicle.
He didn't try to wound or kill.
But he was charged with two
felony counts of aggravated assault and could go to prison for
18 months.
The county prosecutor says a
home owner may not use deadly
force against burglars on the
run.
We don't condone killing in
such cases, but it would seem a
home owner should have some
means of protecting his property. It looks like another example
of too much sympathy for the
crook and too little for the victim.
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NEW yoRK (Ap) — If Americans
can't put a roof over their heads there
may be little point in devising grand
plans for improving productivity,
reducing inflation or otherwise seeking
to tame the savage economy.
But there are problems in roofing
America. It takes lots of money to build
and buy houses, and the so-called thrift
industry pipeline that funneled money
to the housing market is plugged up like
'an old sink. '
The reason is inflation and high interest rates, and it works like this:
— With the cost of living outpacing
wage increases, many people are
unable to save as porch as they once
did.
— What money they do save often
goes to large commercial banks that
can offer high-interest certificates
rather than small, local savings institutions. such as savings and loan
associations or mutual banks.
—Commercial banks aren't as
dedicated to making mortgages as are
thrift institutions. Seeking a greater
return for their dollar, they invest in
more profitable and less regulated ventures thiM housing.
—Thrift institutions have been sinking deep into the hole. one reason te.nrig
that they hold on their books old home
mortgage loans on which they collect
only 7 percent or even less. They lose
money on them.
— Traditional home mortgage lenders
are resolved not to be caught in such a
bind again. They are wary of granting
long-term fixed-term mortgages. Instead, they want flexibility, which
generally means they seek to give mortgages who.se terms vary with changing
conditions.
—Such mortgages now exisLillut
after 50 years of expecting and getting
the traditional mortgage, some young
nomebuyers are reluctant to test the
new mortgages. Some critics say the;
are wise to resist.
The argument of the critics is that

flexibile rates mean either of two
Athings: That the monthly payments
might rise beyond the earning power of
the homeowner; that, as an alternative,
the homebuyer would need more years
than he or she has remaining to retire
the mortgage.
—The critics of the critics concede
the new mortgages aren't as desirable
as the old ones. But, they argue, we
must be realistic. If you want a house,
this is the only way you or your family
will get it.
There are other elements also.. The
typical single-family house now requires as much down as the median'
income family earns before taxes in an
entire year. That's hard to come up
with when inflation exceeds wage increases, when taxes are rising, and
when saved money erodes in value.
Moreover, housing really doesn't
have top priority, as you might think it
would. No matter that about 40 million
people will reach age 30. or homebuying
age, in this decade. The goal of those
who would rebuild America is to channel funds into manufacturing plant and
equipment, and in that way reduce inflation by lowering the cost of making
goods.
Somehow, though, it would seem the
housing situation has to be worked our
before that can happen. The situation
isn't being ignored,as the many innovations in housing design and financine
attest.
But progress comes slowly on all
fronts: In slowing the rise in prices and
bringing down interest rates, in
rebuilding savings accounts, in obtaining regulatory approval for new-style
mortgages, and in gaining acceptance
for them.
It takes time. but time is relentless.
All those babies born in the boom of the
late 1950s and early 1960s, and who are
relied upon to get the economy moving.
They
are getting older by the second.
want houses.

of federally aided medical care for the
needy. At the same time, the administration proposes to give state
governments new flexibility to manage
their own Medicaid programs.
That fits Reagan's philosophy of
government as, well as his cut-thebudget drive.
Budge. director David A. Stockman
says_even with the proposed cuts, and
increases in defense spending, "safety
net programs" will get an increasing
share of the federal dollar during the
Reagan administration. He said those
programs now claim 37 percent of the
budget and would get 41 percent in 1984
under the Reagan plan.
In essence, what Reagan is proposing
to do is to preserve the social programs
born of the New Deal, but prune many
of those that date to Lyndon B.
Johnson's Great Society.
Reagan said he would preserve the
system of income security measures
fashioned during the Great Depression,
as "essential commitments" that
transcend differences of ideology, party, or spending priorities.
His critics say he's trying to balance
the budget on the backs of the poor.
Reagan knew they would, and he said
the charge is exaggerated, inaccurate
and unfounded.
That is only the beginning of the argument.
For the basic difference is not over
aiding those really in need. It is the
question of how dire that need should be
before government steps in to help.
Reagan conservatives and the liberal
Democrats who shaped many of the
programs involved never have been
close to agreement on that. It's unlikely
they ever will be.

Bible Thought
Mat cloth the lord require of
thee, but to do justly, and to love
mercy and to walk humbly with thy
God? Micah AA
If you are seeking the Lord's will
for your life, here's a good place to
begin.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated acticles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a -column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topc might be

A state wide conference on how to improve the curriculum of elementary
and secondary schools will be held on
March 6 on the Murray State College
campus.
The third annual Contemporary Arts
Festival will begin Feb. 26 at Murray
State College with a show of assorted
craft articles by the Louisville Craftsman's Guild.
The annual Blue and Gold banquet for
fathers and sons of Cub Scout Pack 14$
was held Feb. 24 at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Danny Kemp, Don Oliver, Charles
Eldridge, and Vernon Gantt, debaters
at Murray College High School,
presented the program at the meeting
of the Murray Rotary Club held at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
The Rev. C. E. Ward is pastor of the
St. John's Baptist Church.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Magnificent Seven" starring Yul
Bryner. Steve McQueen, and Charles
Bronson.

30 Years Ago
The Max. H. ChnrchiR Funeral Home
is holding open house today at its new
building location on North Fourth
Street.
Deaths reported include H. T.
Taylorm Crouse, 71, and J. T. (Jeff i
Stubblefield.
''Pogue Outland getting ready to
leave for the Ohio Valley Conference
Basketball Tournament in Louisville,"
from the column, -Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
The Rev. Van Bogard Dunn is serving
as pastor of the Kirksey Circuit of the
Methodist Church.
In high school basketball games
Calvert City beat New Concord. Sharpe
beat Murray Training, and Heath beat
Almo. High team scorers were
McLernore for Calvert City, Rowland
for New Concord, Darnell for Sharpe.
Hale for Murray Training. Yates for
Heath,and Phillips for Almo.
Showing at.-..the Capitol 'Theatre is
''Armored Car Robbery" starring
Charles McGraw. Adele Jergens. and
William Tatman.

Today`ln History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 25, the 56th
day of 1981. There are 309 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Feb. 25, 1913, Congress was given
the authority to levy income taxes when
the 16th Amendment went into effect.
On this date:
In 1793, the first recorded cabinet session took place when President George
Washington met with the heads of
various departments at his home.
In 1919, Oregon became the first state
to tax gasoline.
In 1927, the people of several of the
Virgin Islands were granted United
States citizenship.
In 1956, Soviet Premier Nikita
Khruschev denounced the late Soviet
leader Joseph Stalin.
Ten years ago: President Richard
Nixon delivered his "state of the world"
report, insisting that communist aggression was failing in Southeast Asia.
Five years ago: The United States
vetoed a United Nations resolution'
deploring Israel's annexation of
Jerusalem.
One year ago: President Jimmy
Carter welcomed members of the U.S.
winter Olympics team to the White
House, calling them "modern day
heroes."
Today's birthdays: Former Beatle
George Harrison 38. British actor Tom
Courtenay is 44.
Thought for today: Nothing is ever
accomplished by a reasonable man —
Playwright George Bernard Shaw
1856-1950
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Spanish King's Position
Stronger After Seige

\‘‘""

slipping out of the
deputies taken hostage MUD- sinen began
M HA EL GOLDsM H
building and escaping,
Associated Press Writer
clay night when IA Col. An- Cortes
Molina and the rest
MADRID. Spain i API —
tonio Tejero Molina and sonic and Tejero
a fight.
200 other members of the gave up without
Premier-designate Leopoldo
The hostages were not
Guardia Civil, the national
Calvo Sotelo was expected to
police, rushed into the lower harmed.
win confirmation easily
Tejero Molina, who took
chamber of the Cortes, firing
tonight in the lower house of
in another coup plot in
their pistols into the ceiling part
Parliament following the
never got started,
and'ordering everyone to drop 1978 that
speedy collapse of the first atwas supported by the comto the floor.
tempt to overthrow Spain's
tnander of the Valencia
young democracy.
demanded military region, Maj. Gen.
Molina
'fejero
issued
parties
political
All
that a military junta take over Jaime Milans del Bosch. A
statements saying Spanish
of
the government and restore a veteran of the Spanish Blue
position
the
and
democracy
Franco-style dictatorship that Division that fought with the
King Juan Carlos had been
would crush the Basque ter- Nazis on the Russian front in
strengthened by the failure of
rorist movement in northwest World War 11, he ordered his
some 200 members of the
Spain and other opposition to troops into the streets and proparamilitary Civil Guard who
strong central rule. But the claimed a state of emergency
invaded the lower house as it
king made a broadcast con- in his region, then hurriedly
was preparing to vote on
demning the rebellion, and all rescinded the order when he
Calvo Sotelo Monday night
but one of the commanders of realized he was alone. He was
and _held some 350 legislators
the 200,000-man army sup- relieved of his command,
hostage for 18 hours.
ported him and the civil ordered to Madrid and put
The only army commander
government. The rebel guard- under arrest.
who supported the rebellion
amid
arrested
was
openly
widespread suspicion that he
was to have been the neu
Franco if the coup had succeeded. Some 30 of the
rebellious Civil Guards also
were under arrest and could
get maximum sentences of 30
years imprisonment for sedition and mutiny.
Tenn. Department said.
SPRINGFIELD,
Calvo Sotelo had been exRobertson County Civil
API — Ten Robertson County
pected to win confirmation
students Defense Director W.I. Jones
Monday night by a close vote. elementary school
when a said the children, students at
But after the attempted coup, were slightly injured
the side of Krisle Elementary School,
nine Catalan deputies who car plowed into
es were being transported to
abstained on the first round of their school bus, authoriti
their homes in northern
they
say.
said
week
last
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including the Robertson County.
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Two
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the seriously injured. They just
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hospitali
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Dew,
Charleen
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ty premier to Premier Adolfo driver of a car that
hitting transferred to Vanderbilt
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Students Slightly
Injured In School
Bus, Car Accident
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Central Shopping Center
Hours:
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

Hoover Upright
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$I 00
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Bar,
Salad
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Cocktail
Sauce,
Tartar
es,
Hushpuppi
Steak fries,
Cheese

Don't Forget
Our Saturday
Night Country
Buffet Including
Live
Entertainment

Introducing
Chef Randy Marcum
Kenlakes New Chef ;
- Specializing in
Banquets
and Catering
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Guard Unit Observes
Black History Month
i Editor's uotc - Material
for the National Guard column
is supplied to the Murray
Ledger & Times by members
of the 61415 M.P. Company of
the U.S. Army National
Guard. located in Murray .1
The month of February has
been dedicated as "Black
History Month " The national
guard historically has had
many black Americans that
distinguished
have
themselves through their services and deeds.
One of the first black heroes
of World War II was Done
Miller who was responsible for

PAGE'

Witnesses Disagree On Car's
Color In Joggers' Shooting Case

KENTUCKY

shooting down four Japanese
Zero fighters with an antiaircraft gun he had never seen
or fired before.
Black men and women have
against
bravely
fought
America's foes since 1652.
Free and enslaved Blacks
have fought in colonial wars.
There were more than 5.000
Blacks in the Contmential Army In the Civil War, more
than 186.000 Blacks served in
the Union army.
Over 200,000 Blacks fought
in World War I. One of the
leading regiments was 369th, a
highly decorated all-black unit

NATIONAL'
GUARD
also known as "The
Hellfighters from Harlem."
it was not until the Korean
War that the army began to integrate its troops. Since 1948,
the army has worked toward a
principle of ''equa lily of treatment and opportunity."
Today, there are 24 black
generals active in the army
and four in the national guard.
As of September 1980. the army was 32.8 percent black
while the army national guard
was 16.7 percent black. Black
women compose 39.1 percent
of all women ranks.
The Murray national guard
unit would like to recogruze its
black members. They are
PSG Herman L. Wright, Sgt.
James L. Stubblefield, SP4
Craig W. Johnson, PFC
Dwayne Martin, PFC Porter
C. McCuiston Jr., PFC

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Licensed For
Commercinl S. Residential

Call 436-2372
Murray Ky

CUNARD
Cruise
Cruise on the QE2 for 9 days from Southampton. England up the
Coast of Scandinavia, enjoying eight ports of call and the spectacular scenery of the Norwegian Fjords returning May 30th.

We have ten First Class cabins available for $1 810.00 per person, double occupancy, including port taxes.
Optional towns archavailable before or after the cruise.

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENC1
Phone (502)753-4646

511 Main St. Murray, Ky.

Dwaine Musgrow, PFC Kern
E. Sims and PV2 Anthony T.
Pratt.
Several of these individuals
have
distinguished
themselves in the Murray
unit. McC'uiston excelled as an
honor graduate from his basic
training class. Johnson earned
the National Guard Recruiter
Badge for his recruiting efforts and skills. Musgrow
received praise from local law
enforcement officials for his
job in handling traffic during
the Christmas parade and
averting any serious incidents. Wright has over 20
years service and, at last
year's summer camp, earned
the Kentucky Commendation
Ribbon to go with many other
awards he has received over
his career.
Guard notes:
National Guard Week will
be March 1-7.
.- An open house is scheduled
at 1 p.m. March 7 in the armory.
.- Drills will be held at 7:45
a.m. March 14-15.
.- The Easter Seal Drive will
be March 28-29.
Enlistments - Sgt. Joe C.
Huey.
.- The blood mobile will be at
the armory Sunday. March 15.
.- There still are two openings
in the EMT course.

By KEA GIBBS
Associated Press Writer
SAI.T LAKE CITY ( API The night two young black joggers were shot to death in a city park, witnesses in the area
say they saw a dark-colored
sports car similar to one
driven by Joseph Paul
Franklin, who is on trial in the
shootings.
- • ..,
But when pressed Tuesday
by defense attorney Robert
Van Sciver, some prosecution
witnesses disagreed about the
color and other details of the
car they san .

Franklin, a 30-year-old
avowed racist,is charged with
violating the civil rights of Ted
Fields. 18, and David Martin.
20, by shooting them as they
left Liberty Park Aug. 20.
He also faces state murder
charges in the case.
The government contend,

I'[-ankh') was driving a blown
Camaro when he was arrested
in Florence, - Ky., last
September. Franklin escaped
from police there and was
recaptured in Florida
Three witnesses testified
Tuesday they Saw a brown or
dark-colored Camaro in the
vicinity of the park shortly
before a sniper's bullets felled
the two young men, both
employees of Northwest
Pipeline Co. in Salt Lake City.
The two had been in the company of white girls.
Gary Apicer, who lives near
the scene of the slaying, said
he saw a dark Camaro pull into the vacant lot, where police
later found six spent bullet
casings.
Another witness, I2-year-old
Brent Vigil, testified he saw
an "orange-brown" Camaro
leave the same vacant lot.
But on cross-exanunation by
Van Sciver, the boy said the

2

the rifle back in the trunk and
Car he sae wasrcall) closer to
drove away. Roberts is a
a "bright orange."
Leon Beauchaine and his 12- lawyer in the Justice Depart.
year-old daughter. Carrie, nient's civil rights division.
Spicer said he saw a dark
who live next to Spicer,
testified that just after hear- Camaro move down a
ing the gunshots, they saw a sidewalk and halt in the vaman in a baseball cap and cant lot next to his house.
heavy coat running from the
-1 saw a person get out of
vacant lot.
the car and walk around to the
Beauchaine said he ran into rear and open the trunk," he
the street after hearing the said. After going back into his
house, he said he heard a loud
first of at least SIX gunshots.
"I looked over my shoulder noise like a car backfiring.
and I saw two muzzle flashes.
I saw a figure that appeared to
have a duck-billed baseball
sort of hat on and what appeared to be a rifle heading ...
through the field," he said.

9603DH

He said he saw the back of a
man firing what appeared to
be a bolt-action rifle.
Spicer said he then saw this
same man "throw something
in the trunk" of the Camaro
that"appeared to be a long object.-

In his opening statement,
government attorney Richard
Roberts said evidence would
prove that Franklin parked
his Camaro in the vacant lot,
took a rifle from the trunk,
opened fire on the joggers, put
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ART EXHIBIT
A display of contemporary
prints from the collection of
Ashland Oil, Inc.. will be on
exhibition in the Eagle
Gallery of the Fine Arts
Center at Murray State
University from March 1
through March 12. Gallery
hours are as follows: Mondays
through Fridays,7:30 a.m. to 9
p.m.; Saturdays, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.: and Sundays, Ito 4 p.m.

tonight

"Before I could sit down
again, I heard another loud
noise and I seen a flash cornMg front the lot," Spicer told
the all-white jury.
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23rd Presentation Of
Grammies Set For
Television Tonight
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NEW YORK API — The
Grammy Awards, statuettes
shaped like old-fashioned
gramophones that go to the
top makers of modern recordings, are being presented
tonight in a televised show
from 9 p rn. toll on CBS.
The 23rd annual presentation of the Granunys is here
for the first time since 1975,
and for the first time ever at
Radio City Music Hall. Winners are voted by members of
the National Academy of
Recording Arts and Sciences
Old pro Frank Sinatra and
newcomer Christopher Crass
are nominees in for the "big
one," the record of the year
category. Also nominated in
that category are Kenny
Rogers, Bette Midler and Barbara Streisand.
Cross also is nominated in
the "best new artist"
category. album of the year
and song of the year. a
category for songwriters.
Record of the year nominations are: "Theme from New
York, New York," Sinatra;
'Sailing," Cross; "Lady"
Rogers: "The Rose," Miss
Midler, and "Woman in
Love," Miss Streisand.

Two More Black Children Are Reported Missing

ATLANTA APi — Two
more black children were
reported missing today, but
police said the cases had not
to those of 20 ITI1SSThose five songs are been added
dead children being innominated for song of the y car mg and
vestigated by a special task
along with -Fame.- a movie
force
title song. Cross is the only.
Officers identified the miss-record of the year" singer
nominated who wrote his own ing children as Dempster D
Williams, 10, of southwest
song.
Album of the year nominees Atlanta and Termal Heard, 14,
are -Trilogy Past. Present of northwest Atlanta.
Public Safety Commissioner
and
Future.Sinatra:
"Christopher Cross," Cross: Lee Brown said neither case
"Guilty," Miss Streisand: had been turned over to the
"Glass Houses," Billy Joel. task force_
and "The Wall," the British
group Pink Floyd.

"Our missing persons unit
will check them out first to
make sure they're not just
runaways," said police
spokeswoman Marion
Police receive dozens of
missing persons reports each
week, but the disappearances
of children are not turned over
to the task force until it is
determined they fit the profile
of the missing and slain
youngsters.
Meanwhile, authorities investigating the cases of the
murdered or missing children
say they have been monitoring

the funerals of the victims and
the weekly v oluriteer searches
of neighborhoods in hopes of
turning ups suspect

solve the 18 slayings and two
disappearances
In other developments'Tuesday

DeKalb County Public,Safety Director Dick Hand said
Tuesday night that that people
attending the funerals and the
searches for clues in city
neighborhoods have been watched by police because "morethan likely the suspect in these
cases has been at these locations.He did not say if the
surveillance efforts turned up
any leads that might help

—An Atlanta City Council
committee approved an ordinance banning children 15
and under from selling merchandise on streets, in public
areas or at shopping centers.
The measure is another effort
to keep unattended children
off the streets, particularly
since a number of the 20 victims were considered budding
entrepreneurs
— Public Safety Corrurus-

Program Slated

-Too often the answer is inflexible or unnecessary
government requirements,"
Huddleston said. "Where this
of the case, I strongly believe
that it is in the best interest of
our economy and national
security to make changes.•'
The first bill would provide
equal treatment under the
Clean Air Act to utilities and
industries which voluntarily
convert from oil or natural gas
loan alternate fuel, and those
which are mandated to convert under the Energy' Supply
and Environmental Coordination Act, or the Powerplant
and Industrial Fuel Act.
Under existing law, mandatory conversions are eligible for delayed compliance,
exemption from noncompliance penalties, exclusion from the automatic imposition of new-source performance standards, and exclusion from the automatic imposition of new source performance standards, and exclu-

el

sion from new source review.
under the prevention of
significant deterioration provisions of the Clean Air Act.
The proposed Huddleston
legislation would extend the
same advantages to voluntary
conversions.
Huddleston's second proposal would provide sufficient
flexibility during energy
emergencies to allow a governor or the president to suspend
overly stringent air guality
regulations for a period of
time long enough to permit
utility and industrial plants to
switch from scare fuels to
more abundant alternatives.
Existing authority limas
emergency deviations from
state implementation plan requirements to a maximum of
four months.
The bill would extend the
permissible period for suspension from four months to five
years, but with a strict requirement that the longer
suspension could not result in
a violation of any national ambient air quality' standard.
The third bill would assure
that utilities and other major
fuel burners complying with
all existing emission standards would not be subject to
more stringent standards for
up to 10 years, unless there is
an imminent threat to public
health.
Sen. Wendell Ford,. D-Ky.,
who was among those cosponsoring the three bills, said
that Huddleston "is proposing
measures that will make coal
easier to use as a direct fuel
without necessarily causing
an increase in air pollution
and a decrease in the quality
of life.
-Rather than attempts to
gut the I Clean Air Act, they
are adjustments that will bring flexibility, equity and common sense to it," Ford
declared.

GOLD...
DIAMONDS. •

WE
BUY
BUY
UY

ANT GOLD STAMPED
101-141-131-2211

(

11113CEIVI OWNS -MEDUICNS
MOTT 1.1104S- DP04 GOLD

1 Lb. Can

Low Overhead Means low Prices

We Gladly
Accept Food Stamps
We R
The Right
To Limit Quantities

Nemo Owned & Operated
N•w Store Hours 7 a.m.-8 p.m.

Prices Good Feb. 25-March 3

with $10.00., mere purchase •xcleding
Dairy or Tobacco Products & Drinks en Special

Potatoes .13.75oz.

Blue Bonnett

Savo 28

argarine

Southern Gem Cut

Green Beans

2c...

Case of 24
Libby's Fruit

$10.65

Cocktail

$129

Libby's Vienna

Sausage 5..

Libby's Sour

K

raut

ilk el.

3c.

Libby's Potted

Meat

3 oz.

4 CMS

1

Savo 111`

16 Oz.
8 Bottle
Carton
Save 50'
Libby's Early lune Sweet

Peas

17 01

Save 24
koo

Libby) ,ct
6-;-•
IVAs

114.110 •••-•e^

Hyde Park
Home Style
Buttermilk

Libby>

Biscuits

Kraft
•PF.'

Vicks Formula 44 Cough

Syrup

Cheese
Singles

'1

Reg. $2.35 Simi 112'

4

Gillett* Good News

Razor
Reg. 66' Savo 25

L nn Grove Grade A Large

ggs
ay. 12

Save 40'
12 Oz. Pkg.

PRODUCE
111. Yellow Delicious

Apples

Mr. P. Combination

69c Pizza . „.. 69c

316 "
b

Frosty Acres Cream Style

Corn

Red

Grapes

2189

U. S. D. A. Choice
Boneless Arm

Fields Sliced
1 lb. Pkg.

Roast
$ 79

Bologna
$ 39

lOis.

Fields finest

Wieners
$1 39
lb. pkg.

Fresh Leon

CASH
NOW!
Air

Potatoes

MICHEISON'
-SOt/Viet4

....Anommorionj
immummit

Ground
Sticks.. A.b.A 69 Beef
Frosty Sea's Milk

U. S. No. 1 Red

OPEN DAILY 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

DV AI/All ADI r

Save 60'
Limit 1

Betty Crocker instant

We'll
Pay You

Ansersip..
\

—U.S.Sen Stroni .Thurmond. R-S C . called on the
Justice Departnient to provide
direct financial aid to the city
for its investigation of the
child cases. Thurmond, chairman of the Senate Judiciary
Committee, said in a letter to
Attorney General William
French Smith that the Atlanta
case is -a social disaster tor
all America."

Coffee

SUPER MARKET

The Honest Way!
We ere not "fly -By -14igkters" only in
town overnight to take your money.
We're Wen trusted in Paducah for 69
years.

Jr Center for Social Change
announced plans for a
nioratonum on murder" rally and march Sunday to show
uncern over the eases

Folgers

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
The Kentucky Heritage Commission will hold its annual
preservation awards program
May 28 at the Paul Sawyier
Library in Frankfort.
The Ida Lee Willis Memorial
Award will be given to an individual showing the greatest
dedication to preservation in
Kentucky. The award is named for the founder and first executive director of the
heritage commission.
Seven other awards also will
be given. Nominations should
be submitted to the Kentucky
Heritage Commission,

Amendments To Clean
Air Act Introduced By
'Dee' Huddleston
WASHINGTON 1API —
Three bills to amend the Clean
Air Act and ease regulatory
restraint on the use of coal
have been introduced by Sen.
Walter "Dee- Huddleston, DKy.
Huddleston said, in a statement Tuesday, that despite
many legislative efforts to
convert industries and utilities
to coal, "it still supplies only
18 percent of our energy needs
while constituting more than
80 percent of fossil fuel
reserves,"
He said that coal use "remains demand rather than
stipply limited — a curious
fact in a country constantly
bemoaning its energy problems, but a fact nevertheless."
that
said
Huddleston
throughout the coal regions,
autos are carrying bumper
stickers asking "Why Not

sumer Lee Brown announced
that 18 arrests have been
made under the city 's fourmonth-old curfew for children
under 15 Brown said arrests
have been made only in those
cases where no other method
could get a child off the
streets
—A 14-year-old black boy
missing since last Thursday
was found safe in suburban
Decatur. Police said Mario
Kirk was turned over to
juvenile authorities after he
was spotted byr a police officer
—The Martin I.uther King

101k li
$

199

6.z bug

401

F
i
l
m
y Acres

Ruby Red

Radishes S

ide

59c

U S 13 A Choke
flonislioss Strum

Sliced Slab

fresh Sliced Perk

Steak
$269

99c.

Bacon

Liver

49c

edaroda%. Frbruar, ?S. 19111
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Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

Don't Worry
Murray...
Storey's Food Giant
Will Not Be
Undersold!!

REG. $1.85

TIDE

Limit Rights
Reserved

Home Owned
Operated
We Accept
U.S. Gov't
Food Stomps

Bel Air Shopping enter
Prices Good
Wed. Feb. 25
Thru
Tues. March 3rd

Store
Hours
8 A.M. To 11 P.M.
Every Day

ALL FLAVORS

GIANT SIZE
49 OZ.
LAUNDRY DETERGENT

JELL-O GELATIN
GELATIN

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
PRODUCTS
EXCLUDING TOBACCO A. DAIRY

(WITH COUPON BELOW)

PLASTIC
TWO LITER
BOTTLE

BODEN'S
GOLDEN SUN PURE

BIG TATE INSTANT

PURINA
REG. OR HIGH PROTEIN

POTATOES

DOG CHOW
$699

FACIAL TISSUE
200 CT.

MR. P'S
FROZEN

PIZZA'S

69'

ORANGE JUICE

994

2 GAL.
1
/

FOOD GIANT WHOLE

KRAFT
WRAPPED SINGLES

MILK

WRAPPED SINGLES

.S.D.A. C

CHUCI
12 OZ.
16 SLICE

2 OZ.
/
111
GAL.

.31 Oz.

$1 49

ICH
BUHERM ILK
$1 09

SCOT FARM

DOVE
DISHWASHING LIQUID

BISCUITS

opt 99'

---

HUNT'S
TOMATO

'a

GAL

- 3201. $1°9

6 ROLL PKG.

FRESH POR

CUTLE

SCOT PAPER

TOWELS
JUMBO ROLL

II

BATHROOM TISSUE

it iDILL
PIEi
ADAD

240139.

SWISS, AMERICAN, PIMENTO

U.S.D.A. C

STEW

$1 69

694

CRANI•CiAkiiii JUICE
3201.

$1 °9

Health & Beauty Id Specials,

r

r--COUPON 095664
Limit One Per Family
Fresehowberry
Comet Owasle
Boo Berry Sr Cereal

'COUPON

Limit One Per Family
Mn. Bintereorth

Syrup

$119
36..

666166,
Exp. 3-3-81

COUPON
Limit On Per Family

Cherrio's
Cereal
Is S.

Good Osh Al Hoeft
Exp. 3-3-81

Gard Oat At Serial
Exp. 3-3-81

COUPON
LimH One Per Family
Al Flavors

Jell-0
Gelatin

COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Dove
Dishy Weise
U-

„., 994
Gos4 Oat At Slorty's
Exp. 3-3-81

COUPON 095664
Limit one

Per Family
Betty Crocker
Ileseberger
Wolper
Univers

,„4/894 2/$1 49
kW Oily II Show's
Exp. 3-3-81

&IWO* AISWeYs
Sep 2 Si

1 LE
CUC
GRE
1 LE

CIILOR-TRIMETON

COUPON

DECONGESTANT TABS

Limit One Per Family
Dose
Oar kip

VASELINE

GoW Oat At San's
Exp. 3-3-81

Limit One Per Family
Ileker's
Chocolate Flavored
Chips

1142

994

Goed Clett Al Storey's
_JAL 3-3-611

66

WHITE

2/89w
COUPON

24's $

4 o1. 96
/
33

VICKS FORMULA 44

COUGH SYRUP

1 59
301.

ANACIN-3 ASPIRIN FREE
I

EX-STRENGTH TABS

30 s

$1 09

"FAMILY

The Home of

PLAIN

ENVELOPES

DISNEY
WORLD

low, 664
INCLUDES

•
ENERGINE SPOT

REMOVER

NFEST"

96'

4 DAYS-3 NIGHTS-ROUND TRIPAIR
FARE • CHOICE OF LIMOUSINE OR
RENTAL CAR•TWO DAYS ENTRANCE
FEE TO DISNEY WORLD • 16 PASSES
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*Choice Meats
'Fresh Produce

*Giant Inflation Fighters
'Weekly Coupons

*Everyday Low Shelf Prices
*Super Specials

-".

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS

GRADE 'A' WHOLE

Ntie,.
.N1.,.

CHUCK
ROAST

,"
i
.4,-i

)
.,i.

LB.

ifaitifigh.„, LIMIT 3

k;.14111.,

4f.'i
-

-.k,...
.

Att,."4"atp
•'t k1%
10,.. •;.'.;
.r.•

J.,
BACON

,...:.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

SWISS IDU
STEAK

SLICED SLAB

FAMILY PACK
V.

LB.

it- -•
/
p
.) -:-'- 0.
.,

• • r. •
4-,
,..t

.f

it

4

4

PORK
,7 c,.
t \STEAKS

1:.S.D. A. CHOICE CENT!.

i

••-•
LB.

$169

LB

i

$1 99
I
LB

STEW MEAT

L.1 79

CUTLETS

all

illagt

,
'46".11"fiftibt

LB759c

FRYERS

1 39

$

PORK LOIN

LB.

I

TENNESSEE PRIDE PORK

GOLDEN SMOKED BONELESS
LB

HAM
SMOKED

PICNIC

LB.994

SAUSAGE

STEAKS

LB

FIELD

$1 59
$

BOLOGNA

1 19

12 OZ

CAMPFIRE
1201.99

ftPlKS

SUNKIST

LEMONS

POTATOES

I,

SAUSAGE

$

vs;,..LB
.....,

RED
•

$1 89

994
1 39
_ ..,

LB

CATFISH

STORE-MADE PORK

FRESH PORK

„;.:, PORK
-4%,„ ROAST'
Altapw,
,
4411

JUMBO-PACK SLICED RIB HALF

' U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

BOSTON BUTT

::.I.
q.k
AA`

,1r

"Vtler0P.MONPVILIY9Pr: Ws"r`
4141
JUMBO-PACK CUT.UP

CHUCK STEAK

U

3.
.
I.

WHOLE BOSTON BUTTS
SLICED INTO

20 LB. BAG

1 LB. CARROTS
CUCUMBERS
GREEN ONIONS
1 LB. RADISHES

-4t*-??Piikait
CABBAGE
TURNIPS

MIX OR MAYCH

3/$1 00
THIS WEEK WIN

LAST WEEKS NAME
JOYCE MATHIS
CARD NOT PUNCHED

BAKERY SAVINGS

CREME HORNS
CHERRY
IN STORE

INT

BREAD

L. 1 9C
LB 394

DELI SAVINGS

3/89° BOLOGNA
454 ilin
i ievERs vicH
CHICKEN
LOAF 794

LB $169
994
,,L,

$109,
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Murray Native Pounces On Gullikson

Purcell Captures Crowd
On Day Held In His Name

r.
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ACCEPTING HIS PLAQUE FROM ED CHRISTMAN — Mel Purcell is honored on Mel
Purcell Day at the U.S. National Indoor Tennis Championship at the Racquet Club in
Memphis. The tournament is being directed bv Tommv Buford, who introduced
Christman.
•
saves and stunning winners. Christman was tunny as
By DAVID HIBBITTS
met Gullikson's move with his always and really loosened me
Sports Editor
up.
MEMPHIS, TN — He has dashing hustle and thrashing
"It really pumps you up and
won the NCAA doubles cham- forehands.
When the final set came gives you that little extra
pionship: he has reached the
finals of the U.S. Clay Court down to the tiebreaker. adrenolin that you do not have
Championship in less than two Purcell rallied again. As his sometimes. I kgew they the
Murray fans were there and I
months as a professional; and. final shot dropped just over
before he could even complete the net and spun back. did not want to let them down
his first pro season, he has had Gullikson knew the day was
%C.Proc,
meant for Purcell.
a day named for him.
seasoned
a
is
"Gullikson
Just before Murray native
Mel Purcell won his opening veteran," Purcell said. -I had
round match in the U.S. Na- to fight like a dog on every
tional Indoor Tennis Cham- point. We had a couple of realpionships, beating Tim ly big ones on the deuce ad
Gullikson, 6-3, 7-6. at the Rac- court.
"He was moving me around quet Club of Memphis last
night, he was presented a a little more in the second set.
plague on Mel Purcell Day in so I relied on my speed. His
recognition of his ac- approach shots were hitting
complishments by Ed deep. I was lucky I hit a couple
of good shots.
Christman.
"I have learned that
After accepting the plaque
and showing his appreciation whoever plays the bigger
for the turnout of his close points the best will win." •
After loOking back at the
Murray fans. Purcell could
not wait to get started in the match, which set up a second
round meeting with C. Rogermatch.
Instantly, he pounced on Vasselin.today. Purcell had a
(;ullikson. breaking serve in chance to soak in some of the
the second game before meaning of his special day.
The 21-year-old Purcell.
rocketing backhand passing
shots past Gulhk.son to run out whose unique, youthful appeal
to the tennis tour has given
the set.
But Gulliksop was far from Murray a bolder place on the
finished as he came back, at- tennis map, admitted that he
tacking the net and making haul been nervous at the start
crisper volleys and passing of the match he wanted to win
so badly on the special occashots.
Purcell, already delightiog sion.
tournament
"Tommy
the crowd by tearing across
the court from one end to the director Buford) did not have
other for some incredible to do that,- Purcell said.''Ed

Having
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Mary th
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TAKING A SEAT — Mel Purcell watches another winner
get away from Tim Gullikson. Purcell won the opening
round match, 6-3, 7-6, as his speed and hustle were too
much for Gullikson.

' Staff Photos By David Hibbitts
after they had come all the
way to see me.The day had belonged to
Purcell all the way. as interviewers besieged him in quest
of what has sparked him to
success as ATP Rookie of the
Year in 1980
'It is not as fun as I thought

it would be,'' Purcell admitted
about the circuit, even as he
wore the smile that has drawn
so many new fans to him.
"There is a lot of traveling,
and I have to play every day.
"It is still fun, though, and
as long as I can stay happy, it
is what I enjoy doing.•"

MEM

%5.I%mem rt
THE MANY FACES OF MEL PURCELL — The 21-year-old
native slashes into a couple of backhands (left and bottom) before walking off the court in victory (above). At
right, he breaks into a smile during a break in the match.

NBA

BY.
Philadelphia
Horton
New York
Washinigan
Jerse,.
Milwaukee
Indiana
auxin
kveland
Atlanta
Detrot

San Argolis°
Kansas Oty
Houston
Denver
Utah
Dallas
Phoenix
los Angeles
Portland
Golden Slate
San Drew
Seattle

New York
Seattle 102
San Arnim
1 os Angek
Denver Ig
San Diego

•
•

Cleveland .
New York
Ica Welt
Indiana at
New Jerse
Philadelph

HOME FEDERAL CERTIFICATES
EARN MAXIMUM RATES

seattle :
Dallas at 1

NHL

'

30 Month
Variable Ceiling
Certificate

1 2.00A
Rate Effective Feb. 26th through March 4,

(21

Compounded Daily for
Annual Yield Of 12.74700
$500 Minimum

NY !Mande
Philadelphia

N.Y Ranger
Washington

Federal Regulation Reqvires a Sofistontial Penalty For Early Withdrew& From Certificate Accovnts
_

182 Day
Money Market
Certificate

1 3.861 A
Rate Effective Feb. 26th Through March 4

Federal Regulation
Prohibits Compounding
$10,000 Minimum

a mous
thicago
Vancouver
Fcknigton
Cokrado
W.141
12
,

r

-•

E
L
HOM
ERA
FED
,. . in
441441,14

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

* °•
z81..144814
#

i
THE CENTER OF ATTENTION — Mel Purcell captures the
interest of the media during a television intervieW hours
before his win over Tim Gullikson in his opening match at

the U.S National Indoor Tennis Championships at the
Racquet Club in Memphis
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FOU4 WONG

LENDER
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.17SLIE
,6:4•04.14..440.44.......c4. t
Murray, Ky.
....
759-1630
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Tigers Go Into Overdrive In Third To Save Win

Murray Wins Tough Game Over Farmington
at

By STEVE BEMER

the

mteroussion

1 he

Tigers got their gears working

Sports Writer

said obwill his team s

halftim,

to

in the third period, however,

"We went to the press in the

slip its basketball machine in-

outscoring their visitors 29-17

second half. We changed it up

Murray

High

overdrive

to

managed

one

just

for

period Tuesday night, but it

in the quarter, to take a 54-52 'several times, going from a 21-2, to a 1-1-2-1, to a 1-2-2. Our

lead into the final period.

proved to be enough, as the

Robin Roberts led the way

Tigers held off Farmington,

in the third quarter, pouring in

81-77.

ded six. Murray nailed 13 of 19
shots from the field, and three

ray coach Cary Miller said.

of four free throws, during the

'They always seem to get up

decisive third period.

for

switching forced several turfoyers.''
Using the press to its fullest

10 points, while Gary Sims ad-

"We always have a tough
time with Farmington," Mur-

us and

game. We ought to always
play like we did in the third
"When

tournament

time

comes around, we are not going to be able to play just one
good quarter and get away

Just as importantewas the
press that the Tigers used to

Suffering through nine-of-30

5:15 left in the game.

the press that enabled Murray
to climb back from the 10point deficit.

ref used

to

ed five more. Four of those
were missed on two con-

"We showed a lot of poise to
come'back and win," Miller
said, "but we weren't im-

season final at Fulton County.

pressed by the overall effort.
The kids were so excited about
the game that they didn't have
one of their better nights.

'"fhis was the second game

the boards well. Treas played
well for three quarters." .

-We cut their lead to three
four
missed
and
points
straight

throws,"

free

Calloway coach David Elliott
said. "Those

were

ding to Elliott, forward Patty

timely free throws.

Doyle had 'another of her con-

big free

throws we missed

The

loss

dropped

the scoring with 11 points and

game coming at home against

rebounds with nine.

Farmington Thursday night.

reserves Mimi Todd and Tam-

Calloway Co
. 5 10 8 18 - 41
Reidland
10 11 6 20 - 47
Calleway County (411 - Angie Futrell
7. Patty Doyle II. Beth Hooks 2, Rachel
Lamb 11, Jena Hoke 2. Dana Hoke 2,
Mimi Todd 3. Vicki Houghton 2. Donna
Coles I. Laidono I iverbs 0. Timm( Treas
0,Jenny Winchester 0
Rei&and 471 - Barnett 7. Jarvis 21.
Skaggs 5. Ellington 4. Kortez 6. Pearson

mi Treas.

4

consistent players."
Elliott

also

singled

out

By The Assesated Press
Emieni( mimeo,
Atlante- Denman
Pit
L
44
KO
52 13
Philadelpha
32
2 15
Poem
Ma
\es York
41 31
462
30 15
Am/argon
New .Ierses
.2 46
.303
Central Drvisim
719
46 18
Milwankcii
551
36 26
Indiana
(73
32 2
Chow
391
26
iaveWs.1
375
24 40
Atlanta
lest
15 31
Waren Cadmus<
kedaest Division
642
43 24
San Arturo°
495
31 34
Kansas Clts
31 2
444
Houstin
406
36 2
Denver
_364
24 42
Utah
138
56
9
Dallas
Pacer Mists
771
44 19
Phoerax
en
43 21
Ion Angeies
soo
Portland
saz
32 33
Golden State
1.53
29 35
San Diego
4*
29 36
Teeeday's Germs
New York 133, Atlanta 117, UT
Seattle 102. Dallas 64
San Antonio 131, Golden State 126
les Angeles 107. Chicago 97
Denver 110, New Jersey 15
San Diego 121. Portland 107
*edam's) Comes
leveland at Boston
Ness York at Washington
Ion Angeles at Miwaukee
Indiana at Wanton
New Jerm at Utah
Philadelphia at San !Sego
Durtalm 's Cmmes
Seattle at Sari Antonio
Dallas at Komar Oh

GB
ris
11
72
32I7

101s
15's

a

31

1011
2
,
10
15t-c
1811
5

4
15
1514
18
14-s

NHL Standings
Rs The Arsocieted Press
Can-Mod 1 ambience
Patrick I Miami
44 1. T GE
36 16 10 277
N.YIslanders
34 18 10 244
Phdadelpha
2 21 12 NO
C21880.
3126 9 244
N.Y Rangers
19 2 15 221
Washington
Smythe Midas
36 13 13 772
St. lims
26 26 10 345
Chcasto
5 23 17 LIB
Vancomer
19 31 10 736
Ectrunton
17 33 10 at
Cokrade
7 43 II 192
Winropee
Wales lasimence
Nanis
34 18 9 361
Montnwl
33 70 9 23
1,6 Meeks
21 30 9 223
littienneh
le 2 12 191
tetnet
16 2 16 51
Watford
441na COMMA.
2 12 19 236
Ruffaki
2 19 14 22'
WrreAuta
77 31 10 22
Boston
21 2 13 55
31 3 10 MI
Toronto
Treadmill Games
Montreal 2 (5 Inuis 2. be
I111 Angeles 5, Eoknorton 2
ancouver 6. Philsdelphia 4
Viediwasy's Games
Mnnesula a Hartford
Buffalo et New York flamers
Winnipeg si ansisireh
st LOUIS al Detroit
Boston at Quebec
Coloreds st Taranto
111•2111.11 at Mimes
NY Miran CalgUy
-211211111phia44 Edknorton

5,

I

II

GA Pb
21643
110 71
53 70
254 55
Zli 7,2
212
3*
233
53
32

so

85
62
61
40
44
75

179 77
233 75
so 51
244 48
so 411
12
116
217
257
21

77
72
64
5
54

High School Basketball Scores
By The A,01 voted
Tuesday's Games
Girls' Games
Auburn 65. Gamaliel 62
Belfry 71. Johnson Cent 52
Bourbon Co 39. Montgomery Co 37
Breclu midge Co 70, Meade Co 37
Bailin Cent 65. Build! E 36
Eastern 55, Lou Iroquois 46
Hart C'o 73,Edmonson Co 50,
Henderson Co 73. Apollo 0901',
Knox Cent 68, Williamsburg 37
Lewis Co 44. Fleming('0 34
Lou Butler 67, Lott Durrett 46
Lou Central 42. too Waggener 28
Ion Holy Rosary 60 IkU Shawnee 43
Lou Manual 52, Lou Fern ['reek 19
Lou Mercy 78. Lou Ballard 63
Lou Valley 61, Lou Stuart 45
Madisonville 63, Trigg ('0 46
Richmond Madison 72, Harrodsburg 70
Warren Cent 49. Allen(0 44
Wayne ('0 29. Somerset 45
Webster Co 72, Multlenberg Cent 36
Whitley ('0 83, Rockcastle CO 64
Boys Games
Adair Co 53. Metcalf(0 46
Alex Brossart 87. Williamstown 48
Allen Cent 69, Knott l'o Cent 68
Anderson Co 72,Spent er Co 54
Apollo 75, Henderson ('0 72
Ashland 72. Rowan ('0 59
Auburn 77, Gainaliel 74
Berea 59, EMI]('0 53
Beechwood 89. Bellevue 72
Boone Co 86, Con Holmes 76
Bowling Green 51. Russel lv tile 46
Boyle Co 72, Pulaski Co 71
Breathltt Co 85, Mc Napier 67
Bight( Cent 72. Bullitt E 62
Burnside 68, Clinton Co 61
Clay Co 60, Cawood 56
49
Cloverport 62. Milroarb,
Conner 76, Bracken Co 59
Con Catholic 70. Scott 51
Con Holy Cross 49. Erlanger St Henry
41
Danville 69, Mercer ('0 55
Elkhorn City 66, Prestonsburg 49
Eminence 57, Trimble Co 43
Erlanger Lloyd 61, Dayton 59
Fleming Co 70, E Carter 61
Ft Knox Si. Trinity 49
Frankfort 76. Richmond Model 51
Hancock Co K.Fordsville 53
Henry Co 75 Gallatin(060
Hopkinsville 6.5. Ft Campbell 59
Ironton, Ohio. 84, Russell 44
Jackson City 57. Dike tombs $6

Sports In Brief
TENNIS
MEMPHIS, Tenn i API - Trey
Waltke stunned top-seeded and defending champion John McEnrae. 6-3, 6-1 at
the US National Indoor Tennis Chunpion.ship
In other action. Jeff Florowtak upset
Brian Gott!ired 7-5, 0-4, Eliot Teltscher
beet John Lloyd of Britain 6.1, 6-2. Brian
Teacher defeated Ben Testerman 74, 63, Mel Purcell edged 1101 Gallas:is 6-3,
74; Terry Moor deleated John Satin 6-7,
6-4. 67, Bruce Manson defeated Eddie
555, 6-3 6-1, Tomas Send of
;Cterhoslovalua ousted Pat DuPre
Sand Tim Wilkison defeated Rolf Gehr6-4
6-2.
ing of Germany
SEATTLE AP i - Stacy Margobn
defeated Kim Sands 61, 6-4, while Bettina Runge topped Marianne van der
Torre of The Netherlands, 6-2, 6-1 in the
first round of the Avon Championships
In other matches. Ann K iyomura beat
Susan leo of Australia. 7-5. 44, Kathy
Jordan tapped Glyn.Coles of Great Britain, 6-1. 7-5, Wendy Turnbull of
Austeslo defeated Iva Budarovit, 1.6. 61 6-1. Julie Warrington beat Leslie
Allen, 6-2, 34, 61, liana Mandlikova of
Crechoslovakia topped Sue Barker of
n, 6-0. 7-5, and Porn Shrive
(treat
deluded Beth Herr 6.4.62,

-Gary Sims 32-4 8.
Murray High
Todd Bradshaw 5 2-1 12, Home Crittenden 5 4-4 14. Robin Roberts 7 3-4 17.
JIITUTI4 West 44-8 12. Stuart Alexander 2
604. has id McMillen i 4.310, Al Wells 1
2-ti 221-.12 81
Fariningtas ‘771 - Rusts P1688 16-21

14

Duffy. added

Boggess

Mark

points and
10

for

the

Tigers.
r O.
- Rome
Murray High
r,a Duffs 7 (1.6 14, David Ms Colston
1 9.02. Darren Hooper 204 4, John Billingtun 1 3-4 5, Parks I 2-1 4. res or
51aUus I 04 2, Mark Flue,gess 5 5-0 IS
Tawny Wagner 3 1-27 30 te 1 I 66
Farutlagtas 1271 - Colemar. 3 4-7 10.
Nance 30-16. Cresson 1 14 3. Marmon 1
2-34 itley I 0.2 2 Soldr: 1 0-0 2 157-U
27

ROBIN ROBERTS (54) goes up for
leading

17

points in Murray's

81-77

two

of his team -

win over Farmington.

Roberts scored 10 of his points in the pivotal third quarPhcito Si Slese Bei ker

ter.

that made the difference Kentucky.

taking Mississippi State light-

players."

Looking back on the earlier
meeting this season between
the two clubs in Rupp Arena,
where Kentucky won 71-64,

Mississippi State connected on

ly as his Wildcats play their
final road game of the regular

Hall believes in taking one
game at a time. He said that

season.

Mississippi State's 3-13 record
in

ference and 8-16 overall mark

Hall said,"We played a team
that had really come to play
play.
was ready to
and

is deceiving.

Mississippi

ahead
Sunday'
State,"

en-

our

to

looking
counter

with
said

Con-

Southeastern

the

"They're going to be tough
at

Wednesday

beat

Loui-

to

Hall.

Starkville. They' always are,"

always

State
. is

The

Mississippi State got a 2Jpoint performance from Jeff
Malone in the Kentucky ganie

ninth-ranked

Wildcats sank 17 of 21 while

and that worries Hall.'- We've
got to figure Out a way to stop

10 of 18.

him," he said.

"If we had a rough time with
them here, think what it's going to be like on their home

Malone is the No. 3 scorer in

Hall. He noted

the SEC with an average of

floor,- said

like that."

that Tennessee was struggling

20.2

The teams were even in field
goals and it was free throws

against the Bulldogs and beat

Bowie is fifth

them by only three points.

average.

while

Kentucky's Sam
18.3

with an

Everything Falling In Place For Louisville
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —

Ky Country Day 79. Beth Haven 47
LaRue Co 79, Nelson Co 75
Laurel('0 66, Csey Co 55
Lee Cu 65. Fleming-Neon 53
Leslie Co 70,',etcher Co 50
Len Bryan Station 77, Western Hills 48
Len Henry(lay 71. Woodford Co 64
Lex Lafayette 73. Pendleton Co61
ten Totes Creek 80, Jessamme Co 56
Livingston Cent 55, Heath 51
lone Oak 64, Fulton Co 40
LOU Atherton /2, too Pleasure Ridge
14,
Lou Central 90, Lou Waggener 67
Lou Iroquois as,too Eastern 53
lam Jeffersontow n 64 lou Fain:late 41
LotiManial 90. Fern Creek 63
I all Southern 61, Lou Male $9
I AK! Valley 71. Lou Stuart 63
lam Westport 83, lou Western 65
lynch 72. Jackson Co 67
Madison Cent 66, I,ex Cat hoIIC 61
Madisonville 90, Trigg Cu 71
Marion Co 61, Bardstown 54
Marshall Co 61, Mayfield 58
Mason Co 73. Harrison Co 61
May sville 108. Lewis Co 49
McCreary Cent 68, Lincoln Co 65
McDowell 90. Millard 77
Mercer Co 61, Mayfteld 58
MM I 45. Deming 33
Montgomery Co 63, Boubon Co 54
Monticello 81. Nancy 58
Muilinstt. Johns Creek 77
Newport 68. Campbell Co 57
N Hardin I, Doss 69
Oneida Baptist 6. tone Jack 66
Owsley Co 103, Hazel Qreen 53
Pans 52. Nrcholas C 5T's
Pikeville 70, McGot n Co 48
Red Bird 75, Riverside Christian 70
Richmond Madison 72, Harrodsburg 70
Russell Co 83, Garrard Co 77.01'I
St Patrick 104, Augusta 49
Scott Co 59, Clark Co 57
Shelby Co 79, Washington Co 43
Sheldon Clark 70, Belfry 69
Somerset 69, Wayne Co 52
S Hopkins 75, Providence 51
Todd Co 51, Caldwell Co 40
Unton Co 67, Owensboro Cath 44
Walton-Verona 67, Ludlow 48
Warren E 61. Christian Co 55
Webster Co 67, Muhlenberg Cent 56
W Carter 73, Bath Co62
Western Andersin 65. Burgin 61
Whitesbure 60 Feds Creek 52

College Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
American 84.31 Joseph s. Pa 83,01
Fairfield 86. Fairleigh Dieluroon 71
Northeastern 63, Boston U 76
Penn 52. Princeton 43
Pittsburgh 1111‘. Massachusetts 61
Rhode Island 61 New Hampshire 73
Yale 70. Union, N.Y 61
SOUTH
Ala -Birmingham 92,Samford 67
Furman 78. E Tennessee St 76
Howard 76, Delaware St. 62
Jacksonville 10. Ga Southwestern 61
Okl Dornunon 96. Georgia St 61
SE I oumana 65. I sowsiana I 'el 54
Texas Southern 84.71 Carolina St 611
Va Commonwealth 68. Wilbert) &
Mary 67, UT
MIDWEST
John Carroll 81, Hiram 79
Marquette 63, I oyola. III 62
Wabash 69, IMPauw 7,9
SOUTHW EST
Arkansas 47,Southern Methodist 33
Houston 61 RIce 55
Oklahoma St 100, Oklahoma 18
Texas 65. Texas Tech $4
Texas A&M 59, Texas Christian 57
FAR EST
Portland St 91, US International 10,
01'
San therm St 90. Hawaii 77
S Utah 40, Western St. 63

coach

basketball

Louisville

the

feels

Crum

Denny

resurgence of his defending
after

champions

cerned, other than the fact I

playing so well and loose that

don't like to lose," Crum said.

letdown

lineup change was not the en-

they just kind of loosen up

"I try to build toward end of

Louisville frittered away most

themselves.

the season. 4f we can continue

of a 27-point lead in the second

Says

However. Crum

Associated Press Writer

a

Crum felt there was some

the other players seeing them
the

starting lineup.

By HERBERT SPARROW

NCAA

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
NBA Standings

Friday's

Ronnie Pace led all scorers

the

Lakers' to 5-13, with their next

sively, she is one of our most

14-8

points in the final

period as the Tigers ran the

he said.

siana

both

that way every game. Defen-

into

streak

a

Farnungton could inanagc

sure it hasn't rubbed off on my

noring Mississippi State and

Reidland from one to three

Tigers carry

dif-

"That's bad, and I want tube

they could not grab the lead

points, but could not hit the

the

API —

LEXINGTON, Ky.

either as they kept cutting the

On a night when the rest of

made

Kentucky Coach Joe Hall isn't

ing."

the team was not sharp,accor-

The

that

Hall Not Taking Mississippi State Lightly

ing the mistakes we are mak-

us," Elliott said. "She plays

secutive shooting fouls.

outscoring its visito‘s 21-7 un

ing

"Too many basketball fans,
and the media, have been ig-

"Doyle played real well for

the way to a 43-21 lead at the

bay: down the stretch.

The Lakers never trailed by

sistent games, leading

game

quarter,

record and a two-gime winn-

more than eight points, but

from the line, and carried over
into the third, when they miss-

third

the

open

Murray hit seven of the 10
tosses to keep the Wildcats at

guards. At this point of the

...when they missed five times

in

the

broke

Murray

boards It was the second and
third shots the Murray offense

for Murray with 18 points. Ted

season, we should not be mak-

The Lady Lakers' troubles
began in the first quarter,

3 auvantage on the offensive

the

with 10.

decision to Reidland.

portunities.

timeout and inserted a linrip
that consisted of four girards,

22-14, at

half

forced to foul to get the ball.

free throws in dropping a 47-41

Mary conneeted on 19 of 34 op-

mington, 31-25, including a 15-

the 2:03 mark.

good defensive game and hit

only 15 of 29 attempts while St.

within two. Miller called a

in the first quarter

and led by eight,

final margin out to 39 points.

the first quarter.

For the game, Calloway hit

Murray outretiounded Far-

to earn 10 trips to the free
throw line as Farmington was

Wildcats

Todd has helped us off the ben-

good. sharp play out of our

12-2 lead

After the Wildcats pulled to

b6-27

The Tigers jwiiped off to a

from

the

ch," Elliott said. "She had a

"We are just not getting the

crushing Farniingtun

pulling to within two, 75-73. at

before took a little out of us.

last night as they missed key

the third

17 ',cants. Crittenden added 14
points, Bradshaw and West 12
apiece and McMillen finished

night

trouble getting sharp again

and fourth quarters "

in

inmates, the Tigers were able

could

We were not really sharp in

had

defense.

"We looked like a complete-

not

quarters. Murray

before, the
girls

ly different team

m
U 25
4 21 Y/1l;
Murray junior

Just six

one-point loss to Paducah St.
County

the second half.

job. He gave is a big spark
good
some
played
and

The

rolled to its easiest win of the
night.
Tuesday
season

reminiscent of the first two

Calloway Girls Lose Second
Straight, 47-41, To Reidland
Calloway

really hit the boards for us in

quarter break.

Missed Free Throws Hurt takers

night

half. Jinuily West and Roberts

couldn't get the ball to roll in.
David came in and did a fine

Roberts led a foursome of
Tigers in double figures with

David McMillen came of the

Mary the

end," Miller adnutted. "We

ference It the third quarter.

bench to toss in seven points in

the

give us a big lift in the second

With this quick I Illelip freezing thehall over the final two

75, you consider yourself lucky

-1 think the game

bit at the

32. Stacey Small 1 44 2; Al Caney 6-7
M. Todd Miuth I 282. Jeff 11ths,44-4 12;
Shaun Durington 7 3-4 7 9426-80 77
21 ill
12 13
Murray High
1
Farmington

center Jimmy West.

Hitting a cold spell that was

to be down by: pist IV' Miller

a tough

with foul

trouble. They came back to

late Farmington rush.
-We relaxed a

-Sims and Cnttenden sat

out the second period

the Tiger lead.

Murray

first half, Murray trailed 35-25

absorbed

off the

earned

momentery

shooting from the floor in the

Having

His effort

Sims, Mc'Millen, Howie Crittenden, Todd Bradshaw and

a

prevent

in the first half and they shoot

quarter

lapse, began to chip away at

of

was the turnovers caused by

• - When you shoot 30 percent

from it.''

h
.
up an 11-point lead. 67-56. wit
Farmington

strip Farmington of-the ball. It

quarter.

advantage, the Tigers opened

buckle and, taking advantage

us a good

play

Me final

allowed Murray to hold

plight

tire

reason

for

team's

his

resurgence.

"And we started hitting the

"A lot of it had to do with
everybody's

attitude

about

basket

a

little

more

con-

to play as well at end as we are

half in defeating Cincinnati 81-

now, there is no reason why

67.

couldn't

be

we

Cardinals, who

with most anyone.

sistently as we have had,"

work and hard work in prac-

tion of everything just kind of

tice." Crum said.

their

falling into place at the same

-Up to that point everything
was corning together and it

from the 30s to almost 49 per-

mental

cent

that's one of the things that

might have come together if

streak.

time."
Louisville's

this

start

2-7

the

changed

hadn't

season, despite the presence

we

of four returning starters, was
the worst ever for a defending

lineup.- Crum said. "But it
just so happened that we did

NCAA king.

them both at the same time.

However,

Cardinals

the

"We

getting

were

better

shooting
during

raised

percentage

their

winning

letdown,

mental

when you are playing a little

and their attitude coming into

better and win a little more

games has been very positive

fidence up."

play.

their last 16 games, clinched

working hard, their attitude
was good, they were going to

con-

"Once you have lust eight

the Metro Conference regular
season title and inched backed

fidence was never shaken dur-

games, you dork-have the lux-

into the AP's Top 20 this week.

play better anyway, no matter

Metro

guess

"1

probably

more

Tulane, when Crum inserted

than anything else it was a
combination of the two, the

freshmen Charles Jones and

freshmen conung in there and

the

playing loose and relaxed and

Conference game Jan. 5 at

Lancaster

into

Gordon

its

up

tonight at St.

before

Louis

closing out against Western
Kentucky Saturday night at

own

ury of being able to lose a cou-

ing the early setbacks.
•'1 knew we had good enough

who we had in there.

winds

Louisville

regular conference schedule

and they have been ready to

opening

well enough in spurts. It was
there when we needed it.•'

regularly, you get your con-

The turnabout dates from

14 or 15 games. But we were

to

everything has been so good

said - his

haven't had a let up in the last

us. Their

approach

ter." Crums said. "I guess

Crum

up mentally every night, we

- because

each time out anyway," Crum
said. "1 mean the guys were

have won 11 in a row, 15 of

Crum said. "But we have been

Crum said his one worry is a

has been so good for

-We are just playing bet-

"We didn't play as well con-

competitive

sistently.," Crum said of the

disastrous start was "a ques-

have

when

Monday

players that if they kept working hard and their attitude
was good that we would eventually play better." he said.
I was never really that con-

ple or have a bad streak,"

- Freedom Hall.
then

Louisville

begins

defense of its NCAA title for
real next week at Freedom

Crum said.. -You have to play

Hall in the Metro Conference

well every night out.

tournament,

deter-

which

mines the league's automatic

"I think they realize that. I
would be very disappointed if

representative to the NCAA

they have a letdown maw."

post season playoffs.

Johnson Still Best On The Block For Spurs
By WILLIAM R. BARNARD

ing a

Lakers 107, Bulls 97

G.J."

chanted,'

In other NBA games, Los

AP Sports Writer

Norm Nixon scored 24 points
Abdul-Jabbar
Kareem
and

well known for their backcourt

Angeles whipped Chicago 10797, New York nipped Atlanta

duo of George

and

120-117 in overtime, Seattle

and Jamaal Wilkes added 23
apiece to lead Los Angeles

George

defeated Dallas 102-84, Denver

over Chicago.

Johnson is still the best on the

outscored New Jersey 140-123

block.

and

The Bulls overcame a ninepoint deficit to take a 43-42

The San Antonio Spurs are

James

Gervin
but

Silas,

The 6-foot-11 center blocked

Diego

San

stopped

Portland 121-107.

13 shots, the fourth-best per-

While Johnson clogged the

formance in National Basket-

middle, Gervin and Silas's.ks

ball Association history. Tuesday' night to highlight SanAntonio's 131-126 victory over the
Golden State Warriors.
"If I'm established as the
No.1

shot

blacker

in

the

league, then other teams will
say, 'You can't hit the layup
on San Antonio, so we'll have
to do something else." said
Johnson. "Anything like that
helps you in the playoffs."
Elmore Smith, then with the
Los Angeles Lakers, had 17
blocks in one game against
Portland Oct. 28, 1973 for the
NBA record. Smith also had 14
in a game twice, both within a
week of his 17-block performance.
Johnson's
performance

latest
was

rejection
his

sixth

time with 10 or more blocks in
a game. In contrast, the legen-

gave New York the victory.

block game.

in

Johnson,

an

eight-season

Fred Brown scored 22 points

With less than a minute to go
overtime,

Michael

Ray

Richardson stole the ball and

NBA veteran, is averaging on-

drove downcourt for an un-

ly 4.7 points this season, but he
leads the league with 3.15

contested layup, but he missed

blocks per game, an average

follow

he improved Tuesday.
The San Antonio crowd of

4Knicks lt109-1
g017
seconds

9,163 -game

him a standing

ovation %when got his teamrecord 10th block and for each
one

after

that,

the

fans

it. Glenn

Bill

points

was there for the

shot

that

gave

the

margin with

Cartwright scored

28

to lead all scorerslor

the Knicks, and
added M.

Richardson

and Seattle broke open a close

the first

the period.
A 20-4 spurt by San Diego
gave It a 31-point lead. 89-58.
with five minutes left in the

over Portland.
The Clippers, who won their

third quarter before the Trail
Blazers cut the lead to 11 twice

fifth straight game, trailed 2524 before their 13-0 run gave
them a 37-25 lead at the end of

lead in the second quarter,
then the lead changed hands
19 times before Wilkes sank

two free throws and a jumper
usual, did the bulk of San Antto give the Lakers a 73-69 lead
tonio's scoring against Golden
late in the third quarter. Three
, State. Gervin had 26 points
Jim
by
straight jumpers
and Silas 23 to offset 42 by
Chones early in the fourth
Bernard
Warriors forward
quarter put Los Angeles in foil
King.
command.
Golden State led 34-32 attar
Nuggets 140, Nets 123
the first period, but Ron
Dave Robisch and Dan Issel
Brewer scored 16 points to
combined for 53 points in the
lead a 44-point San Antonio excenter position to pace Denver
plosion in the second quarter
over New Jersey.
to give the Spurs a 76-68
Robisch had 27 points and
halftime lead. They increased
Issel 26 to offset a strong pertheir margin to as many: as V
formance by the Cliff Robinpoints in the third quarter
son, who netted 32 points for
before the Warnors made it
New Jersey.
close in the final period.
An 11-4 spurt at the end of
Knicks 120, Hawks 117
the first half and a 31-22 adAtlanta led by 13 points with
vantage in the third quarter
seven minutes left in regulaput the game away for the
tion, but Campy Russell's
Nuggets as they took a 104-87
basket with 18 seconds left
lead after three periods.
sent the game into overtime,
Soaks 102, Mavericks 84
and Mike Glenn's follow shot

Bill Russell and Wilt
Chamberlain never had a 10-

dary

13-0 spurt In

quarter to propel San Diego

in the fourth quarter.

Daily Specials
Prices Good Thro 3 31 8 1

15

Mexican Restaurant
'95

,

All You Can Eat Taco Dinner

Sunday

rec. Roe eases

11.30-2:00

$299

o

Two Tacos, Rice, Beans
or Three Tacos
$ 1 99

Tuesday
.
4:00-9:00

Wednesday

Large Burrito

4.00-900

(Beef or Beon)

Thursday

Tostodo

4:00-900

, Beef or Bean)

99
$1

$ 1 99

game with a 23-11 advantage

.-1

in the third quarter to beat
Dallas.
The Sonics led only 55-53 at
halftime after overcoming an
early

20-8 deficit, then

Friday

hit only four of 23 shots.

Clippers 121. Blazers 107
Brian Taylor scored seven
of his game-high 26 points dur-

(Beef or

$ 1 99

Cheese)

,

ran

away from the Mavericks in
the third period. when Dallas

Two Enchiladas

4:00-10.00

Saturday
4:00-10:00

Tamale, Enchiladas,
Rice, it Beans
$250

Clip 8, Save

.44

s
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Uncle Jeff's
Health & Beauty
Aids Dept.

IN • II •
I • IIII

Rival Con
Opener It Knive
Sharpener

...

. N.E.N.a. _ s

...

"

G.E.2Slice
Automatic
Toaster

Jamboree
Pure Grape
Jelly

20%

Sale

No 2846 Sale

-

$2247

Effervescent
pain reliever and antacid
25 Tablets

Sale

Regular Hard To Hold
Gray Hair, Super Hold,
Unscented
Oz Aerosol Can

Sale

Sale

1601. Bottle Your Choice

Sale $ 1 58

Ban Roll-On
Anti Perspirant

99;

ban.
Ampr
Regular or Unscented
1.5 Oz

VITAMIN C
bONGi

Chlor-Trimeton
Decongestant

$1
U

Grecian

$138

Cannon
Towels
$388
Bath

Washcloth $1

Oil of Olay

Terry

Moisturizing Beauty Lotion
6 Oz. Bottle
$439

Sale

Bayer
Children's
Aspirin

Sole67C

'

Orange Flavored
36 Tablets

Pack of 4

38(

continuous action

Ill: Tftict

$1 19
Sole

Oster Electric
Meat & Food Grinder

igifiLY.R

Contac
Cold Capsules

Bufferin
Pain Tablets
•

!Milli/ I/II/WIC

Sale

Men's
Wrangler

Denim
Jackets
$1999

68

Solids & Patterns

Sale $259

4 pack,

Western
Shins
$1 699

Hand $278

Formaki- 16

gradually changes gray how
to natural looktng color
4 01 bOttlE,

Mars

Mens
Long Sleeve
Wrangler

100% Cotton Sizes 36-48

•
Liquid for men

24 Tablets

Mars
Candy Bars

Sizes 9-4
2 Styles

Sale

Allergy
Sinus Congestion
Tablets

48

$659

$1 3

ChimeTrImeton•
DectmlluLli

For Congested Allergy
Sinus Congestion

Sale

500 MG 100 Tablets

Sale

Off

S-XL
:PO

S4yle

Payless Brand
Vitamin C

Pay Lama

Boots

Reg. $10.99

Style I Deep Cleansing
Style II Moisturizing
Style III Body Building
Style IV Light Conditioning

15 0: Bor•[e

`at's&

Only

Casual Shoes

$1 78

Style Shampoo

automatically conditions only
where your hair needs it
Regular or Extra Body

Sale

Girls

regular silver or
powder dry
60z Can

Silkience
Conditioner

1

01.

Perspirant

$1 29

E Slush
40%

Pajamas
& Robes
25% Off S-XL

89

Gillette Right
Guard Anti-

VO5Hair Spray

Off

Men's
Flannel

122=1.

AlkaSeltzer

I

notnotton range top with tnftnite switch with built tn broiler g,

$1488

•

Only $499

Buy Now & Save

Pedistal Bar Stool
black frame with chrome
foot rest, ideal for
kitchens, dens, work rooms
No 5117

86

0 Vinyl
Hooded, 100 .

High Chairs,
Strollers,
Swingomatic, Carry Ails,
& Porta Crib

Bar Stool

2 Lb Jar

Rain
Jacket

Baby
Furniture

Sale $1 699

Capitol
BroilRange

Jelly Bean

.

with pastry
control selecter
No. T86AL

Sale

Prices Good Thru March 1

_ome items not exactl as •ictured
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decongestant capsules
12 hr. relief
10 capsules

Extra Absorbent
Lint-Free

Dish
Towel
8
Only8

Entire Stock
Ladies

Belts
$100

Ladies
Dress & Casual

Shoes

50%

Off

Mens
Boys
& Youths

Seaway
Rubber
Boots

U
.
I
.

U
.

Off Reg. Price

.1

•

-IMAM

•

MI II III MI IN III
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•
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Shop Uncle Jeff's for hardware, ie
. •
••••
paint, automotive, plumbing, ws
We.•••
••
•
electrical,
sporting
%
goods,
I.
99
xri
I/
- health and beauty aids, :I.
4-11 ••••••••••••uoissel•
1:
JII_11•_
•
II
• housewares, clothin , shos,
p
•
•
••••
toys, camera equipment and the :
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•
•
In lowest priced discount pharmacy
•••
•
lw Et
1111•••11110111- mr.INNIOSINsw-1.•....A
111 •MMIIIMI•11111•••1111111111•101111111• in
the area.
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largest selection under
•one roof... Everything at
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:co SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFF'S SPORTING GOODS DEPT.
NO RAINCHECKS

NO RAINCHECK)

NO RAINCHECKS

,)
44
,$)
ore.t.0

20%

Off
Already
Discounted Price
On All

Fishin Rods With Red Tags

20%

Off

All
U
.

Tackle Boxes
With Red Tags
UI

::SUPER SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFF'S HARDWARE DEPT.
Boat
Trailer

All Purpose
Heavy Duty
Steel

Shelving
3 Shelf Unit
12x36x37
Reg. 14.97

Sale..$120°

Wheels, Tires,
Mounted &
Unmounted
Many Sizes

40' Push Up For

TV Antenna
or CB

Special
Close Out

30%

Off

Already
Discounted Price
Frost King
Plastic

$3999
r

Trash
Can
Liners

30' $29.99

Coming Soon To
Uncle Jeff's
All New

Lawn & Garden
Center

2'4-112'11"
Reg. 1.49
Box of 10 wr/ Ties

Car
Ramps
99
$2my se,
Ouockvroy
hrterror lete. i
ou,e Peon, .

Paste Car
Wax
$517

1 99.$399

From $

$900
Sale

Quickway
Latex Outside

House
Paint

1

Many Colors To
Choose From

$747 Garbage
Gal.

Just Arrived

Rose Bushes

Roll 8. Pleat
Foam Back or
Vinyl or Nylon
Reg. 11.99

W /),:toprable

Plants, Shrubs, Garden Seed, Tillers, Lawn
Mowers 8. Much, Much More

Simoniz
Shines
Like The Sun

Slip On
Auto Seat
Covers

Heavy Duty
9,000 Lb. Capacity

Can

Master- Kote
Inside Latex

Wall
Paint

$477
Gal

a%V.V.V.W.V.V.V.WW•Wie."."."•%"•W•VW.".".".".".V.".

rtf

MI

WI Lid
Reg. 6.37
Sale
$599

a
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Beat Mayfield To Take Title

Calloway Team Wins Annual Math Bowl

I.

Four budding mathematicians from Calloway County
Middle School merwhelmed
the May field Middle School
team 250 to 50 Saturdapto win .
the fifth annual Junior High
School Math Bowl at Murray
State University
Taught by Bill Miller the
winners had defeated I.owes
190 to 150 in the opening round
and had reached the finals by.
drawing a b)t' in the semifinals bracket.
Mayfield reached the fmab
by eliminating Reidland 190 tL
80 in the opening round and
North Marshall 150 to 110 in
the second round. The
Mayfield coaches are 1 Aninn
Moffitt and Barbara Wheeler
Making up the w
Calloway team were: V.-Grimes, Beth Woodall. Multi
lines and Emily Dunn will'
lames Daniels and Dann I.of
'tis serving as alternates.
Grimes is the son of Dr and
Mrs. Milton Grimes. Martin
Chapel Road. Murray; Beth is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Robert Woodall, Route 1.
Shim: Molly is the daughter it
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Imes
Route 2, Murray Flinty is thc
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
I.. Dunn. Route 2. Hazel
Daniels is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Daniels. Route 5,
Murray. and Loftis is the son
iif Mr. and Mrs. John Loftts,
Murray Manor Apartments
By winning, the Calloway
County team now advances to
the state championship tournament. to be held in Lexington in April.
The runnerup Mayfield
-teani Was Composed of Julia
Richerson, Scott McDermott.
Davm Holeman and Hunt
Boy d with Christie Koonce
and Missy Alekander as the
alternates.
Julia's parents are Mr. and
Mrs, Joe Richerson, 1102
Golfcart Drive; Scott is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
McDermott. 909 Housman.
Dawn is the daughter of Mr
and Mrs. John Hdleman, 210
Erwin Drive: Hunt the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Boyd. 405
Golf Club Lane: Christie. the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
David Koonce. 1202 Wilton
Ave.: and Missy,. the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Alexander, 916 West Water. all in
Mayfield.
Making up the North Marshall team,coached by Wands
Stephens, were: Tim Barton.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Barton, Route 7, Benton
Renee Deaton, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Deaton.
Route 2, Benton; Kelly
Castleberry', son of Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Ray Castleberry.
Route 1. Calvert City: Kendall
Holt, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Holt. Route 6, Benton. Marc
Harthne. son of Mr. and Mrs..
Larry Warren, Route 6, Benton: and Cindy Stowe.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Stowe, Calvert City.
The Lowes team, coached
by Sandra Hargrove, included: Lori Mathis. daughter of
HORSE SHOW
The New Providence Riding
Club will sponsor' an open
horse show at 4:30 p.m. on
Saturday. March 7 at the Murray State West Kentucky Exposition Center. Admission for
the show is $1.00.
CHTIRE'rfly
SEMINAR
A chemistry seminar will be
presented at 3:30 p.m. on Friday. March 6 in Room 312.
Blackburn Science Building at
Murray State University with
Jerry Zweigenbaum of the
Department of Chemistry at
Murray State presenting a
paper
on:
— Recent
Developments in Reaction
Mechanisms in Organic Mass
Spectrometry... The seminar
is open to
on, who is In
terested.

Mr and MYS Rex Mathis.
Route 2. Hickory . Steve
Parks, son of Sir and Mrs
Bud Parks. Route 1, Melber.
Mensa Adams. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Adams.
Route 1, Hickory' Deiuse
Davenport. daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Milton Davenport,
Route 2, Boaz. Jennifer
Byassee, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jack tivassee. Route I.
Cunningham. and Tracs
Nancy:daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph D. Nalles , Route

1, Boaz
Mrs Charles McClain', 1709 Williams, Reidland, Art
The Murray learn. coached Melrose Drive. and Robert Farm. son of Mr. and Mrs.
by Jane Blankenship and Jo Lyons, son of Dr and Mrs. George A. Farm, 174 Reidland
Fade). was composed of
Paul Lyons, 1704 Henry. all in Drive, Paducah; Joel Qumby,
Luke Harrington. son of Mr.. Murray.
son of Mrs. Lucyl gumby. 160
and Mrs Tracy Harrington,
Making up the ReicUand Habbland
Paducah.
1713 Plainview; Beitah Brock, team, which was coached by and Kathy Kouts, daughter of
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Don Mrs Pearl Wood, were: Cindy Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kouts. 3301
Brock, 1518 Oxford. Alicia Brittain, daughter of Mr and Alpha Drive, Paducah.
Nunnally daughter of Mr. and Mrs Joe Pat Brittaun, 220 CarThe event, won last year b%.
Mrs Marne) Nunnally 1514 son Way, Reiciland: Steve Hat- a team from Murray Middle
London Drive: Jon Mark Hall, ton, son of Mr and Mrs
School, is sponsored jointly by
son of Mr. and Sirs. Jim Hall, Stephen Hatton. Paducah. the University and the Ken2104 Echnborough; Melanie Suzy Williams. daughter of tucky Council of Teachers of
McClain. daughter of Mr. and Mr
and Mrs
Dexter Mathematics.

4
MATH WINNERS — Calloway County Middle School won
the Junior High Math Bowl
at Murray State. The winning team included (from
left, front row)Emily Dunn, Micheal
Grimes, Molly Imes, Beth Woodall, (back row) Darin loftis
(alternate), Bill Miller
(teacher)and James Daniels(alternate).

For Your Shopping
Convenience Coming Soon
TO BIG JOHN's CHECK
CASHING CARDS

•
141,4* Park
Texas SFr.

Hp,. Park
Krinkla Kett

BISCUffS

MISS
YOUR PAPER? - Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of 110. Money ledger & Ism by
5.30 p m Monday Friday or by
3 30 p.m Saturdays are urged
to call 1511116 between 5:31 p
ad I pa. Molar firseal FMK w
3 30 p and p• Saiinlars
A circulation department employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper Calls must
tly pIoced by p.m weekdays oras Saturdays to guarantee
,
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Of Distinguished Lecture In Business Administration

Hospital Supply Chairman To Be Speaker

Karl Li bays, chairman of
the board of directors and
chief executive officer of the
American Hospital Supply
Corporation, will deliver the
fourth annual Lhstingtushed
Lecture in Business Administration at Murray State
University on Thursday evening, March 19.
His lecture titled "Back to
the Basics" will follow a buffet
dinner at 6:30 p.m. in the new
University Center banquet

Karl D. Bays

r00111.

Sponsored by the College of

Business and Public Affairs at
Murray State and the Four
Rivers Manufacturers Council, the dinner and lecture are
open to the area business people, as well as university
faculty. A limited number of
tickets are available at $7
each.
Dr. Rex F'. Galloway, director of the Waterfield Center
for Business and Governmental Research and president of
the F'our Rivers Manufacturers Council, is coordinating
the lecture program. Heasaid

that Bays also win deliver an
address to the students in the
College of Business and Public
Affairs on "Health, Hope, and
Humaneness" while on the
campus on March 19
"We are extremely pleased
to have the chief executive officer of one of the world's
largest and most efficient industrial corporations to address our students and the
businessmen of the region,"
Galloway said
"The
American Hospital Supply
Uoinpam is .1 multibillion
o'

dollar corporation, and it is
tdely re( ug,nized klilth Hationally and internationally as
a leader in the health care industry'
He noted that Dr William B.
Seale, a friend and former
classmate of Bays, assisted in
arranging for Bays' visit to
the campus Seale is chairman
of the Department of Management and Marketing at Murray State.
dia
Bays, who joined American
Hospital Supply in 1958,
became the president and a

INSTANT MONEY

director at the age of 36 in ty He hulas honorary doctoral presented
addresses at such
1970. In 1971, he was named degrees from Union College leading
educational inchief executive officer, and in and. Eastern Kentucky stitutions
as Indiana Universi1974 he was elected chairman
University
ty, Duke University, Norof the board.
- Recognized internationally thwestern University and the
A native of 1,oy all. Ky who as an expert in health care University of Southern
now lives in Lake Forest, Ill., management and finance. California.
Bays earned the bachelor's Bays has testified before a
Bays is a trustee of the
degree in Business at Eastern
number of congressional corn- American Hospital AssociaKentucky University where he
gutters in Washington He has tion, Duke University's
was an All-Ohio Valley Con- served as an economic advisor Medical
Center, McGaw
ference tackle on the 1954-55
to Presidents Nixon and Ford
Medical Center, Lake Forest
football team. In 1958, he
He has been a featured Hospital, the Chicago Council
received the master's in
speaker for a number of the on Foreign Relations and the
business
administration
nation's leading industrial Chicago Museum of Science
degree from Indiana UfihdrS1organizations and has and Industry.
lie is one the boards of
directors of Delta Air Lines,
Inc., International Harvester
Company, Standard Oil Comlliis Ad OW Folt.25 Uri Mar 3
pany ( Indiana
Manufacturers Association, and the
Economic Club of Chicago. He
is a trustee of Duke and Northwestern L
anti IN
a former director of the National Association of Manufactuers and the Health Industry'
\1,11kl..a.1011.

INSTANTLY!,
Poor Goy

SAN WICHES
2c• sin

Tyson Grade A
Mixed Fryer
Nett N Eat Banquet

819 John Tender

FRIED
CHICKEN

MINUTE
STEAK
$299

21.8.

Kingbird Pork Vial Or

Morrell Slice-N Eat

CHUCKWAGON
1407 $139
PATTIES

BONELESS
HAM

Flo Rol&

WIENERS

i1tel.794

Chunk

Mns Weaver s

BRAUNSCHWEIGER

PIMENTO
SPREAD

6r

Le

/

Big John Super
Tender USDA. Boneless
Rolled Chuck

'219

te

Country Style Slab

Fresh Pork

(4 LB Or more)

NECK
BONES

SLICED
BACON

LB 49'

Big John
Super Tender USDA.
Boneless Chuck

18 109
Not Dog On A Stick

CORN
DOGS

819 John Tender

PORK
CUTLETS
Big John's Combo Pak

BIG OHM'S

Net Barkers'

Big John Open Pit Flavored

BIG JOHN'S FRESH BAKERY TREATS!

5.99'
m
POTATOES WHITE BREAD u.,65e
aD tiG JOHNS

ITO& Of Calferwis

SONCNOKES
Rlek

Ina

Frm The Oven

&sof Fir

152
es.

hoot

POUND CAKE

was named the
hid executive oificer in the Hospital Supply Industry for 1980 by the Wall
Street Transcript, a national
financial weekly newspaper.
In 1979, he received the
Horatio Alger Award for his
role in further free enterprise
worldwide.
He received the Distinguished Alumni Service Award
from Indiana University' in
1977, was named Marketing
Man of the Year in 1977 by the
Chicago Executives Association, and was named the
outstanding chief executive officer in his industry by
Financial World magazine in
1975.
A giant in the health care industry. American Hospital
Supply' is a worldwide
manufacturer and distributor
of health care products ,and
services to hospitals;
laboratories, and medical
specialists. The firm, which
operates 100 manufacturing
plants and 325 distribution
centers around the world, had
sales in 1980 of inore than $2.3
billion and earnings of more
than $122 million.
Its product line of more than
1.33,000 items is the largest in
the industry, and its products
range from precision surgical
instruments and operatingroom supplies to ,computerized cardiac, cardiovascular,
and
other critical-care
diagnostic and monitoring
devices and systems.
Galloway said tickets for the
Bays lecture are available
through his office by telephoning 502i 762-6196 or by contacting members of the Four
Rivers Manufacturers Colinan organization made up
plant managers of
,,inufacturing and processconcerns from 40 companies in West Kentucky.
West Tennessee. ai id Southern
Illinois_
made by March 9.
Among Four Rivers Council
members in the Murray area
are Paul Kiesow, plant
manager, Fisher
Price
Toys: and Ed Shinners. plant
.1ianager Vanderbilt Chemical
.mpany.

DOT Awards
Contracts For
Three Restaurants

6For169
John's Deli

$179

Bays

WIN A FREE
SPECIAL
OCCASION
CAKE!
BIG JOHN WILL GIVE
AWAY A FREE I/4 SHEET
CAKE EVERY WEEK!
DRAWING TO BE HELD
EVERY SATURDAY AT 3:00
P N. REGISTER NOW!

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
The state Transportation
Department has awarded a
Ye-year contract for the
operation of three restaurants
on Interstate 65 and the
Western Kentucky Parkway.
Jerry's Restaurants will
open soon on the service
islands at 1.ebanon Junction
and Shepherdsville on 1-65 and
at Beaver Data on the
parkway. The
three
restaurants have been closed
since September.
Since the restaurants
operate on state-owned property, the department will
receive 10 percent of the annual gross sales up to $2.2
million. The percentage will
ificrease above $2.2 million to
a limit of 12 percent.
The contract was awarded
to Henderson Restaurant Inc.
of Jasper. Ind., a corporation
of the Buehler-Ruckriegal
Group which operates 77
restaurants in Indiana. Kentucky, Michigan and New
York
BASEBALL
The Murray State Racer
baseball team will meet the
University of Illinois at 2:30
p.m. on Saturday', March 7 in
Reagan Field. Murray State
University.
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Mrs. Ruth D. Cox
Dies Tuesday With
Funeral Thursday

Robert 1. Moser,
Former Murrayan,
Dies On Tuesday
Drive,

Buchanan. Tenn.. died Tues-

Frankfort,

died Tuesday at 4 pm at his

widow of Lincoln Cox who died

51 followed a long illness
The deceased was a retired

about a year ago_

the Kentucky State Police. He
was an Army veteran of World
War II. and a member of the
First Christian Church, Murray . Born in Murray, he was
and

Elizabeth

Survivors include his wife,
Billie

Farley

Mrs. Cox is survived by one

Frankfort; one daughter. Miss
Rebecca

sister, Mrs. Nellie Dickey of

Sharon

nieces and nephews.
Funeral

Moser,

Pineville. two sons, William
Bryan Moser, Louisville, and
John S. Moser, Frankfort: one
brother, Walter B. Moser-, Jr.,

will be held Friday. at 1 p.m. at
the Murray City Cemetery No
visitation will be held at the
Funeral

Home,

with the Rev. Ron Harber of

to the North Funeral Home,
Hudson,

Fla..

there at

11 a.m. Saturday.

Burial

The family requests that expressions of sympathy

Friends

follow

in

the

may

call

at

Funeral

the

Home,

Paris, until the funeral hour

take

Reserve Board
Tightens Money,
Credit Targets

Resear-

'eh, UK Business Affairs OfAdministration
Lexington.

MARDI GRAS - The can-can girls who will be featured at the Murray High School
Mardi Gras, sponsored by the French and Spanish Clubs, are pictured. The girls will
perform a floor show with the jazz band. Pictured are, front, Tracey Borge; second
row, from left, Claire Bell, Kay Farley, Lisa Russell; back row, Lee Ann Babb, Amanda
Hammack, Erin O'Brien and Amy Ross. The king and queen of the Mardi Gras will be
crowned during the event, which will be held from 6-10:30 p.m. Saturday, Feb. 28, in
the MHS commons. The candidates are, Wege Rushing and Robert Stout, freshmen;
Jonathan Overbey and Rebbie Houston, sophomores; Suzanne Pitman and Jeff Cartwright, juniors; and Stephanie Baker and Eric Lovins, seniors. Students are voting this
week on the candidates. French and Spanish food will be for sale at the Mardi Gras.
Other features include a fortune teller, a bubble gum blowing contest, a raffle for an
electronic game, and club booths. Admission is $1 for adults and 50 cents for children

services

Hunters Lake Cemetery there.

the form of donations to the
Huningtons Disease

will

for

Ky.

under 10.

40506.

Livestock Market

WASHINGTON

AP I - The

Federal Reserve Board today
announced, as expected, that

...at.,

r

,,,L1

at. vs

400 few slaughter steers and heifers
untested, slaughter cows steady to 1.00
lugher.
other represented slaughter classes
si and feeders steady. utility cows 42 00.
4600. few high dressing 47.013-48.25. cutter 341 50-40 00. couple up to 44.00; canner
and cutter under 400 pounds 33.00.38 50,
slaughter bulls grade 1-7 885-1325 lb
49.75-57 00. choice and prime isoao lb
vealers 85 00.93.50. good 74.50.75.00.
etiince .115-440 lb calves 6040.03.00
feeder steers medium 1 345-460 lb 68407946, 60.0705 lb .65.5668.00._ medium
frame 2 .100-500 lb 63 J0.68.00. 500-720 lb
60 0607 00. large frame 2 rnostly Holsteins wo-fioe lb 56 00-58.50, 670-760 lb
50 00-57 50. heifers medium frame 1.140.403 lb 580663.25, 55-665 lb 5640-0136,
meihiarn frame 2 350.700 lb 52.00-58.00.
stock cows few medium frame 1-200)425
lb 48.50-53..
lingo icea including 800 feeder pigs.
barrows and mitt 25-mostly-50 higher: I.
2239-360 lb 42.50-12 08, 2 210.20-46 42.06
32.50; 2-3 230-295 lb 41.0042.00, 3265-325
33 40.75. SOWS uneven, weights itndr 450
lb 50 lower. over 450 lb steady to 50
higher: 1-2 300350 lb 35.0636.5- 350400
lb 36.0637.5- 4016450 lb 3700-3990. 4505.55 lb 39 00-39.95. few wet sows 295-375 lb
32.0613_60 utility 365 lb M 00. boars
.iver:100 lb 34 00.35.00. linder 300 lb 29 2531 75.
Sheep 25-. unteiati,i

Stock Market
Prices oi stocks of oval
interest at It
am.local time today. furnished by First
of Michigan Corp , of Murray
Industrial-Average
Air Products
American Motors
3shland
American Telephone
Chrssler
Ford Motor
GAF
Genra 1 Dynamic
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf 011
Heublein
IBM
.1erico
Kmart
K uhn Big K
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
S Tobaoo
Wendy.N

41
3'
Si
5•-`k
19'41'a
32,4-f

it is tightening its money and
credit growth targets in 1981
and warned that if inflation
does not abate, the nation's
economy

Board

further

Senate

Chairman

Associated Press Writer
AP(

Committee,

Banking

WASHINGTON

and Soviet President Leonid I.
-

our

reaction to Soviet proposals on
various issues in

the

U.S.-

Soviet relationship:'

tion have given Reagan his

tion a general endorsement

have to back their good words

first

for its new economic program

with good deeds if they want to

establish linkage as a basic

official,

with

tenet of superpower relations.
That policy, honed by former

privately that Brezhnev's proposal is clearly "a gesture,"

sit

new administration is clearly

Reagan at a summit meeting,

aware of I economic I realities

administration officials say.
means

ed be taken seriously. Referr-

helping stop the smuggling of'

before negotiations are held

ing to U.S.-Soviet relations, he

For starters, that

Soviets

with

tunity to practical policy."

U.S.-backed government in El

restraints

Federal

the

arms

on

other

or

said, "We have to

The tension in El Salvador
and Soviet President Leonid I.

Reagan said he wanted to

The first test may
where

Salvador,

manage

that relationship."

outstanding problems.

Salvador.

Reserve is tightening by
percent its growth targets for

said

and a positive one that he urg-

arms to guerrillas fighting the

the

however,

President Nixon, amounts to
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Quakes, Tremors Rock
Greece; 12 Known Dead
By GILLIAN
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In the small seaside town of Vrachati

WHM'AKER

on the Gulf of Corinth an eight-story

Associated Press Writer

hotel collapsed and five people were
ATHENS,Greece

AP - Two heavy

Greece, killing 12 people and injuring
dozens, officials reported. Five people
were missing and feared dead in the
Thousands of Athenians spent Tueswarned by authorities that continuing
aftershocks could cause more damage.
Athens

reported
were

that

streaming

residents
out

buried

in

the

rubble.

were staying at the summer resort.
State

services

and

military

units

of

of
the

capital today for shelter in the .subiii:lis,
but public transport was running nor-

for the day.
The Seismological Institute warned
that more aftershocks could follow,

The Richter scale is a measure of
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an earthquake 10 times stronger than

magnitude, so a reading of 7.5 reflects

Richter
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Franklin Judge Denies
Temporary Injunction
FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP -

$it 00- S5 ill') '
Franklin Circuit Judge Henry
1:4I 46-6.00
Meigs today denied a request
136 00-37 lk
for a temporary injunction to$73 00-37 50
day to block the reorganization of the state's Energy and
Utility commissions.

followed

a

the

University

Student

of

Kentucky

Association

argued

that the reorganization would
mean "immediate irreparable
•

suit

against

Gov. John

Brown Jr., maintaining that
he exceeded his authority by
creating a single Public Service Commission to regulate
the state's utilities.
Defense

attorney

Penny

Warren. an assistant attorney
general, said the students failed

to show

they

would

be

harmed by the change in the
itructure

of

the

utility

regulatory agency.
She said existing "remedies
rate decisions can be appealed
in court.
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Frank Terrior, an attorney

formation

about

past

state

bond issues and the fees paid

agents from the same unit
have contacted several bond-

to bond specialists hired by. _ underwriting firms.
"This is a broad

the state.

Isaac Watson of the state
Finanace

Department's

ment section said

in-

that 'wo

agents - one from the FBI
and the other from the Internal Revenue Service - visited
his office last Wednesday.

inquiry

which I think is basically at
the fact-finding level now,"
said Terrio. "There have not
been any conclusions reached
as far as I know."
Terri°

declined

to

name

other firms contacted and information being sought by

-.from whatihey were telling

agents, and also refused to say
whether a subpoena has been

me - what type of fees or dis-

issued to his firm.

"They were just exploring

counts were paid and who got
most of the contracts," said
Wa tson
According

to

Watson, the

agents seemed primarily in-

decide the

General

Telephone case until Brown's
reorganization is approved by
the 1982 General Assembly.
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This is a once a year sale, and you should come by
and see these prints...but...CASH ONLY - NO
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Arthur Singer, Charles Harper, Wayne Baize,
Spaulding and others.
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deceive customers last

headquarters in Knoxville.
Freeman

Richard

"The consumer will pay an increase

Point Pleasant Baptist Church. officiating.

McEvoy

the arrangements.

110

McEvoy'

Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn.,

Frankfort, whp IS in charge of

Building,

of the

would be 9.3 per-

last October with the surplus.

be

The body will be transferred

Private graveside services

fice,

chapel

will

2:30 p.m. at

held Thursday at
the

Memphis. Tenn

Harrod

services

would prefer to vote on the increases

Director

tist church.

Moser,

ficials say.

cent hike instead.

Jolley and Nancy Jane Jolley

week

size of the proposed increase, said he

cent, will vote Monday on the 12.8 per-

Dave

Roellen, Tenn., and several

Murphy Moser.

Mrs.

late

She was a member of a Bap-

the son of the late Walter B.
Sr.,

of the

Freeman, who denied any attempt to

but a $60 million surplus will
lessen the full impact for six months, of-

that the rate increase

County, Tenn., she was the
daughter

1980.

TVA directors, who said last week

Born June 19. 1904, in Giles

detective and sergeant with

increase on customers' bills until April

Authority's 2.8 million customers will
April,

was 76 years of age and the

surplus as a credit, delayed placing the

rates paid by the

increase by 12.8 percent beginning in

day morning at her home She

home. His death at the age of

NfIlser.

KNOXVILLE,Tenn.( API - Electric
Tennessee Valley

Mrs Ruth D. Cox of Route 1,

Robert Jackson Moser of 2211
Exmoore

TVA To Up Electric Rates;
Surplus To Lessen impact
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Consumer Focus On Credit: Women And Credit
By SHERRI McDANIE I
Special Writer
For years, women have had
difficulty obtaining credit
because they have been
unable to show that they
handled credit well in the past.
Problems Facing Women
Single women who have
never used credit before find it
difficlt to enter the credit
market because their credit
history is nonexistant Also,
women who get married and
change their names can have
the same problem. Old accounts held in a maiden name
may not be transferred to the
file listed under the new married name, and the old credit
history may get lost for all
practical purposes.
Another problem facing

e- ,oriien involves
those women who use their
husband's credit cards or accounts but pay the bills
themselves. These women
later find themselves with no
credit history-it is all in their
husband's name. This problem can be especially crucial
when a husband's death or illness forces a woman to
assume primary responsibility for her family, and she finds
that she does not qualify for

credit because the

S

credit record belonged to her
husband.
Divorced women may face a
similar situation, and the problem can sometimes be compounded. After a settlement is
made, a divorced woman
should always be sure to notify
creditors that she is no longer
responsible for any accounts
obtained by her husband. If a
divorced woman does not do
this, she faces the possibility
of bad credit held against her
in the future.
The ECOA
In order to prevent situations such as those just mentioned, it is important for
every woman to have a credit
identity. The availability of
credit for women has expanded greatly with the passage of
the Equal Credit Opportunity
Act, established in 1975, which
prohibits discrimination by
lenders on the basis of sex or
marital status. The act also
forbids discrimination on the
basis of race, color, age, national origin, religion, or the
fact that the applicant has
received public assistance
payments. This act does not
guarantee women access to
credit simply because of sex,
but it enables a woman to have

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

you now nave to include both
names. By doing so, you
establish your own credit
history during your marriage.
Remember, however, that if

the same access to credit as a
man in the same financial
situation.
lf Youiltre Married
When you marry, if you
have already established a
credit history, it should be
easy to change your accounts
to your new name I Mary
Smith Jones, not Mrs. Jon
Jones). It should not be
necessary to file a new application unless there has been
a major change in your personal income or you want to
begin a joint account with
your husband. Re-establishing
separate credit is also possible
if you have been married for
some time and have used your
husband's accounts. If you
have your own income, this
may qualify you without
reference to your husband's
financial status. Even income
from steady part-time work
must now be considered as
regular ilicome in evaluating
your credit potential.
If you and your husband
hold joint credit accounts, the
creditor can report activty on
the account to credit bureaus
in each of your names. Any
new joint accounts opened
must be maintained in both
names, and you have the right
to change any joint accounts

you or your husband allow
11 1 ou Are Separated
your joint account to become
or Divorced
delinquent, this will apply to
Joint accounts kept in both
each of you, even though only spouses names can become
one may have been at fault.
especially important at this
time. You can have your own
well-established credit rating
to rely on. Lenders are forbidden to withdraw or refuse
credit because of a change in
Dr. Vaughn Vandegrift, currently a biochemistry doc- marital status as long as you
associate professor of toral student at the University are still creditworthy. If your
chemistry at Murray State
ex-husband had a bad credit
of Iowa.
University, and two former
The papers discuss process- rating, it can no longer be used
students from Paducah and
ing of animal blood for farm to deny you credit unless it
Calvert City have had two feed, a project supported by was a joint account.
papers accepted for pubLica-.- the Fats and Proteins
Also important is that fact
tion in the Journal of
Research Foundation, Des that creditors must give full
Agricultural and Food
weight to all sources of income
Plaines, Ill.
Chemistry, published internaIn the past two years, such as alimony and child
tionally by the American
Vandegrift and his students suppport) in evaluating your
Chemical Society.
have published four papers on application, provided they are
One paper, titled -Chemical
the subject, and have steady and reliable. Proof that
Preservation of Protein in Inpresented seven papers at these sources are reliable
dustrial
Whole
Animal
state, national and interna- might consist of a court order
Blood," was co-authored by
tional Symposium on Recent setting the payments, and
Vandegrift and Mark A. Kirk
that
Advances in Food Science and records showing
of Paducah, who is currently a
Technology' in Taipai, Taiwan payments have been made
medical student at the Univerpromptly over a period ,rof
in January 1980.
sity of Kentucky.
Vandegrift has been a
A second paper, titled
member of the faculty at Mur"Polyphosphate Binding Inray State since 1976.
teractions with Bovine Serum
Dr. Delbert Doty of
Albumin in Protein Buchanan, Tenn.,adjunct proPolyphosphate Precipitates,"
fessor of agricultural
was
co-authored
by
chemistry at Murray State
Vandegrift and Robert R.
served as a consultant on the
Evans of Calvert City, who is
projects.

Vandergift, Ex-Students
Have Papers Accepted

these cir- explanation, and offer partial
have the payment if you can. The firm
right to ask for credit informa- is primarily interested in
tion on your ex-husband, recovering its money, and
because you derive your in- often new repayment plans
based on your changed financome from him.
cial situation can be arranged
If You Are Widowed
By following this procedure.
The death of a husband no
you may save yourself from
longer means that joint acthe possibility of developing
counts, or accounts which you
an unfavorable credit history.
withdrawn.
be
Liked, will
A Message for Men
Creditors cannot terminate
Seeing that your wife acaccounts because of a change
in your marital status, unless quires her own credit record.
they have evidence that your as well as good working
financial situation has chang- knowledge of personal and
ed for the worse. If the ac- family finances, can be of imcount was based on your hus- mense benefit to you both. In a
band's income, you may be sense you are giving her
asked to reapply to prove that another form of insurance, by.
you are still able and willing to seeing that she has ready access to credit, and knowledge
pay.
of how to use it. The feeling
Credit Problems
If you are ever faced with a that she knows how to manage
financial emergency,it is vital finances will benefit both of
for you to inform your you in the long run.
Part
NEXT WEEK —
creditors as soon as possible.
Do not just stop paying your Three: HoW to Establish &
bills. Offer a full and honest Keep Good Credit.
time.

Under

cumstances, lenders
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FOR THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26,1981
What kind of day will tomor- problems, especially workrow be? To find out what the related ones. Friends are
stars say, read the forecast helpful. Retire early, if you've
ARIES
been pressing too hard.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 4Y)
SCORPIO
Some tension now about dis- (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 ) MeV
tant matters. Close ties are
Behind-the-scenes financial
supportive. Reach back for ex- moves bring good results, but
tra self-discipline regarding avoid excess spending on
mental work.
pleasure. Mid-afternoon is the
TAURUS
best time to act.
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
SAGITTARIUS
Friends and money do not (Nov.22 to Dec. 21 I )
eflIk0
mix favorably. It's a poor time
Old friends provide valuable
to settle accounts. Capitalize advice. Avoid eccentric
on new work opportunities for behavioral displays. Your
success.
character will win you the proGEMINI
per respect.
(May 21 toJune 20)
CAPRICORN
Refrain from combining (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) id
Vi f
business and pleasure. You'll
Keep career moves conhave a good time in the com- fidential. Don't talk too much.
pany of close ties. Attend tc Do further research before
children's affairs.
committing yourself. Nix
CANCER
evening meetings.
(June 21 to July 221 484:
1 AQUARIUS
Attend to domestic duties ( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Do-it-yourself projects ant
Some friends are erratic in
family affairs are highlighted
behavior. Stick to those you
Pay no attention to the advici know you can count on. A staid
of busybodies.
party affords you benefits.
LEO
Watch spending.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
PISCES
Avoid coming on too strong (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) )(
with a loved one. This is a time
Though you may not gain
to exchange ideas and to get tc the recognition you feel is your
know each other's interests due, still your financial picbetter.
ture picks up. Hold on to newly
VIRGO
acquired funds.
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
YOU BORN TODAY are
Domestic upsets are likely, religious, philosophic, and inbut you'll find workable solu- ventive. Literature,
politics,
tions. Check with close ties social service and the
theater
before parting with mutual are some of the
occupations
funds.
for which you have a natural
LIBRA
affinity. For your best suc(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
cess, it is important that you
This is a good time to share like your work

Coupons Expire March 31, 1981
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Please present coupon with order
This Coupon Good for

Please present coupon with order
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FREE Large Salad
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tig it,

1,ntucky Fried Chicken
1113 Sycamore

1113 Sycamore Murray

mmm mom mom mom omm NEN NEN mom mim.mom

.,1/2 OFF

the regular price of a 2-piec,'

Wtucky Fried Chicken
1113 Sycamore Murray

1113 Sycamore, Murray

EliTrue 0 False
For older persons on a fixed income,
Blodc has the right answer to this and
other questiOns regarding special tax credits and
deductions for those taxpayers
If you itemize, the answer Ls TRUE
Because these payments are simply withheld
from benefit checks during the year. they are
often overlooked at tax timc
WE'LL MAKE THE TAX LAWS WORK FOR YOU

H&R BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
9113 Amodio
Demi 9 a as.••
e 5 p.m Sec Kam /53.9204
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=MI =11 EMI 11111

11

II=1 11= 111= NM =III II= II=1
Please present coupon with order
This Coupon Good for
2-pc Chicken Dinner with Roll

FREE Colonel's
Pudding Dessert

$1.39

'4 3-piece

Buy up to 10 with this Coupon

1113 Sycamore Murray

1113 Sycomore Murray
ME ME MEM UM =MI =UM 11111

111 111 111 MEM 1011 MI= 1= MI= 111

Please present this coupon with order
This Coupon Good for
pieces of chicken and roll

Please present coupon with order
This Coupon Good for
• cken

$4.49

F

kntucky Fried Chicken
1113 Sycamore Murray

dinner

Intucky Fried Chicken

I.ntucky Fried Chicken..
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11=

Please present this coupon with order
Th,s Cri)(it,,n Cs -,od fr0r

and Coleslaw or Potatoes & Gravy

9 pieces of

r with the purchase 05
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CHECKING EQUIPMENT — Mark Welch, left, of Murray State's k% KMS-FM radio
station e•plains the broadcasting equipment to Lewis Bossing and Sandra Whaley prior
to a radio drama produced by Murray High students.

•
AMBITIOUS PROJECT — Theater students presented a musical "Once Upon A Mattress" for appreciative audiences. 1st row, from left, Kim Oles, Kettle Overbey, Kate
Shepard, Missy Conner, Tiffany Taylor. 2nd row, Lisa Russell, Sandra Whaley, Whitney
Taylor, Carol Beaman.

STATE AWARD WINNERS — Matt Burke, left, and Nancy
Kiesow are shown in a scene from "Dark of the Moon"
which was chosen at the state level to represent Kentucky at the Southeastern Theater Conference in 1980.

Students Develop Taste
For Thespian Activities

4

- IMO

aired by WK/v1S-FM
RADIO PERFORMANCE — Students who produced a radio drama
Greta Shepard. 2nd
are, 1st row. from left. Sandra Whaley, Lisa ,Mikulcik, Kim Oles,
row, Bill Bossing, Lewis Bossing, Bryan Doyle, Barry Wyatt, Mike Childress.

Photos By
Charles Beaman,
Debi Henry and
Kaye Peebles

SPEECH TEAM LEADER — Lewis Bossing, president of the
60-member Murray High speech team, presides over one
of the weekly meetings.

READING GROUP — A group of students meets regularly to discuss Murray State
University Theater productions. From left, Lewis Bossing, Sandra Whaley, Bill Bossing,
Kim Oles and Mike Childres. Other members of the group are Natalie Simpson, Kellie
Overbey, Lisa Russell and Kyle Evans.

LIBRARY STORY HOUR — Speech and theater students from Murray High regularly
present programs for children at the Murray-Calloway County library story hours for
children. In photo, Sandra Whaley dramatizes "Mamie's Story" based on Little Red
Riding Hood

By Kaye Peebles
My educational experience
with speech and theater began
and ended with a small role in
.my eighth grade class play
( that traditional performance
before an appreciative audience of parents and grandparents)! A conversation with
Murray High School speech
and theater teacher Mark
Etherton about the activities
available for students now
makes it clear that "things
have changed.- Students in
both the middle and high
school years can have a taste
or a whole portion of thespian
activities.
Etherton is a quiet spoken
young man with a great deal
of talent for working with
students in a field he knows
well. He has an unusual comaraderie with hie students and
it's easy to see why he won the
coveted title of "Speech
Teacher of the Year"in Kentucky' for 1980. His excitement
about his program, the kids
with whom he works and his
dedication to involvement of
all the students who want to
participate in his program are
obvious.
The speech team competes
in 10 to 15 tournaments each
year and about 60 students are
involved. Team members also
organize their own Nathan B.
Stubblifield tournament. The
Murray High team has placed
among the top five teams in
the state for the past three
"
years.
Five Murray High students
have been selected to represent Kentucky at the National
Forensic League Speech Contest during the past two years.
Only 16 students are selected
for this honor each year so
Etherton has reason to be proud of the talent he is helping to
develop. The five students are
Debbie Geurin, Mark Austin,
Ben Moore, Nancy Kiesow and
Lewis Bossing.
Etherton directed his
theatre studi.nts this year in
their most ambitious project
to date. Their presentation of
"Once Upon A Mattress," a
musical with lavish costumes
and a complicated set was
warmly received by appreciative audiences. Not only
did the play require many
hours of rehearsal but
students also built the set
which required extending the
Middle School auditorium
stage. Aide Alice Reinhardt
MSU music student, and
parent volunteer Sue Spann
helped with the poduction.
Etherton's goal for the drama
program is a stage play, a
musical and two plays for contest entries each year. That.
too, is an ambitious undertaking for a program which has
only one teacher.
Another way of involving
students is through a reading
group which meets before and
after each University Theater
play. Etherton orders copies
of the plays for each student
who buys a season ticket to the
plays and the students get
together to discuss their ideas
and reactions before and after
the play has been presented.
Etherton comments,-In addition to having a chance to exchange ideas, the students are
also beginning to build their
own libraries of plays."
During the first semester
about 15 students produced a
radio drama which was aired
by Murray State's WKINS-FM
station. The group, led by
Lewis Bossing, chase a play
adapted from an Oscar Wilde
story "The Canterville Ghost"
and saw the entire production
through from beginning to air
time. Bossing said, "Students

with an interest in radio had
an outlet for expression that
speech never offered before. It
was a unique exerience for
everyone involved."
Another facet of the program to which Etherton points
with pride is membership in
four national organizations:
National Forensic League,
Kentucky High School Speech
League, International Thespian Society and Kentucky
Theater Association. The
memberships provide the
students the opportunity to
compete at state and national
levels as wel4 as learn what
schools across the country are
doing with their speech and
theater activities.
A new dimenSion for Etherton this year is teaching a
speech exploratory class at
the middle school. About 80
eighth graders have chosen to

Tim 1
model

take the nine-week class.
Etherton explains his
philosophy for working with
the middle school students,"If
a student works as hard as he
can, learns something by his
participation and enjoys what
he has done then the experience has been a successful
one."
The Murray High program
is unique partly because of the
number of different aspects of
speech and theater in which
students can become involved.
Etherton said, "We see and
hear of schools doing either
more speech or more theater
than our program but we are
the only school our size probably in the entire state that is
doing both." True to his
nature Etherton gives credit
to the large number of
talented students with whom
he works.

AWARD WINNING TEACHER — Mark Etherton, Murray
High speech and theater teacher, is also a winner. He was
selected Kentucky's Speech Teacher of the Year in 1980.
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History Class Studies Settlement Of Kentucky
Der Ken Luce.),
labS
at Calloway County Middle
School has recently completed
d study of the settlement of

Kentucky. Under the Wrec- the different areas of the early
Uons of Pat Seiber, teacher, settling process This project
and Laura Sharp , student was completed as a part of the
teacher, students re-enacted gifted program for Calloway
Schools

Tim Weatherford, Scott Nis, Mickey Garrison, and Scott Adams are shown holding a
model of Ft. Harrod which the students constructed.

The Boonesborough girls, Angie Haltl,, Laura Alton and Dana Ferguson, are shown
in their canoe.

Miss Laura Sharp, student teacher, is shown discussing
projects with Lisa Morgan. At work in the background is
Jim Alsop and Jodi Pnce.

1,000PIECES00GOODS
REMOVE!
CONDEMNED INMA INVENTORY! MINT
7D

13E61NN IN6 AT 9:00AM 711 UR.... NAGEM ENT OF T1415 FIRM ORDERED RELEASE SURPLUS 6110WRCOM STO XS AND PM:5 10;ALL WA RE WOUSES.5ALE CONDUCTED 19-tiouILS ONLY-TRUR.944P749 P41.
FRI,g5A7: 9 AM lab PAst ALL tamsSUBJECT TO PRIOR GALE.1.0XfOR TWE GIANT SALE. TAGS!!

IMMEDIATE TOTAL SALE ORDERED! I
*FURNITURE* APPLIANCES * TELEVISION*REDDING
BELL,/ ILLG .1), IDEA OF r EAT: 'GAINS!CREDrr DESKS CPEKI ALL THREE DAYS!
Re-enacting the life of Daniel Boone are Shane Wall
(Daniel Boone)and Mark Thorn(a fierce indian).

Woman's Place May
Be In Labor Market

1,

By BARBARA
over. He plans a special activiREINHOLD-HARVEY
ty each day, such as a trip to
The Reporter
the library, lunch at a
FOND DU LAC, Wis. AP
restaurant or a game of catch.
- Some people think that a
He also takes care of one
wife's place is in the home, but major household chore such
Laura and Merle Reinehr as washing the kitchen floor or
know better.
folding the laundry. He
Merle, a former college washes the dishes after meals
phit6sophy instructor, and and does most of the cooking.
Laura, a social worker with
Laura helps with some of
the protective services unit of the housework as well. In adFond du Lac County Depart- dition, she gives Merle "relief
ment of Social Services, have time" - hours away from
decided that while Laura's home to spend with friends or
place is in the labor market. doing things by himself.
Merle's is at home with the
"I went through this phase
couple's son, Cohn,age 2.
when I thought this would be a
Some people might call it piece of cake. But the time
role reversal, but Laura and came when I needed some
Merle prefer to call it time for myself. I let Laura
"something that seemed know and we worked
natural."
something out," Merle said.
It all started last October
Laura says she enjoys the
job
a
offered
was
Laura
when
hours she spends with Colin,
couple
The
as a social worker.
and occasionally misses being
had been working together in at home full time.
a small business they owned,
But because she is feeling
sharing parenting respon- more fulfilled, she is able to
sibilities on something close to convey more positive feelings
a "50-50 basis," Laura said.
to Cohn, she said. "I think the
Laura, 24, who received a times I spend with him are
bachelor's degree in social better now. I have more to
work from the University of share with him," she said.
in
Wisconsin-Oshkosh
"I think it's good that Colin
December 1.979, "felt fulfilled learns that being a man
as a mother and wife, but un- means changibg diapers and
fulfilled as a social worker" washing floors as well as playduring that period.
ing football and baseball,"
When the opening at Social Merle said. "Colin sees that
Services arose, she and Merle
you can be a man and still be a
discussed it and decided that warrn, nurturing person."
Laura should take the job.
Because he is with Cohn
Merle,45, had left his teaching
more than most fathers are
position some months before
with their children, Merle
and had decided not to seek shares many things with his
another at that time.
son that other fathers do not or
"The way I saw it," he said, cannot share with their offspr"was that there were some ing.
reasons why I wanted to shift
"I like being up close to him
out of teaching and into and sharing little events," he
something else. And I wanted
says. "It may be sharing putto support Laura in what she ting a puzzle together, counwanted to do."
ting or reading or putting
So Laura began her social
lunch together."
work career and Merle began
Should Merle decide he
his career as full-time
would feel more fulfilled with
homemaker and father. He
partNtime fatherhood and a
had previously helped with
full-or part-time job, Laura
housework and taking care of
said she would re-evaluate
Cohn. Because he enjoyed
their family situation and
raisidg his son, it seemed
make compromises.
natiial for him to be at home
The couple have heard some
with Cohn.
firiticism of their arrange\ the couple's daily routine
ment, but for the most part
calls for Laura to spend some
friends and acquaintances
time with Colin before
have been supportive, they
breakfast. Then Merle takes
say.
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Tarnower Shooting Re-Enacted By Jury;
Jean Harris To Be Sentenced March 20

KROGER DONATION - The employees of the Murray Kryger store donated $500 to
the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad. The store had won the money in a contest after being recognized as the -best safety store in the Delta Division" of the Kroger
chain. About 95 stores in seven states are in the Delta Division. The donation wasr
made in memory of Bill Darby, store manager who died recently. Calvin Rutledge
(right), store manager, presented the check to (front from left) Mike Holt, Richard
Steen and Randy Barnett of the rescue squad.

Reagan Cuts Back Synfuels
By MA RTLN CRUTSINGER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON 1AP What a difference a year
makes.
Twelve months ago Congress and the executive
branch were pushing hard for
a bill that President Jimmy
Carter proclaimed proudly
would "dwarf the combined
programs that led us to the
moon and built our interstate
highway system."
Now President Reagan is
trying to scale the program
back so it won't dwarf much of
anything.
The subject of this tug of
war is the effort to make synthetic liquid and gaseous fuels
from America's abundant supplies of coal and shale oil.
The
relatively
old
technology, which powered
Hitler's tanks during World
War II. got new life back in the
summer of 1979 when U.S.
energy vulnerability was
brought home to millions of

Americans sitting in gasoline
lines.
Faced with constituent
demands to do something,
Carter and Congress came up
with what Americans love -a
multibillion-dollar government crash program complete
with goals.
The idea was to have the
United States, which now produces no synthetic fuels commercially, set up a network of
demonstration projects and
subsidized plants which by
1987 would be making the
equivalent of 500.000 barrels of
oil daily from synfuels, and 2
million barrels by 1992. The
1992 goal would represent onethird of current oil imports.
These goals would be accomplished by using some
modern technologies which
are refinements of processes
available in this country as
long ago as, 1817.
In that year the city of
Baltimore built a plant which
converted coal into synthetic

ALL DAY
WEDNESDAY SPECIAL

% Bar-B-Q
Chicken
W BAKED BEANS POTATO SALAD
AND HOMEMADE BISCUITS

LET GRANNY DO THE COOKIN' AT

Granny's
Porch
309 N. 16th

Ph. 759-4477
4
.

Come By Our Store
February 26th To Look
Over This New Line Of Delta
Faucets. A Factory Rep Will Be
Available From 7-11 To Answer
Any Questions You Might Have.
FREE COFFEE DONUTS
—ALSO
If You're The Fastest To Install A Delta Drain
At Our Counter, You'll Win $50.00
8, A Chance At $500.00.
So Come On Out And Beat The Clock

Murray Supply
Co•

753-3361

years to life, with no parole
possible before the 15 or 25
years is served.
She also was convicted on
two gun pwsession charges,
but Judge Russell Leggett
said he would merge those
with the second-degree
murder count for sentencing.
District Attorney Carl Vergari
said he would not object to the
minimiun sentence.
Second-degree murder is
the highest form of murder
Mrs. Harris could have been
convicted of in New York
state. First-degree murder applies only to the killing of law
officers and prison guards, but
the maximum penalty is the
same.
George Bolen, the assistant
district attorney . who prosecuted the case, said the outcome was "the only just ver-

Pope Calls For Banishment
Of All Nuclear Weapons

gas to be used for lighting
Other Eastern cities followed
suit with their own "gas-house
gangs" running plants until
the 1940s. when cheap oil and
NAGASAKI, Japan API natural gas made them obPope John Paul II today
solete.
German scientists in World visited the Japanese cities
War II developed a process to where the first atomic bombs
turn coal to liquid fuel by ad- snuffed out 270,000 lives 35
,ding hydrogen under extreme years ago and called on
government
leaders
pressure and heat.
U.S. scientists have been everywhere to 'join him in
working to refine these pro- •'working untiringly for disarcesses. Another promising mament and the banishing of
synfuel lies buried in Western all nuclear weapons."
"War is the work of man,"
rock deposits known as oil
shale, which can be converted the 60-year-old pontiff told
12,000 people standing in the
into liquid fuel.
Industry is confident the snow at Hiroshima's Peace
new technologies will work Memorial Park: "War is
and priA,e competitive in the destruction of human life. War
marketplace. But bankers are (lbis death.
"I appeal to the whole world
still hesistant to lend the large
amounts of money needed - on behalf of life, on behalf of
humanity, on behalf of the
about 12 billion per plant.
To get over that hurdle. Con- future."
He appealed to chiefs of
gress last year created the
Synthetic Fuels Corp., giving state and government leaders
it $20 billion initially and pro- to take "a solemn decision,
mising another $68 billion in now, that war will never be
four years to provide govern- tolerated or sought as a means
of resolving differences."
ment backing for bank loans.
"Let us promise our fellow
The Reagan administration,
however, wants to scale back human beings that we will
current efforts and entirely work untiringly for disarmadrop any $68 billion second ment and the banishing of all
phase. Just how successful nuclear weapons," he said.
Reagan will be in trimming a -In the face of the manmade
program that has enjoyed calamity that every war is,
large support in Congress is one must affirm and reaffirm,
again and again, that the waganother matter.
Reagan is already lowering ing of war is not inevitable or
his sights. Budget director unchangeable."
Vatican sources said the
David Stockman's initial
recommendation to cut the pope considered it the most
corporation's current budget important speech of his 12-day
by about a third was dropped visit to the Far East,
John Paul spoke from a
after 34 House members sent a
letter warning the president podium beside the simple
not to mess with a program stone structure built around
that enjoys -substantial ma- the perpetual flame- that
honors the victims of the first
jorities in Congress."
Reagan decided not to touch U.S. atomic attack that on
the $17.5 billion the corpora- Aug. 6, 1945, hurled the world
•
tion has to distribute in the into the nuclear age.
Underscoring his desire to
form of government subsidies
be heard throughout the
such as loan guarantees,
world, the pontiff spoke in nine
languages, reading sections in

Murray Supply Company &
"Delta" Faucet Company
Announce The Arrival Of
The New 1981 Delta Faucets

20$E. Main

WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. AP) Mrs. Harris said it did'
The 57-year-old defendant
- The jurors who convicted
Jean Harris of murdering Dr. was in the women's unit of the
Herman Tarnower re-enacted Westchester County jail towith the day, segregated from other
the shooting
foreman wearing Tarnower's prisoners, a Corrections
bloodstained pajama top - Department spokesman said.
She will be sentenced March
and then decided they could
not believe her account, a 20.
Her only visible reaction
juror says.
The former headmistress, when the verdict was read was
who was under a 24-hour that her right foot stopped
suicide watch in prison today, waggling at the word "guilfaces at least 15 years in jail ty." Two defense lawyers
for the murder of her longtime burst into tears.
"I can't sit in jail." she said
lover, a millienaire cardiologist who developed the softly to her lawyer, Joel Aurnou.
Scarsdale Diet.
•'I hope Mrs. Harris will
"We acted it out so many
times," said Marie Jackson, have the strength to survive a
one of eight women among the successful appeal," Aurnou
12 jurors who deliberated over said later.
She faces a mandatory
eight days. "We went through
the motions in the bedroom minimum of 15 years to life in
and it didn't turn out the way prison and a maximum of 25

English. Russian, French,
Chinese, German, Spanish,
Portuguese, Japanese and his
native Polish. Chinese was added at the last minute.
While the pope was speaking
an American tourist, Tim
Blake of I.os Angeles, began
shouting "Remember Pearl
Harbor" from the edge of the
crowd.
Blake, a 46-year-old insurance executive, said later
that his father was killed in
the Japanese attack on Hawaii
that brought the United States
into World War
"I support the pope," said
Blake. "I want peace. But I
thought I should give this
thing a bit of historical
perspective."
The pope and those in the
front of the audience could not
hear the shouts.
other
of
Hundreds
Americans, most of them
from the U.S. Marines' nearby
Iwakuni base, also Were in the
crowd.
John Paul laid a wreath on
the memorial and toured the
Peace Memorial Museum in
the park, which displays pictures of bomb victims, radiation victims and the destruction caused by bomb.
The museum director,
Akihiro Takahashi, told the
pope of his own experiences as
a 14-year-old bomb victim and
showed him his hands covered
with radiation scars.
The pontiff stood for about
three minutes at the exit, his
eyes closed, then wrote in a
guest book in Latin: "Ego
cogito cogitationes pacis et
non aftlictiones, dicit
dominus." A priest translated
it as, "My- thoughts .are
thoughts of peace, not
thoughts of destruction, says
the Lord."
Speaking later to a scientific

gathering sponsored by the
United Nations University, a
research institute, the pontiff
criticized "an irresponsible
use of science" which he said
"too often does grievous
damage to the balance of
nature" or brings with it "the
ruin and oppression of man by
man."
Social sciences and human
behavioral
sciences
sometimes are utilized "to
manipulate people, to crush
their minds,souls, dignity and
freedom," he said.
- Later in the day the pope
flew to Nagasaki, Japan's
other atom-bombed city
where St. Francis Xavier
brought Christianity to the
country in 1549. He winds up
his Far Eastern tour there
Thursday, flying home to
Rome via the polar route. On
the way he will stop for three
hours at Anchorage. Alaska,
and celebrate Mass.

Unconventional
Natural Gas
Workshop Slated
LEXINGTON, Ky. A P The U.S. Department of
Energy will sponsor a
workshop March 10 on the production of unconventional
natural gas.
The state Department of
Energy and the University of
Kentucky's Institute for Mining and Minerals Research
are cosponsors of the
workshop, which will look at
the potential for commercializing
unconventional
natural gas production in Kentucky.
Unconventional natural gas
is found in coal beds and Devonian shale deposits.
The workshop will be held at
the Hyatt Regency.

dICt that could be returned.
"

Jurors on their first ballot
voted 8-4 to convict Mrs. Harris of murder and gradually
reached unanimity after 47
hours and 56 minutes of
deliberating, Mrs. Jackson
said.
"It took us time to go back
and forth and look at the
evidence,- she said. "It took a
while for sori)e people to see
that there was intent."
Mrs. Harris had testified
she was despondent over difficulties with her job at The
Madeira School for girls in
McLean, Va., and drove to

Tarnower's estate in Purchase last March 10 intending
to say goodbye and commit
suicide by his duck pond.
The prosecution said Mrs.
Harris shot Tarnower, 69,
because of his affair with
Lynne Tryforos, his 38-yearold office assistant.
If the conviction stands.
Mrs. Harris automatically
will lose the $220,000 she was
willed by the author of the
"Scarsdale Diet." If the jury
had opted for a lesser charge
such as manslaughter, she
could have sued for the bequest.

Newsweek Magazine
Proclaims Jean Harris
Guilty Before Jury
NEW YORK 1API Newsweek magazine, in what
one distributor called a "pretty serious boo-boo," printed
an article billing Jean Harris
as guilty two days before a
jury convicted her of murder
in the death of the man known
as the "Scarsdale Diet doctor."
The story, prepared in advance in the event of a verdict
over the weekend, appeared
on page 38 of 186,000 copies of
the magazine, said Avery
Hunt, Newsweek's director of
public information.
Of those, 106,000 were
distributed Sunday night in
parts of the Southeast.
By Tuesday, when a jury
found the former headmistress guilty of seconddegree murder, Mrs. Hunt
said 562 of the copies still were
unaccounted for.
The error Was blamed on a
misunderstanding between a
recently-hired production
editor at a Newsweek printing
plant in Nashville, Tenn., and
an editor in New York, she
said.
The story in the magazine's
national affairs section had
been clearly marked "hold for
release for New York only,"
said Lester Bernstein, editor
of the New York-based
magazine.
The magazine had prepared

several versions of the story,
including one reporting an acquittal, for use in the March 2
issues that went out Sunday,
Mrs. Hunt said.
None of the copies went to
subscribers and only about 10
wound up in the hands of
readers, she said. Most copies
were recalled from wholesale
distributers as far north as
Cleveland and as far south as
Tampa,she added.
Don Mize, manager of
Anderson News Co., a
wholesale
magazine
distributor in Chattanooga.
Tenn., said he received about
500 copies of the magazine
containing the premature
report Monday morning.
By Tuesday morning, he
said, the distributor that
delivers the magazine - Cape
Air Freight, of Nashville,
Tenn. - returned to pick up
the copies and drop off a fresh
batch of corrected versions.
"We recovered them all, i
hope," said Mize,"This was a
pretty serious boo-boo they
made. I can't understand how
they made it."
But he added, "Jean Harris
ought to get a copy of one. A
copy of that would be worth a
lot of money."
The story was replaced by
an
article
entitled,
"-Feminism and Jean Harris."

Murray Health Spa
Phone:7534084
or
753-4085
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-9 p.m.
Saturday Barn -5 p.m.
•Sauno
•Experienced Counselors
•Sun Boothes
•Diet Consultation
•Private Lockers
•Cordiovasculor
Dressing Rooms
Development.
Showersand Vanity
Stress Reduction Program
(Next To Old Bookstore)

Thanks To President
Reagan, Jelly Beans
Now Are A Delicacy
By SHARON HERBAUGH
Associated Press Writer
HOUSTON ( AP) - With
flavors such as baked apple
and strawberry daiquiri and
with a boost from a friend in
the White House,the lowly jelly bean has arrived as an
American delicacy.
Nestled among the Mousse
truffles, dry roasted coconut
curls, French pastries and Indian teas currently on display
at the Sixth Winter Fancy
Food and Confection Show sit
rows and row's of old fashioned
American jelly beans.
The jelly bean, once
dismissed as children's candy,
has found new prestige by capturing the sweet tooth of President Reagan.
But there's more to it than
'hat.
These beans, displayed in
one of 170 exhibits at the threeday show sponsored by the National Association for the
Specialty Food Trade, Inc.,
are hardly the ordinary variety. The flavors include peanut
butter and passion fruit. And
there's more on the inside
than in the usual jelly bean.
"Usually the soft center of a
jelly bean is tasteless, with the
flavor contained in the shell,"
said Stan Rothstein of
Redstone Foods Inc. of Dallas,
a Texas distributor of the
California-manufactured Jel-

ly Belly jelly bean. But in the
Jelly Belly the flavor runs
throughout the entire bean."
The Jelly Belly was the
brainchild of a California attorney, and since the late 1960s
the business has expanded into a multimillion-dollar enterprise, Rothstein said.
About 4 million pounds of
jelly beans - that's 1.7 trillion
beans - are distributed ach
year, he said, and the demand
continues to soar.
The latest upsurge was triggered after reports that
Reagan had received 7,000
pounds of jelly beans as an inauguration .gift. Reagan is
said to have a special taste for
Jelly Bellies.
"The president's been
eating these for years and
years and years." said Rothstein's wife, Marilyn.

For Information
Regarding

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair
Call

753-8856

OVEN FRESH...
$2 OFF!
$200 OFFPAN PIZZA.

$2 off an', large Pitra,'1 off aro. medium
Only at your Hometown
Pizza Hut° restaurant. De
WaileZ
diu.
12th &
licious limns' and doiigh .
Chestnut
fresh everyday. Come on
Nun-ray, Ky.
in for pizza served oven759-4646
fresh, topped with your
favorite toppings. Aahh.
111m16 3. MI
•
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Mining Courses To Be Offered At MSU
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Increasing the supply of enrollment bah reached
supervisory
personnel
pupils A gradual increase in
available to work in the West the number of students enrollKentucky coal industry is the ed in the program preparing
goal of a new program leading
for a career in the muting into a degree in mining manage- dustry is expected, said
ment technology being offered Swann.
by Murray State University.
"As we look to the future,
Courses related to the min- the demand for coal will be
ing industry are being taught greatly increased when synby Murray State faculty on the
thetic fuel plants are placed
home ground of the West Ken- into operation and the nation
tucky coal fields at Madison- turns away. from oil. Along
ville Community College. with the increased demand for
Space for the program is coal will be a demand for
donated by MCC.
qualified supervisors to work
The curriculum leading to a in theiodustry," said Swann.
bachelor of science degree
The curriculum was plannfrom Murray State is con- ed by representatives of the
sidered a "capstone" to a two- coal industry, government
year associate degree' pro- and Murray State. Swann,
gram in mining technology ofwho once operated a small
fered by Madisonville Com- mining company, believes the
munity College, according to course offerings are unique.
Randall R. Swann, coor"The academic program
dinator.
covers both management and
Officials in the West Ken- technical skills. This gives the
tucky coal industry requested student a broad mining educathe educational program to tional base and improves his
help increase the pool of employment prospects in the
college-trained personnel. Six coal industry," he said.
coal companies, Island Creek,
Topics covered in the
Peabody, AMCA, Pyro, South
management portion of the
Hopkins Coal, Webster County
program include general
Coal and Natomis have
business skills such as persondonated $52,5004klate to start nel administration. Areas
the program.
related specifically to mining
Now in its second semester, include government regula-
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COAL CURRICULUM - Instructor Randall R. Swann,
left, explaiss an emergency oxygen device which may
be worn by coal miners. Students listening are Steve
Humphrey, McLean County, and Ellen Tunnell, Richmond, both enrolled in Mining Management
Technology courses offered by Murray State University on the campus of Madisonville Community
College. The aim of the new four-year degree program
is to train supervisory-level employees for the West
Kentucky coal industry.
(Photo by Iohnnv Maier}

Llulis and labor 4*5

,On the technical side,
students are exposed to nunmg development and design,
mining safety, coal geology
and basic chemistry, Swann
said.
John H. Gray, chairman of
an advisory committee for the
program and an executive of
Island Creek Coal Co., West
Kentucky Division, Madisonville, said he is -definitely
sold" on the "concept of training future managers for the
coal industry."
"Twenty-five new coal
mines may open in West Kentucky when synthetic fuel
plants are placed in operation.
We're prepanng for that now
by developing trained individuals to be employed and
grow with West Kentucky coal
companies," said Gray.
Noting that the demand for
coal currently is down, Gray
said well-qualified management personnel also are needed "to help the coal industry;
get back on its feet."
Efforts to begin the program in mining management
technology had been underway for more than four years.
Gray said a curriculum
outline for the program was
written by Dr. Constantine W.
Curris, Murray State president, and detailed by various
members of the advisory committee.
The academic program is
administered by the Murray
State College of Industry and
Technology, Department of
Engineering Technology,
James Weatherly, department chairman, said the mining program is being offered
at Madisonville to be near the
coal fields and the homes of
most students interested in
careers in the coal industry.
Swarm said students enrolled primarily are residents of
Hopkins, Christian, McLean,
Muhlenberg, Ohio and
Webster counties. The enrollment includes some out-ofstate students.
Although the classes are
predominately male, Swann
noted that four female
students are enrolled.
A unique feature of the program is that classes are not
scheduled at traditional hours.
Rather, said Swann, classes
are often taught twice, once in
the afternoon and then again
at night.
The schedule allows
students who are working in
the mines and who work a
"swing shift" to attend either
the day or night class "and not
fall behind in their studies."
In completing the re-

quirements for a bachelor's
degree in mining management and technology, students
may select from courses emphasizing either surface or
underground mining Swarm
said the proportion of students
opting for either emphasis is
about equally divided.
Including Swann, three
faculty members are teaching
courses in the nurung management technology program.
They are John Farrell,
member of the Murray State
faculty since 1977, who commutes to Madisonville, and
Mike Davenport, coordinator
of the MCC two-year program
and former employee of
AMAX Coal Co.
Swarm said enrollment in
the MCC associate degree program is expected to increase
as students initially enroll intent on a four-year degree.
Steve Humphrey, a MCC
student from McLean County,
is in the final semester of the

t urriculurn and
plans to enter the Murray
State program Humphrey
said that despite the current
downturn in the coal industry,
he is optunistii.
.'Coal is going to become the
major fuel of the future and
jobs in the coal industry will
be secure And, salaries are
traditionally higher than in
other industries,- said Humphrey, adding that he hopes to
work in personnel administration for a coal company
Ellen Tunnell, a native of
Richmond, also is completing
a two-year degree and plans to
continue her studies in the
mining
management
technology program. She
hopes to work in a regulatory
agency.
"The courses were highly
recommended to me. And the
employment opportunity looks
promising. That has to be any
student's main consideration," she said.
two-year

DONA IION - The Morro, Calloway County Jaycees donated S100 to Tiki-Mast, the
emergency helicopter service from Fort Campbell. Jamie McMillen (right), regional
Jaycee director, presented the check to Judge-Executive Robert 0. Miller. A Jaycee
spokesman said the local organization wal contact area businesses regarding a
demonstration of the Tiki-Mast's services. Any businesses interested in the demonstration can contact 437-4171.

Rent-All Can Take Care Of Party Needs
LOUISVILLE, Ky.. API Throwing a party for 300 or so
friends?
With tables, chairs,
tablecloths, napkins, dishes,
serving bowls, glasses, cups
and silverware?
How about a tent, champaign fountain, portable bar?
And a white arch with columns, baskets of artificial
flowers, coat racks, patio
lights and a portable dance
floor?
A call to Dexter Ballou will
take care of it.
In fact, if you decide to call a
caterer, he may call Ballou.
Ballou and his wife,
Charlotte, are the owners of
Ballou's Rent-All Inc., which
they believe is the oldest
general rental company in
toyvn.
The company rents about
everything except toys, sporting goods, animals, costumes
and cars.
"There's almost no limit to
what people will ask for,"
Ballou said.
One caller wanted to rent a
horse. Another wanted to rent
a pair of dog shears.
"Believe it or not, we used to
have dog shears, but there
was so little demand we got
rid of them," Ballou said.
But the company does have
party supplies, as well as
automotive, carpentry, sanding, painting, lawn and
garden, plumbing and cement
tools; household equipment

such as air conditioners,
and
refrigerators
dehumidifiers; moving equipment including tow bars, floor
care equipment and exercise
machines.
Also hospital equipment
such as wheelchairs and crutches; cribs and rollaway beds
bedding,
and
with
miscellaneous ileitis such as
house jacks, carpet stretchers
and linoleum rollers.
Rental fees range from $2.&0
a day for-irhand tool to $200 for
a party tent. Ballou employees
will deliver and set up the tent

and portable dance floor.
Ballou has no idea how
many items the company has
to rent. It has two warehouses
full. "We've run out of space
to grow," he said.
Party supplies account for
40 percent of the business,
with the tool and equipment
lines accounting for a smaller
portion.
Contractors rent tools for
one-time needs, stores and
shopping centers rent tables
for special sales, and hotels
rent dishes and other equipment if they have several ban-
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P235/75115
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11.00

Our Reg 52 88-P165 80R13

.88

2.07
222

Plus FE T 1 73 Each

2.36
244

Save!'KM Radial 225'
Steel Belted Radial

2.44

51.88 2.61
55.88 2 63
55.88 2.10
5848 3.05

•Radial tire mileage
•Popular P metric
sizes.
•5 rib tread
All Tires Plus
F.E T. Each

Limit•d (Own•rshIp Owelion' Warranty. Worro,aya
as long as you own your cor
0.10,1 srI,or e

try•••••11 Mom% Pro*
Itoplec•m•no l...4•••11
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Installed
With Exchange

39.138

V
16.88

Ilk Ay0J COMPLETE ExHAUST
SYSTEMS AV•IL•SLE

Our Reg
56 88

48 month Auto Battery
Top and side terminal styles
for many cars, trucks Save

Sale Price
H.D. Muffler Installed
Double wrapped, zinc
coated Many U S cars light
trucks Save

SERVICES INCLUDE
I Replace front broke pods
2 True rotors
3 Inspect coltpers
4 Refill hydraulic system
5 Repack one,and outer Deorings
6 Replace front please seals
Inspect master cylinder
O Inspect rear lintngs for wear
rOddttanol cost (repairs on rear
brakes ore needed) •

38.88Sale

Price
Front Disc Brake Special
Additional parts, services
which may be needed
cn= at extra cost

1.1mIted (Ownorshlp DuroMon) Warranty. Warronteed
Os long as yOu own your car
Detotls tn store

Miray Ledger & Times

Z

70.11

1.1.

Addrtional Parts, Services
Extra Single Unit(Welded
System) Excluded

Call Today
753-1919

g

P210/70115
iG111.1S)

f

MOUNTING INCLUDED• NO TRADE-IN REQUIRED

Deliver your message and
platform to the people with
an ad from the MURRAY
LEDGER Et TIMES.
Our advertising staff can
help you get your message
across and assist you with
your political campaign.

L

RIFLE MATCH
The Roger Withrow Invitational will be sponsored by the
Murray State rifle team from
7 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday,
March 7 and Sunday. March 8
at the Stewart Stadium range.
This is an open National Rifle
Association competition for
teams and individuals from
the southeastern United
States.

Quality parts
and service

P215/75114 64,44
6174,14,

ro •r r w
44%
Are You Running
For Office?

have to find a hobby, of
something to do," he said.
-My hobby's been this
business."

4=11 Wm"lir
The Saving Place
WED. THRU SAT. SALE

Aar
ar AP

quets at one time.
Once, Ballou Rent-All ended
up on both sides of the fence.
"There was a strike going
on at a local company, and we
rented beds to management
people who were staying overnight at the company, and we
rented coffee urns to the
union," Ballou said."We were
helping one side get some
sleep and helping the other
side stay awake."
Ballou, going on 66, says he
may think about retiring in a
year or two, but there is one
problem.

Ei

H.D.Shocks Installed
Heavy duty 1' .. piston Many US cars

Services include:
1. Oil change (up to 5qt. of K mart bulk
motor oll)
'2. Install 1 K mart
Brand oil fitter'
3. Chassis lubrication
(Biting' extra)

6.885a1e

Price

K mart' Oil, Lube, Filter
Includes labor Adotional services extra

41=3. -17- 700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Agility‘
lir-w
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
THE SAVING PLACE
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NORTHSIDE:
6-10 Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sundays

PRODUCE SPECIALS

89

WHITE THOMPSON SEEDLESS

GRAPESt

BAG
FRESH

CABBAG AC

CODOS

19'

4/1

FLORIDA

I

4

IA
LEMONS
6\49“:
APPLES' 9

HOLE

El
FRYER
THIGHS

STRAWBERRIES99,
PINT

OSCAR MEYER
FRESH

U.S. CHOICE

CAULIFLOWER
149
LARGE

PORTERHOUSE

I

3 LB. BAG
RED DELICIOUS

SIRLOIN
STEAK

-A

F ORIDA FRESH

ORANGES
5 LB.
BAG

Prices Good
Thru March 3

ROASTED
PEANUTS

EYER

FA
'PS

HAM
46iSTEAKS

49,

HEAD
MONEY SAVER MEAT DEAL
FRESH TEXAS
GREEN

3 BUNCHES

IONS k

BREAKFAST BOX
3 LB. IGA SLICED BACON
3 LB. TENN. PRIDE SAUSAGE
3 LB. SLICED SMOKED PICNIC
3 LB. SLICED COUNTRY HAM IsAilltEs°
2 LB. IGA CAN HAM PATTIES

MARIA ROSA

14 LB. MEAT FOR
'ObNii

111Pr

I

ITALIAN
SAUSAGE
BUY TWO
MARTHA WHITE

BUY ONEHEAD OF

LETTUCE

FLAKES--sPuoctim5
SPUD FLAKES

At Our Reg. Price
(791 and

Mr.Pea Potatpes

Get FREE One 60z.
PKG. of RED
RADISHES

TIDE
$
POWDER

NESCAFE
INSTANT

Ji M ADAMS
forKIDS ONLY...

MARTHA WHITE

FLAY-O-RICH

ENTRANTS MUST RE
,S YEARS OR YOUN,ER,

CORNBREAD MIX 6 OZ

1°.

CAM

$199
si

CORN MUFFIN MIX lox.

GAL
—

ROMAN MEAL

BREAD

79c

20 OZ.
1 - Lucky Winner of The Honda Moped

JIM ADAMS IGA COUPON

IGA
CHUNK, CRUSHED, SLICED

WISHBONE
THOUSAND ISLAND
DELUXE FRENCH

PINEAPPLE

DRESSING
JIM ADAMS IGA COUPON

30c OFF

pius 10 Winners of'100m FREE CASH
ENITA•NTS ARTIST RE II YEARS OM YOUNGER
NE RI $ MOW
;_,1VP all Ittr.j

V ,J0

2

,I1

The most register tapes urned in to your Jim Adam,
store Will make you the winner of $100" free cash
3 The cash winner in each stole 110 winnersi will he
eligible for a drawing of
the nw Honda Moped
4 Register tapes must be turned in to your Jim Adams CO
on Sat March 14 198 1 9 am -3pm
,,,•

to

JIM ADAMS IGA COUPON

POST

S

GENERAL MILLS

BUGLES
JEL

SNACKS
hews! Mils U.s. V.1114•114. Comer. P 0 Bola 177, 1411..
mapals, Mime 55460
11604500 463
?MN

I.
iI
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SOUTHSIDE:
7-10 Mon.-Sat.
10-7 Sundays

DOUBLE 0

Prices Good
Thru March 3

AMERICAN ACE OR IFG

PINK SALM

HOLE

CAR

LB. BAG

KRAFT PARKAY

ERS

MARGARINE
QUARTERS

COUNTRY
STYLE
CUT UP

FRYING
CHICKE

COUNTRY STYLE OR
BUTTERMILK

,
9$

4/8 OZ.

RC
COLAS

FAST FIELDS
VAC-PAC
'PS
4 PORK SMOKED
'
SAUSAGE

PILLSBURY

BISCUITS

6

REG.
CUT UP
YER

15.5 OZ.

COFFEE 489
ASST.
GRINDS

U.S. CHOICE

1

_

KRAFT PURE
--- ORANGE OR GRAPEFRUIT

/

JUICE

I

49

160z.
8 PK.

OR
BEEF
PKG.

IRK

WHOLE - U.S. CHOICE/

ORE IDA FROZEN
POLY

SHOE
STRINGS

ES

FROZEN

69
20 OZ.

BRIGHT & EARLY
IMITATION

LB. FRANKS •

GAL.

at

ORANGE?
712
JUICE

OZ
FROZEN

EXTRA COMBINATION

TOTINO'SPIZZAS

LB.

'/2

$199
150Z.

•

-

\- — BUY ONE 4 ROLL PACK
ar4
,
-r4mre

CHARMIN
TISSUE

BUY TWO PKGS
IGA 120Z.

AT OUR REG. PRICE
($1.29)GET ONE

FREE
WITH COUPON &
$10.00 PURCHASE

CHEF BOY AR DEE BEEFARONI,
MINI BEEF RAVIOLI,
CHILI MACARONI,
LASAGNA,SPAGHETTI
8 MEATBALLS

6

KELLOGGS

CARAMELS

SUGAR
SMACKS

U.S. CHOICE

SIDES
$1 29
• Le

PRICES INCLUDE CUTTING & WRAPPING

oz
$15
18

$500 Extra AtStore
To help celebrate this Great Sale and to say 'THANK YOU for shopping
with us, we ere offering this Special Bankroll Thank-You Bonus In
addition to our regular Free Cash Bankroll!

Jim Adams IGA Coupon

JIM ADAMS IGA COUPON

Buy One 4 Roll Pkg.

12c OFF
ON 3 PKG.
JELLO INSTANT PUDDING
litiewrel Croat, P 0 INt 60I, Iteeksii., Ill 60401
Oh. 31131
10412

664

CHARMIN TISSUE
GET ONE FREE
WITH THIS COUPON
AND $10.00 PURCHASE

Southside $700.00
Northside $300.00
Names drawn Last Witolt
Brooks Doores
Opel Smith
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_ Seeks Jobs From All Angles
Students

Dav

May Graduates Begin Employment Hunt

LOUISVILLE. Ky. 1AP) Hopkins County School
Superintendent Patrick
McNeil was given the F. L.
Dupree Award Tuesday night
at the annual meeting of the
Kentucky School Boards
.Assocation. •
McNeil, who is retiring this
year after more than 30 years
in education, was cited for his
outstanding leadership over
the last five years. according
to school boards spokesman.
The award is given annually to
school
Outstanding
the
superintendent by the association.

AND OUR BENEFITS ARE - One of the rituals of the spring semester on the Murray
State University campus are job interviews by visiting prospective employers. Charles
1967
K. Bridges, left, a representative of the Tennessee Dinsion of State Audit and a
graduate of Murray State, recently returned to the campus to interview seniors.
of
Bridges is a native of Trigg Counts Anthony Gray Cassity, right, of Murray, was one
the prospective employees interviewed by Bridges.
Whoto br Barry Johnson)

Shop The No Frills Way and Compare! See Why We Can Say
We Have The Lowest Prices in Town

T-Mart

In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center

I

HANDLETTEILING ART - be Rigsby of Murray State University demonstrates
calligraphy for Murray High School An I students. Each student was given an alphabet
and tools to try their hand at beautiful hand lettering during the session. Betty Scott is
the class instructor.
Photo br Betty Scott

Most Applications For Energy
Assistance Program Accepted
By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP A legislative committee has
been told that most of the people receiving aid under the
Hothe Energy Assistance Program met necessary federal
guidelines, despite criticism
that some of the money went
to people who didn't need it.
Roy Butler, head of program development in the
Bureau for Social Insurance,
said Tuesday that the state
received 93,000 applications
for assistance in the 5'se days
that it accepted them,
obligating mast of the $21
million available.
Ninety percent of the applicants were found to be
qualified and most have
already received paynients,
which average $233 per
household, Butler said.
Several members of the Interim Energy Committee
were critical of the program.
however, saying payments
Were made to nursing-home
patients, people who live in
subsidized housing and others
who do not have high utility
bills.
Residents of miring homes
were not eligible for
assistance, Butler said, but
the bureau "could not exhide" renters under the

federal guidelines.
Under those guidelines, people who live in subsidized
housing were eligible for up to
10 percent of the assistance
available to residents of nonsubsidized housink. Butler
said.
In such cases, he added, the
payments amounted to $35 or
less.
But Rep. Jerry Bronger, DLouisville, took issue with
that, saying he had seen
checks for $350 payable to
"people living in projects...1 whol ended up buying
liquor" or other things with
the money.
And there were other, more
needy people, he added, who
were unable to get assistance
under the program.
Butler acknowledged that
sonic ineligible people may
have received assistance, but
he said that •'98 to 99 percent"
were within the federal
regulations.
Four current members of
the state utility and energy
regulatory commissions also
appeared before the committee to discuss Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr.'s order consorldatrng the groups into one
Public Service Commission.
All of them said they do not
expect to be named to the
fulltime PSC that Brown will

appoint. The reorganization is
effective Sunday.
The state had a single PSC
before April 1979, when
legislation enacted by the 1978
General Assembly formed the
two commissions.
commissioners
Energy
Claude Vaughan and Charles
Lambert and utility commissioners Mary Oaken and John

FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP Transportation Secretary
Frank Metts said the state
plans to borrow $150 million
for road projects.
The list of projects were not
included in the state's fiveyear plan released in January,
according the Metts. A
preliminary official statement
for the bond issue was issued
last Friday.
Melts, who said the date of
the bond sale could come as
early as the first week in March, named four projects under
consideration by the department.
The improvements that he

N
°4'-:4„7
BEGLEY'S)

tion
Prescripv
A

Delivery

,3 11111
1.000, V+ 31.01

LOW

Cash & Food Stamps
Accepted - Sorry No Checks

named were an extension of •
Newton Pike in Lexington;'
widening of U.S. 431 near a
new
of
plant north
Russellville; improvement of
Kentucky 90 in Barren County; and a widening project in
Mayfield.
Metts said some smaller
projects are also included in
the overall bond issue.
The bonds, authorized by
the 1980 legislature, can be used on improvements or conthat
the structions
Transportation Department
considers as part of the
'economic development''
road system.

DISCOUNT PRICES • LOW DISCOUNT PRICES

LOW DISCOUNT PRICES • LOW DI
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DISCOUNT I
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Hoffman agreed that the twocommission concept provided
more time for consideration of
telephone-, sewer-and waterrate cases.
They' also agreed that the
commission - regardless of
the structure - needs a larger
staff and more money to offer
employees, especially those
with tecdnical skills.

State Plans To Borrow
$150 Million For Road
Projects Not In Plan
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YOUR DISCOUNT DRUG CENTER

kod.k
KODACOLORII
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Tea
Bags

Prairie Farms
Whole

Milk
$225

99

3/ 51 00

29'

Navy Beans

Applesauce

Veg All

Lima Beans

Crispy Rice

Mackerel

Taco Sauce

Veg. Oil

ST.JOSEPH"

,4‘..?

$1 39
Pears
Cranberry Sauce
Acid-A-Hamburger
Spaghetti
Rice A Rani

65'
79'
„., 49'
69'
3/93'
59°

Recipe

Cranberry

Your
Crooke
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Sweet Relish
Cut Green Beans
Not Coca Mil
Marshmallows

SX- 70
TIME ZERO
FILM

PHOTO
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49
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BAUSCH
& LOMB

ArL, r I

159

99

5 Lb.

32 Oz.

4
79

3P
. 89'
65'
3/93'
$ 1 29

37'

Marshmallow Creme
Choc. Flavor Chips
Flaked Coconut

T., 49'
n., 85'
N., $1 29
71'

Apple Juice

5159
,

Dry Cat Food

0.69'

Cat Litter
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Pure, Detergent

H•odiBa‘.

Automatic Dish Det

37'
59(

Cleanser
Brillo Pads
Luncheon Meat
Cricket Lighters

CI

'

TEN 0 Six
LIGHT

11

RIOPAN
PLUS

96

7A/AC.IN

••

Chunk Lite Tuna

!
ANACIN

9'

RIOPAN

1:
"
.".

Flour

Juice

$1 49

Beets

1

SUDAFED Plus

ASPIRIN

1 49

Peaches

FILM
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JOHNSONS

Field
Wieners
1 lb

139

10,..t01 Ca;

•,++ •

67'
59'
59'

Taco Shells

Corn Oil

arr.

C++01115 AS•1111,

3/89'
2/69'
3/93(
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students. The list is broken into three categories. They are
industry,
business and
elementary and high schools,
and colleges and universities.
The educational listings include openings for staff personnel as well as faculty.
The Placement Service office is located on the second
floor of Ordway Hall. Inforinabon about its services may be
obtained by telephoning the oftwee 5021762-3735

•

firms in interviews on the
campus.she noted.
In an effort to help
undergraduate students find
summer employment, the
Placement Service has invited
representatives of summer
camps to attend a Summer
Job Fair, March 2, in the
University Center Ballroom.
The camp representatives are
especially interested in
recreation majors who can
supervise youth activities,
Miss Guier said.
Representatives of business
and industry who have summer jobs needs also have been
invited. Students.may drop by
informally and talk to the
employers. The hours are 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.
of
gathering
Another
employers interested in
graduates, Teacher Career
Day, is scheduled Friday,
April 3 in the ballroom.
Representatives of elementary and secondary schools
will attend. The hours will
again be 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The campus Placement Service keeps a list of job openings nationally which is
interested
to
available

sId 1111110DSIO M

1

degrees in non-technical
areas, Miss Gwer said she
knows of no field "that does
not have some openings.
"My advice every year is to
be mobile. Graduates have to
be willing to relocate to a different geographic location if a
job in their particular major is
not available nearby"
The Placement Service
primarily helps graduating
seniors and acts as a liaison
between students and
employers. Visits by major
firms on campus to interview
prospective employees are
scheduled weekly by the office.
To be available for the interviews, Miss Guier said
students should place their
credential on file. During the
1979-80 school year, a total of
85 firms sent representatives
to the campus.
Recently, a number of Murray State graduates who are
now employed in executive
positions have represented

IVORY
LIQUID

S1 09

„.

49'

JOY

,17)

Trash

TRASH
BAGS

•

•d iNnoysia nnol •S3

r.

starting salaries range from
$20,000 to $24,1100, depending
on the graduate's abilities and
the geographic location of the
employer, Miss Guier said.
Other technical areas where
the job hunting is favorable
this year are computer
science, accounting and
mathematics. Miss Guier said
a student with a degree in
mathematics is often hired for
additional training in
technical fields.
Teaching vacancies, which
had decreased, are more plentiful in certain subject areas,
she said. Teachers are needed
for mathematics, science,
vocational education,
reading,
agriculture,
guidance and special education.
Graduates of the Department of Nursing at Murray
State also should find a good
job market for their skills,
Miss Guier said.
Despite continuing low demand -for graduates with

By JOHN N MILLER
Spring
graduation
ceremonies at Murray State
l'niversits are more than two
months away., but students
scheduled to receive degrees
have already begun searching
for employment
Job hunting by prospective
graduates increases every
spring. Students probably
should start looking earlier
this y ear because of national
econonuc conditions, according to Martha I- Guier.
director of Placement Services at Murray State
In years when the economy
is down,students have to work
from all angles to find employ ['lent And I would advise
them to begin now." she said.
Commencement is scheduled at 10 a.m. Saturday, May 9.
Once again this spring,
students with degrees in
technical areas face the most
promising employment prospects. One of the brightest is
industrial technology where
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David Boyd Builds Car From Scratch_

MHS Senior In Driver's Seat Of Project
:once July, he's been in the
Murray High shop area working on his project. Although
David Boyd isn't sure of the
work left, he knows he'll be in
the driver's seat soon. literally.
The senior is building a

sporLs car from St. rat( ti During the summer, he was there
about five hours a day During
school, he devotes about two
hours each day to it
Other than sonic, help from
friend Ben Moore, David Boyd
has done it on his own.

like sport, car
designing and model
building," he said. "So, one
day I decided to build my own
car."
After a few preliminary
sketches. Boyd started his car
with the chassis and a 40-

Cr engine trUill a1913.

h101

Vulkswagon.
The chassis was modified
sonic-what since Bo)d was not
certain how he would design
the body.
Boyd left the drawing board
and put the body together "as
I went along," he said. He took
urethane foam,the same foam
used to insulate houses, to
form the body . He then

uic foam with
fiberglass coating.
The body then is to be sanded, primed arid painted.
Although he has several
favorite sports cars, the body
was not patterned after any
certain car. Boyd said. He
even. is in the process of
designing his own logo for the
hood.
Windt.% s and doors then are
cut out of the body. Boyd said
he is having glass made for
the car. The doors will open at
an upward slant. Boyd said he,
will install prinematic pistons

CAR — The back end is in rough shape but the car project is coming along. The car
has a rear-end 1967 Volkswagen engine.

twovided
ion of
ester-

sunillar to those on hatchback lifts) to keep the doors
up.
The interior will have two
seats and a four-speed manual
transmission. The dashboard
also will be formed out of the
foam then covered with the
fiberglass, Boyd said.
With the engine in the rear,
Boyd said he will install the
gas tank up front.
Although the '67 VW engine
should "get about 40 miles to a
gallon," Boyd is out to find
something a little more spor-

it the
!ss of
arger
offer
those

ion of *ton:'
ear a
of
ent of
Counmet in

ty.
"I'm looking for a Corsair
or a hopped-up Volkswagon
engine," Boyd said.
Even though the car is not a
project for a school class, it
could prove every beneficial
to Boyd's collegiate career.
He plans to enroll in the Art
Center College of Design, Los
Angeles, in the fall, majoring
in transportation design.
The car also proved to Boyd
that he could do it.
"A lot of people said they
thought it is neat. But some

said they thought I wouldn't
get through."
If anything, building a car
has been a lesson in itself.
Especially building one -as I
go along.
"I found out that isn't the
best way to build cars." Boyd
said. -The next car I'll design
before I build it."
And Boyd says that for sure
there'll be a next car.,
"I'm not real satisfied with
this one," he added. "But the
next one should go faster. I've
learned from my mistakes."
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Twice The Value
Twice The Savings...
on a car he is building from scratch. The body is made
CAR PROJECT — David Boyd takes a few measurements
shape reaches his liking. Boyd will sand, prime and
body
the
After
coating.
fiberglass
a
with
from urathane foam
the project sometime this year.
complete
to
hopes
and
summer
paint the car. He started the car last

Power Streak—
Drive It With Confidence!

Charles Not To Be Australian
Governor-General After Wedding

t
I

LONDON I AP) — Buckingham Palace today dismissed as "speculation" a report
that Queen Elizabeth II will
make her heir. Prince
Charles, governor-general of
Australia after he marries
Lady Diana Spencer in July.
The liberal Guardian daily
that Britain's
reported
Foreign Secretary. Lord Carrington, has made an informal
arrangement with Prime
Minister Malcolm Fraser of
Australia that the 32-year-old
prince should have the post.
But a palace spokesman
noted: "Australia already has
a governor-general who has
been in office for only a
relatively short period." He is
61-year-old Sir Zelman Cowen.
Palace officials also noted
-that the Australian government can only recommend someone for the post to the
Prime
Queen, although
Minister Margaret Thatcher
would likely be consulted.
Carrington has close links
with Australia. He was British

High Commissioner, or am- ment of the 32-year-old heir to
bassador, in Canberra from the British throne and Lady
November, 1956, until Oc- Diana Spencer, 19-year-old
daughter of the 8th Earl
tober, 1959.
The Guardian report follows Spencer, a millionaire lanmonths of speculation that downer.
Charles told the press that
Charles might be appointed
governor-general, the he popped the question to her
monarch's representative in over a dinner for two at his
private apartment at BuckAustralia.
The prince is scheduled to ingham Palace before she
begin a month-long tour of went to Australia Feb. 6. He
Australia and New Zealand gave her a sapphire and diamond ring.
April 1.
"So In Love" said the Daily
His father, Prince Philip,
flies to Melbourne March 25 to Mail. "We're In love And It's
attend the first general No Secret Any More," said the
meeting of the International Daily Express. "Pink ChamAssembly of National Sports pagne Toast At Palace," said
Confeaerations of which he is the Daily Telegraph.
But the Communist Morning
chairman.
Prince Charles currently is Star warned, "Don't Doili,
going through a program of Lady Diana," and said she if
briefings at British govern- she married she would
ment departments in London "sacrifice her independence
on the operation of govern- to a domineering layabout for
ment. They include the the sake of a few lousy foreign
Foreign Office, the Treasury holidays."
The paper added: "We
and the Department of Trade.
Buckingham Palace an- will...be treated to endless colnounced Tuesday the engage- umn inches about her pure

bred ancestry — which fits her
perfectly for bearing royal
sons...Perhaps we are carping, but surely even she
deserves to be regarded with
more dignity than a pedigree
Fresian cow."
London stock market shares
in pottery firms, breweries
and hotels all jumped in value
in anticipation of a flood of
commemorative mugs, loyal
toasts and tourists in Britain
this summer.
The date of the wedding was
not announced, but the press
speculated it would be July in
Westminster Abbey.
Charles and his bride-to-be
both have Australian connections
- In 1966, the prince was an
exchange student at the
Geelong Church of England
Grammar School, Melbourne_
I.ady Diana's mother,
Frances, and her stepfather.
wealthy socialite and
wallpaper company heir Peter
ShandKydd, have a ranch
near ('anberra.

Grant To Aid Knott County Debt
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) —
The state Department of Community and Regional Development has awarded Knott
County $155,000 to help retire
the county's debt from a -colathou.se renovation project last
spring.
•

With the grant, the county
owes about 94,000 on the
$764,000 remodeling effort.
Federal and other state funds
Mi./iced most of the courthouse project.
The grant comas from the
State's area development

which will serve the eightfund.
A 950,000 grant from the county Purchase area.
The center, to be located on
same fund has been awarded
north of
for the purchase of land for a U.S. 45 five miles
initially offer
job-training center in western Mayfield, will
diesel and hydraulic
Kentucky.
about 45
The money will be used to mechanics training to
year.
a
students
center,
the
for
acres
34.5
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A78-13 blockwall plus SI 50 FET per tire
NO TRADE NEEDED

4
,--,,
rT,

SIZE

• The strength and resilience of polyester cord
• All-around traction wit a road-gripping tread
• The performance dep• ndability of bias-ply
construction
No annoying tire thum p. even 'when first
starting out

•

• BEACKWAII
PAIR PRICE

WHITEWALL
PAIR PRICE

Plus FET
pet tire.
no trade
needed

Slot
$59.10
$56.20
,. B714 13
$1 75
$68.70
$65.50
E78.14
$2 14
$72.20
F78 14
$68.80
$228
$74.60
G78.14
$71.00
$2 36
$76.90
G78 15
$73.20
$257
$80.40
$76.60
H78 15
Other Sizes Sale Priced,Tool

SAW

On Traction For
Pickups,Vans, RV's

Tracker XG... Here's Deep Lug
Traction For Mud,Snow, and Sand!

8 75-lb 5
blorkaall
Tubeless load
FUlngt• 0. pio..$4 00
ITT No trade
needed

Reg. 1130
Parts and
additional
services extra if
needed
hennertes var.

Thursday Friday & Saturday Only!

Just Say 'Charge It'

ainn2.11i Coo
-noway
Revolving
(h.,. A„

Inspect all four tires • Set
caster, camber, and toe to
proper alignment
• Inspect suspension and
'steering systems • Balance
two front wheels • Most
U S cars. including front
wheel drive Many imports
Offer Ends Feb. 28

arty ol these 4 other ways to buy Master( ard
Visa American Express Card • Carte Blank he

Isp

GOOD..tryEAR
01.81111

.°

Phone:

RAIN CHECK
If see sell out of your Sire We sill
issue you a rain check. assuring
future delivery at the advertised
price

Front-End
Alignment
& Balancing Service

$5550 $7250
678-15 blacks.II
Tubeless. load
Range C. plus $32.1
FET No trade
needed.

Sale Prices
End Saturday
Night!

753-0595

Hours:
7:30 a.m.
Until 6:00

p.m. Mon.-Sat.
South 12th, Murray, Ky.
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1 Legal Notice

1 Legal Notiie

2. Notice

NOTICE

ANTIQUE
FURNITURE

CITY OF MURRAY PROPERTY TAX BOOKS WILL CLOSE
ON MARCH 31, 1981, IN PREPARATION FOR
PUBLICATION OF A DELINQUENT TAX LIST. IN ACCORDANCE WITH AN AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE CITY
OF MURRAY AND THE MURRAY CREDIT BUREAU. APPROVED BY THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL IN REGULAR
SESSION ON DECEMBER 11, 1980, UNPAID 1980 PER
SONAL PROPERTY TAX BILLS WILL BE TURNED OVER TO
THE MURRAY CREDIT BUREAU FOR COLLECTION ON
JUNE I , 1981. PERSONAL PROPERTY MAY INCLUDE
ASSESTMENTS ON AUTOMOBILES. BOATS, INVENTORIES
OR MOBILE HOMES,
JO CRASS, CITY CLERK

Pie Sates Trunks Tablet
Rockers and Straight Chant
Oak Beds Oak Chest sod
Dr
Dalt Nsgitt Stand
ladrown Sane lamps

Geo. Hodge
Son Inc.
205 S Sal Murr•y
753-4149

VOTE
WILLIAM
"BILL"
BAILEY
FOR
SHERIFF

What we do best is care
Needline 753-6333
al Seep yptlf roOt5 together, by
Copy & Restoration of old
fismolyphotorpaphsat.

2:Notice
Charlie Brown Playschool
1607 Olive, 753-7359 Ages
IL:-up 55 50 daily Drop ins
51 00 hourly

8 CARTER STUDIO •

Looking for a Bargain Try No,
man's Curiosity Shop in Hardin
Open Thursday. friday and
Saturday 9 5

BIBLE CALL
For Teens - Early
Marriage, Port I 1S94444. Bible Story •
759 4445

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Possessed
4 Month
9 Small rug
12 Time gone by
13 Express
14 Greek letter
15 Ripe
17 - basket
19 Let down
21 Female deer
22 Burden
24 Steal
26 Concoct
29 Transgressed
31 Wit
33,Weight of
India
34 Diphthong
35 Pose
37 Tette,
39 Scale note
40 Droop
42 Crowd
44 Street urchin
46 Redact
48 Rocky frill
50 Dregs
51 Obtain
53 Contests
55 Recover
58 Pulverized
61 Be ill
62 Kind of code
64 Before
65 Before Prefix
66 Shoulder
wrap
67 Witnessed

6 State Abbr
7 Frost
8 Conduct
9 Measuring
devices
10 Devoured
11 Sailor
16 Mine veins
18 Cry
20 Quarrel
22 Rent
23 Mountain
nymph
25 Prohibit
27 Weird
28 Singing birds
30 Obscure
32 Hoax
36 Small child
38 Strong winds
41 Titter
43 Marsh
45 Intertwines
47 Beverage
1

1

3

12
15

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
LEAP

A D

40

13

14
17
20

30

21

31

32

33
35

42 49
S3
57
62

66

MI

39

_

45

411

61

1111
27 21

24

37

47

10 11

19

25

35

46

healing
57 Seine
59 Time period
60 Condensed
moisture
63 Negative
9

24

41

E A I.

40619

S1
DOWN
1 Meat cut
2 Mature
3 Currency unit
4 Claim
5 Strength

ETT A

49 Having
branches
52 Gratuities
54 Masculine
55 Knock
56 Goddess of

19

29

S AT
C A

A

16

34

OU IT

•S

22 23

M X

56
M

SS
63

S9
64
67

FOR RENT
Gilson Power Bolt Log
Splitter by day or job.
Operator available. All
stovewood
hardwood
for sale 525.00 per
rick. Coll 753-8351

To whom it may concern
Those having merchandise in
Richard's Small Engine Shop
please claim and, pay any bill
against it. Those having bills
please take care of them within
30 days Also anyone having a
bill against said shop please
present Call 247-5738 or 4988151
Thanks Mayme Alton Adroar

RIVERIA
COURTS
mobile
Has
homes for rent.
Students welcome!
Special
rates!! We also
have
special
deals for lot renters! Come live
with us! 7533280.

a 30' Main

za,j0f

kt4

THE TOWN
WATER WILL
E3 OFF ..FOR
T`v,
./0 HOURS

YOU KNOW I HAVE
TROUBLE WITH THE CAN
OPENER !THAT'S OKAY,I'LL
FIND SOMETHING FOR HIM..

Will do light hauling Call 7535857
excellet
refererr
Will doagi
- 773
Will do any type housecleaning
Call Chris 753-9234
Wanted Yards to mow and
trim Call 753-7457

HODGE'S TAX SERVICE 8 AM
to 6 PM nights and Saturdays
by appointment 759-1425

Will mow yards and other work
767-224401 753-2220
Will do babysitting in my home
Have references Located in
downtown Murray Call 7536487.
Will do babysitting in my home
Call 759-4870 after 4 om

1-41V-a-rriTauy
WANTED:

AL'S SUPER SHELL
South 4th Street
Murray, Complete Auto
Repair. Free Lube with
oil and filter change
753.7896.

Found. 8th grade. D.G.S. 1956
class ring, mistakenly dropped
in pail at Cancer Roadblock.
Saturday. Can be picked up it
identified. Call Keith Barber at
753-9101.
Lost • Man's wallet and blue
and red Nike tennis shoe If
found please call 753-9388
-L-67711a7k and tan - female
hound wearing red collar. Also
large red brown Collie mixed,
male. Reward offered. 4365397.

6. Help Wanted
Dependable older lady or couple to live in house in county
and share utilities. Call 753014.
ORGANIC FARMING- Experiment with organic farming in
South Graves 20 acres - 23
prbceeds - write Dannean • Farris. 602 Serramonte, Marietta,
GA 30067 or call 404-9710858.
Staff Pharmacist. Immediate
opening with Community
Hospital, Mayfield, KY. Complete salary and benefit program to fit your peeds. Contact
.Personnel Office at 502-24152
;11.
/ Storage Bldgs.
Custom
Built
portable
buildings. Call 153-0984_
I HOPE
YOU LIKE
DOUGHNUTS..

2- 2.5"

I M
STARVING
BUT I CAN'T
.EAT WITH
HANDS THIS
DIRTY

25. Business Services

930 Case plow and
sale Call 436 5583

STANDING
TIMBER
Will buy tie timber. Also
paying top price for
White Oak veneering
and other quality timber. Coll 753-5592 after 7 p.m.

HO, J••10.1.84110, Syn.

YOU WANT ME TO FEED
YOUR STUPID DOG ?
WHAT ARE YOU DOING
AT THE LIBRARY

19. Farm Equipment

753 4798

Found

WHITE GLOVES?

41.

200 Amp or more service pole
for house trailer 759-4019.
Used air-conditioner Call 7539104 days or 753-1551 nights
Want to buy Used card table
Call 474-9729 or 475-2346
after 5 pm
Would like to buy Andy Griffith's record "In The Book-.
753-3182

0,25

DO YOU THINK
MISS BLIXLEY
15 ALL THAT
BEAUTIFUL?

d
I DON'T CARE WHERE
You UNDERUNE IT,
SNE'S GOT IT4/

disk ke

For sale Ml 35 Ferguson, 8N
'Fords. 9N Fords, A-Farmalls
with Woods belly mowers and
cultivators. C-Farmall and 2 R
cultivator, Cub Farmall with
quick hitch
plow, disk,
cultivator, mower. B Allis
Chalmers
plow,
disk.
cultivator, used rotary cutters,
woods belly mowers. Rear
mount mowers, blades, rotary
cutters. 4-5 Ton stainless steel
fertilizer spreader See us for
Woods parts small tractor
parts. Gallimore Equipment.
Hazel KY Night phone 901247-5443.
For sale. 150 Massey Ferguson
with frontend loader and 1974
one ton Ford truck. Call 7533608.
For sale. 1979. 50-40 Allis
Chalmers tractor, power steering, 8-speed transmission.
draft control, like new, only 80
hours. Will trade for smaller
tractor. $6000 Call 753-8590.
1971 International 500 track
frontend loader with 4 in 1
bucket, new brakes and steering, in good condition. 1-3546587.
Model 150 MS tractor and
equipment_ 753-4951.

20. Sports Equipment
The Pistol People Invest in a
feeling of security largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in Kentucky. Country Boy Store, 9
miles west of Hopkinsville junction KY 164-117. Hours 8-5.
SUnday 12-5,1502)885-5914.

22. Musical
WE BUT ALUMINUM CANS
Open Monday thru Saturday

BIRP CYCLING
CENTER
Fulton, Kentucky
472.1537
Just across the track from the
Futter, Post Office

Metal detector,
must be in good condition,
brand name. Call 436-2289
after 5 pm.
Want to buy

15. Aril-des For Sale
Air operated floor jack. 5000
lb. capacity. Coca Cola
machine, set of mag wheels.
Call 753-8606 or 753-9997.
Big Bargains Sears portable
dishwasher with samtemp. 4P165175 R13 radial tires. and
fully equipped 10 gallon
aquarium. Call 753-9679.
21" Black and white to.. $60,
very good picture. 435-4519.
Gas heater. 80.000 BTU, also a
5 hp air compressor. 474-2755.
Like new. Craig AM-FM stereo,
8-track, turn table, and
speakers. $125. Also a Craig
AM-FM stereo, 8-track, turn
table, and speakers. $50. Also
a small coffee table. $10. Call
753-8465.
New plant bed canvas', $15
each, Burroughs adding
machine. Call 753-8848.
Rarlroad 'ties, creosoted,
long.. 6"x6". like new, $10
each. 753-7853_

16. Home Furnishings

WAV-

For sale: Washer and dryer. Call
after 5 pm, 753-3506.
For sale Used sofa. Call 1538177 after 5 pm.
Gold couch and chair, plush
velvet. 100" long. Call 7531261.
Sofa for sale. $75. Call 7531541.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
Electrblux Sales and Service.
Tony Montgomery. 753-6760.

ies
18. Sewing Mithii-For sale Free-arm Pfaff sewing
machine, model 362 with zigzag and decorative parts, with
or without cabinet. Call 7535775.

Baldwin grand piano. Ebony
case and stool, immaculate
condition. Call 247-3068 after
8 pm for details.
New and used pianos bought
and sold. A beautiful repo
piano now available for so-meone to assume monthly
payments. Clayton's, 753-7575New and used Baldwin piano
and organs. Lonardo Piano Co.,
across Irom the Post Office,
Paris, TN.
P.V Electric guitar with builtin phase and Ampeg amplifier.
Call after 5 pm. 437-4341.
Wanted. Responsible -party -to
take up small monthly payment
on like new organ under warranty. 153-7c 7

26. TV-Radio
Wanted Responsible person to
take up monthly payments on
25 color t v
warranted
Clayton's.753-7575

27. Mobile Home Sales
1974 Double wide mobile
home 24x36 partially furnished or unfurnished All electric
with baseboard electric heat
Very easily heated $7500
Phone 1-354-6217
12x65 Extra nice mobile home
and lot Has covered wood porch, central heat and air and
very good outbuilding Must be
seen to be appreciated
miles east of Murray $13,500
759-1854
home.
12x70 Mobile
Townhouse, 2 bedroom. 1t-:
electric
or
bath, new carpet,
gas 431-4955
I2x65 Mobile home, 3
bedroom Po bath Call 7530069 after 430 pm
12x60 Mobile home on private
lot, storage building and t v
antenna Close to East Calloway
Elementary School, Highway
280 East Call 247-6989
Mobile home, 12'x65', god
condition. $4400 Owner, 4365414
P7

12x58 Scheville. 2 bedroom,
mostly furnished $3800 Call
753-8417 between 8 and 4
pm
Trailer for sale, 1109
Sycamore, located in residential yard. 753-5645...
Two 1971 Wheeler, 12x52. For
information call 753-7737.
1974, 12x65 Trailer. 2
bedrooms, 2 baths, completely
furnished, $5000 or best offer.
Call after 4 pm. 753-6709.
1970, 12x60. Two bedroom,
economical gas heat, patio
doors new carpets. washer.
Call 753-967201 437-4514.

28. Mob. Home Rents
FOR
RENT
12x60, two bedroom,
fully furnished. Airconditioned, washer
and dryer, also furnished. S150 per month, deaosite required.

ALL BUGS CALL

(MU

I/

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

,

24. Miscellaneous
Firewood. 18-24- seasoned
mixed hardwoods. $25 per
rick, delivered. Call 753-8536.
Firewood, cut any length, mostly oak and hickory, $22.50
delivered. 489-2492 or 7534157.
For sale: Golf cart, Cushman 3wheeler, all new batteries.
1978 Honda 400 motorcycle.
2700 miles. 435-4296.
For sate 40 gallon hotwater
heater, good condition. $50.
753-4390.
For sale: Used gas pack. central
heating and air-conditioning
unit, has had heat exchanger.
Call 753-6430.
Need to sale! Sanyo stereo
receiver, $150 One pair
Acoustic' phase .speakers. 85
watt capacity, $150 each, 1
month old. CaH 153-6652
TN. antenna. Call 759-4568
after 4 pm.

19. Farm Equipment

Used ice machine clearance.
All types. 502-554-5090 after 4
pm.

Farm
Machinery Auction,
Saturday, March 14th, 10.00
AM at the Duff Erwin farm,
Route 4. Murray. Detailed ad to
follow. Bogard Realty & Auction Co.. Dover, TN 615-2325150.

Wood for sale. 436-2758.62- Warrior single string hoofing bow with clip-on quivtr,
camo-sleeve, armguard. glove
7 razor arrows, deerstand. Also
Conn cornet with case, oils and
book. 753-5818 after 6 pm

_1
Ford Modeling Agency, New York's
largest modeling Agency is looking
for new faces. Screening for personal
interviews to be held in Lexington
Kentucky. For more information call
606-269-8407 or 606-266-9216.

VOGUE OF LEXINGTON INC
Landsdowne Shopping Center
Lexington, Kentucky 40502

1260 trader
furnished
natural gas, small trailer court,
$140 rent plus deposit. Phone
753-3895
Two bedroom trailer, very
clean. approximately 2'2 mites
on 641 South No pets. 7538436 after 5 pm.
Two bedroom trailer, near Murray, no pets. Call 489-2611.

30. Business Rental
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rant
753-47511
Large building for rent, 4 bays
in front, hoist. 2 back bays. extra large room Call 753-5970
or see at 808 Coldwater Road
Commercial
Property
for
Lease. AvaAable
March 1, 1981.
Across
from
Murray Wholesale
Electric, Murray.
Excellent location
for
most any
business. Call 7530212.

32APi For Rent

31:11

Apartments for rent near
downtown Murray 753-4109
Duplex for rent, all kitchen 4,
pliances. central heat and air
Call 753-8146 or 753-2437

For len
Call 75
For ten
house.
oished
For rem
Univers
5th Ca

Furnished apartments. 1 or 2
bedrooms, also sleeping rooms.
Zimmerman Apartments. South
16th. 753-6609
For -lent 2 bedroom apart
mentept Embassey. 753-3530
or 704331 after 5 pm
Furnished basement apartment
for rent. one bedroom. No pets
no children. Utilities paid SK,
per month Couple preferred
Call 753-1739
For rent 2 bedroom apartment
with • appliances No pets
Deposit required Call 7537809
Garage apartment for rent. No
pets. 753-3913 or 759-1616
New 2 bedroom duplex, extra
large closets. No pets
References and deposit Call
753-0814.
Newly redecorated 2 bedroom
and
apartment„ stove
refrigerator furnished, central
gas heat and air No pets Married couple only. 753-2835 or
73-2376
New 2 bedroom duplex,
deposit. all kitchen appliances
No pets $275 per month 7530814.
One bedroom furnished apartment_ close to University. Call
after 3 pm 753-7418.
One bedroom, furnished. 1150
month, deposit required, gas
heat, furmshed. Call 753-01t7.
One bedroom, furnished, one
block from M.S.U., $100 plus
1/10 of utilities. 753-9341.
One bedroom apartment, furnished, next to Fairgrounds,
121 North, air-conditioned. No
pets. Singles preferred. 7533139.
Redecorated. 2 bedrooms, utility. garage, in town. private.
Married couples. References
and deposit 492-8594.

immec
redecor
near
Referen
753-15!
Two ber
air-con(
refrigeri
Universi
thly, $1
Two ber
refrigeri
require(
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Moving s
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23. Exterminating

NEW YORK
MODELING INTERVIEWS
THAT TAKES CARE CF
THE ARTILLERY, NOW
WE CAN TALK,
GOOROO

3IC 31r1

9. Situation Wanted

Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy 759-4600

5. Lost

X

Northwood Dr.
Murray, KY
1, 2 and 3 bedroom
apartmentk,
hon.
dicapped units. Applications available at
The Village
641 North
Don Miller Office
Equal
Mousing Opportunity
See duplex to appreciate extras! 1906 Greenbrier Road 2
Bedrooms, furnished kitchen,
carpet. storage, washer and
dryer hookups. deck overlooking wooded lot, deposit. lease
$250 a month. 753-5791 or
753-2649 for appointment
Two bedroom townhouse apartrange.
Carpet_
ment.
refrigerator, disposal, washer
dryer hookup, central heat and
air. Call 753-7559 or 7537550.
Three room duplex. furnished
See at 503 Olive or call 753
1246
Two bedroom apartment. stove and refrigerator furnished Call
753-6546 after 4:30 Om
Three bedroom duplex
Fireplace, full bath, heat
pump, refrigerators, garbage
disposal, and stove Call 753;
5791
Vacant - Furnished apartment
near University, $79 per month_ 753-9138 evenings 1535292.

33. Rooms for Rent
Room for fent, one block from
University. girls. 753-6933 or
753-1812

REGISTERED NURSES
8. GRADUATE NURSES
With the New Year brings the opportunity
for you to join Southern Illinois Leader in
primary care.
We offer top starting salary and outstanding benefits such as: Day Care
Program, Tuition reinbursement and much
more.
Opening presently exist in
OB, ICU,
ER, Med/Surg
With the
New
year
realize
your
professional and personal goals at

THE FRANKLIN HOSPITAL
201 Bailey lone
Benton, 111.62812
618-439-3161
An /goal Opportwity froployor Mil

yPinekrY‘Ym.....
,
nue

RIFT

rnov

yOrp

AVAI

OlOn4N1141

so•
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ICA

For rent One bedroom house
Call 753 5618
For rent 2 bedroom furnished
house $160 per month untur
rushed less Call 1535750
for rent 3 bedroom house near
University Available March
5th Call 1532342 Immediate
possession
redecorated house cook stove
near Murray
no pets
References deposit $150
753 7551
Two bedroom house gas heat
air-conditioned carpet stove,
iefrigerator 2 blocks from
University No pets $200 monthly, $100 deposit 489-2244
Two bedroom house stove and
refrigerator furnished deposit
required $175 month close to
college Call 753-2961 after 5
pm

a
II

43. Real Estate

REE MAR ARABIANS Book
your good mares for 1981
breeding season
Three
stallions 753-6126

ill

as
7.
re
1S

s.
lo
3lie.
es

400 to servo. i1/4

FARMS NOIRES
BUSINESSES
LAU AND RECREATIONAL
PROPERTY

.1441 1••••• Ink*.

WALLIS DRUG

753-8080

Sale Starts Friday 2/27
58 rolls it our $6.95 jute bad cadet
Slashed To 54.95 Sq. Yd
12 It Printed Kitchen Carpet Many Styles arid Colors
Only 53.95 sq. yd.
9 selected rolls at printed kitchen carpet
52.99 sq. yd.
12 ft FAT rubber back Rio shag, many colors
54.95 sq. yd.
12 0 outside grass carpet
$300 sg. yd.
tilt and 1511 commercial rubber back Needs
$2.99 sq. yd.
One group of plush shags
only $6.95 sq. yd.
104 rolls ol Rio shag jute back
Reduced to $6.50 se. td•
fi inch loam pad, $1.00 sq yd.
olf abort prices for cash money (discount does vol apply to died
purchases)

PASCHALL AND SON CARPET
8 miles south of Murray, KY on Hwy. 641
Open 8 to 5, Six days a week
(901)4911-1963

$$

Motorcycles

office. Large wooded
lot, near shopping center.
Joke C.
Neabasier, Realtor

FOR SALE OR RENT 4 bedroom
house with country setting on
24 acres is just minutes from
town An addition has been
started that could easily be 733-7531 (off.) 753 0101
finished into a workshop or
1111 Sycamore St.
Ihemeu, Kentuay
apartment_ Priced reasonable
at $42.600. Call Spann Realty
Associates. 753-7724
A Saving Home...Gas heat
makes it so economical These
low energy bills will make for a
quick sale of this home .Come
see for yourself.. 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, study and den with back
to back fireplaces It has a kitchen 'moth island, double ovens,
sewing room all this sitting on
shaded lot. Best of all .owner
financing available. Offered by
C,ENTURY 21 Loretta lobs.
Realtors...753-1492.

1

nt
in'3

We Need 500 Class Rings

,Prk

IMMEDIATE
$$ TOP CASH $$

Ono
Of

ROMs

LOOK!!!

CASH
FOR
GOLD taL SILVER

at
ge
3,

• Wedding Bands
• Gold Rings
• Class Rings(Any Condition I

4A.

• Gold& Silver Conn ( Anterscon Pro 1964
• Gold Witches
• Sterfing Silver • Dental Geitl

Check Your Jewelry Boxes
For Unwonted Gold Rin.s.

WE PAY:

-'',, To $100 For large High School Rings'
-Up To S150 for large College Rings'
.
I Depending On Weight And Gold Content!

Nobody Wants Your Gold S. Silver More Than

Gold & Silver Pawn Shop
Olympic Plaza

Hours 9-9

We Buy, Sell Or Trade

$$ $$ $$$$
mega le

A CR B

517S-eivice
-Offered

S

Listings needed! Offices
Coast to Coast. Buyers
from
Li,erywhere.
"free" Catalog
STROUT REAL'',

iSilC.iS..,.. IS
AKC registered 21 7 year old
/Awe/ I/
male Scottie. housebroken.
7S3-0116
good with children. $125. 4354•40444
4481.
At stud. AKC large black Great $3.500 down and the balance
Dane. Call 759-1751 or 489- with owner financing at 10°,0
2154.
will buy a 2-3 bedroom home
AKC Lhasa Apso. $125. Call 1- with gas heat, carpeting, large
lot, outside storage and large
382-2480.
lot located on KY 121 in ColBird dog Pointer puppies for dwater John
C Neubauer,
sale, 8 weeks old. $35 each. Realtor (KAI 1111
Sycamore.
For more information call 435- 753-0101
or 753-7531.
4433_
PRICED TO SELL - TAKE YOUR
Dog obedience classes. AKC PICK You can
afford this
German Shepherds and AKC adorable starter home
with 2
Austrailian cattle dogs. Call bedrooms on an acre lot
just
436-2858.
minutes from town It's completely redecorated with new
41. Public Sale
carpet. wallpaper paint and
plumbing
Just $21,300
Moving sale' Thursday. Friday, ANOTHER BARGAIN
Only
Saturday. 19 cubic ft upright 513.500 This 3 bedroom home
freezer beds, desk, piano, features extra large rooms and
table, chairs, typewriter, a huge attic on acre lot_ Call
clothes, miscellaneous items. 8 Spann Realty Associates. 753HI 5, 115 South 13th St
7724_

311

53. Services Offered

(Two

Pre-Spring Spectacular Sale

d.
3-

49:UseiCars

1976 Chevrolet high mileage
.abin and 2 lots in Pine Bluff extra clean power steering or smai/
jobs all 0.1.110 guar
>tuxes Kitchen living room, brakes windows
locks $2000 nanteea 5 years experience
and large sundeck on first hoof Can be seen
at 1510 Sycamore 753-5360
level. bedroom. bath, and front
Andeclk on second floor. Pric- 1914 Cutlass Supreme good Fence sales at Sears now 1;a11
COURTNEY SMALL
ed to sell in the $20's in- condition $1300 Call 753 Sears 753-2310 for free
ENGINE REPAIR 8.
estimate for your needs
cluding range refrigerator-am- 2570
SAW SHOP Cold
tonditioner new 40 gallon 1976 Chew van automatic Guttering by Sears. Sears convales heater. Special discount good condition $1600 436- tinous gutters installed per
water, 489 285 3
tor cash or can be financed if 2415
your specifications. Call SearS
jou qualify Shown by appoint753-2310 foe free estimate
Professional
1972 Chevrolet Bel
painting
733-9•911
lm5e3rit2m9
only. Phone
ne 753-5791 or good condition Air 4-door
good tires General home repair 15 years paperhanging paneling Com$490 1974 Chevrolet pickup experience in carpentry mercial or residential 20 years
111 4,1 ISI411
For sale by owner Lovely 2 air power one owner Price masonary plumbing roofing. experience Free estimates'
omits MANACCMINI
bedroom brick home at 909 $1295 Call 489 2595
and siding Free estimates no 759-1987
Pogue Avenue Fireplace newly
Sharpen hand saws and skill
1979 Monte Carlo Landau. job too small Call 474-2276
•m cabin, all electric
redecorated kitchen, attached white
on burgandy
insulation blown in by Sears ,saws Call 753-4656
low
garage.
carpet
R-22 insulation very mileage.
located in
loaded 1979 Mark V sag on these high heating and Will haul driveway white rock
Panorama Shores Can be seen "Filling the tank was
quiet location near hospital
what you asked ,
Call 753-4647 after 7 pm
cooling bills. Call Sears. 753- and Ag lime also have any type
for,753.0387
by appointment $7595 Call
mister."
1977 Olds Cutlass red with 2310 for free estimate
of brown or white pea gravel
753-5094
black interior power steering K & K Stump Removal. DO you Also do backhoe work Call
43. Real Eftate
43. RialState
a/5
nd9-4
ai8r2
.5
real sharp $2500 Gall need stumps removed from Roger Hudson /53-4545 or
FOR SALE
1 Pardee,' S. Thurman
your yard or land cleared of 753-6763
Interested in building
New Mouse, three
Inswrance A
your own home? We
1980 Sunbud Hatchback. stumps? We can remove Wet basement? We make wet
Real Estate
bedrooms, 2 full berths,
have connections to
power steering. air tilt $5100 stumps up to 24- below the basements dry. work complete1
Sootiest& Court Sq. ill
2 car finished garage,
1976 Ford F•150 4-wheel ground leaving only sawdust ly guarenteed Call or write
help you get a loan. if
Murray, Kentucky
11-Mir
nice.
drive
needs work. $1000 and chips Call for free Morgan Construction
Low
iliterested
Co .
give
down
or
a
call
ono
r'.
!ORS
1973 Dune buggy. $350 Call estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343 Route 2. Box 409A. Paducah
payment,
753-4451
for
more
11
information.
loan.
REAL ESTATE
or
Bob
Kemp.
Jr
435-4319.
KY 42001 or call day or night.
436-2425 after 5 pm
No closing costs. High753-1080
1-442-7026.
way 121 North, Midway
1980 Toyota Tercel front wheel
•
horn.
51,10
and
err
THIS IS IT' Near schools Near
Professional Ser.ir es
Will do plumbing heating.
between Murray and
iirive 5-speed. air AM-FM
needloworS
your
W
ith
The
Friendn
Tour
A.
•
churches Near grocery Low
•adio and cassette Will concarpentry, and roofing. 753Mayfield in Calloway
L AL.7If
maintenance
bills Gas
CARTER STUDIO • 2211
sider responsible person taking
CLEAN-UP
County. Call 489-2715.
heat
Fireplace 3
over payments. Call before 12
SHOP
753-1651
. Woodcraft Building Service by
713 5796
304 Main
bedrooms Price? Low
noon or evenings 753-0301
4 stall, block and
Bucy
492-8120. Custom
$30s.Give us a call today at
brick, clean up shop.
For sale Wooden Nickel For sale 3 bedroom brick. cen- 1979 1-bird 1-.top loaded best MOBILE HOME ANCHORS. cabinets. vanities new homes.
753 1492 at CENTURY 21
Like new air comTrading Post, Aurora, KY All tral heat and air. heat pump, offer. must sell. Call 753-9710. underpinning roof's sealed additions. repair. Quality
Loretta Jobs Realtors
pressor. Located on
stock and equipment 523.000
patio awnings, and house type workmanship.
1'7 bath, all rooms large. 2 car 50. Used Trucks
root s for mobile homes. 153Hwy. 691 S. at MidCall 1-554-0637 or 1.-898- attached garage. 7'7 acres
55. Feed And Seed
1974
Ford
Courier.
3898
way. Offered at a
great gas 1873. Jack Glover
land, all on black top road. 2
bargain price for
miles from Hardin Call. 437- mileage, air-conditioned looks Need work On your trees? Topp- For sale. Hay and straw. Hay
40
,11A219
4
g8
ood
9.25r9u5ns good. $1950 Call
60 straw $1 25 Call 753quick sale. Call "to4313 evenings.
ing, pruning, shaping com- $1
In the center of it all!
4755
day!!
plete
753-1222
removal
and
more Call
Four new houses. Canterbury
This nice 3 bedroom
-LIVE BETTER '
Estates. Will trade lot other For sale: 1978 Lue Chevrolet_ ROVER'S TREE SERVICE for Straw 51 00 bale, will deliver
home located on North
FOR LESS
pickup.
18,000
professional
miles
good
tree
care
753- 10 or more bales Call 751
property or will finance at less
9th St. is convenient to
MONEY MAKER
3787 or 753-4713
1611 Oakhill Drive - 2
condition. local Heck. Phone 8536
than bank rate. 753-3672. downtown
shopping.
Rental income pro759-4501 after 4 pm
B.R. almost new
_
hospital
schools
and
Three
bedroom
brick,
one block For sale 1974 IH 200 Series,
perty only 3 blocks
home,
beautifully
Completely renovated
from University. large kitchen grain dump
from the University.
decorated, central
with cattle racks.
throughout. An exfamily
room
with
lots of $3500 753-4186
Property consists of
electric heat pump,air
cellent home for
Abinets,
utility
room
with
one large building with
conditioning, disposal,
*PRESCRIPTIONS•FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
economical living or a
easher-dryer
hookup. 1971 Ford 's ton pickup.
five rental units. All
range, dishwasher, ex*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
aluminum storm doors and 48.000 miles .1977 YZ-100
great investment for
seven units have
haust fan. Panelled
storm windows. insulation in Yamaha motorbike, 753-9393.
rental.property. *LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
separate gas and elecgarage with automatic
halls and ceiling. Firm cash 1971 Ford pickup truck.
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
tric meters. Current
opener. Large lot Price in 540's or can be financ- straight-shift. Call 435-4352.
Dreamed of a home on
Free Delive on Presc '.lions in City Writs
rental income is $540
low price of $33,900.00.
ed for qualified buyer. For apthe lake, but couldn't
For sale Church bus. good con
per month. Priced at
Call today for appt.
pointment
phone
753-5791
or
afford it! Well, nosy
damn. Call days. 753-1489
$43,000, through Kop753-2649.
(ASS FOR 401.0 IL SILVER (*55 105 COLD snvot-;
you can! This like new
after 6753-6/28
perud Realty.
Three bedroom older home
4 bedroom, 2 bath. 2
-ocated on Olive Street, gas 1974 GMC van must sell. days
story home can easily
SLIP INTO
a
heat, large garden spot, priced call 759-1359. nights 753be
yours
because
it
Call
store
For
Grocery
sale
it
SOMETHING
0744 ask for Don
is
If you hone been selling your 2
n low 520's 753-9775.
has two complete
489-253307
753-1249
COMFORTABLE
gold
and
rings
silrer
orthoui
1973 GMC long wheel base,
separate housekeep47.
Like this thre
getting
our 014e7 you're
Vt.-and p.s.. automatic.-$700
ing
apartments
Reasonably priced in
bedroom
probably lost some money
brick
1980
CX-500
Custom
Honda,
Call
435-4555.
whereas
you
can
live
Please get our offer before ;
the $40'5. Zoned for
charmer on quiet
black with adjustable back
a
in one and rent the
you sell It makes Dollars and
commercial
residential street.
iest, low miles, excellent con- LN-700 Ford truck, 22 ft. van
and
other. This gorgeous
body.
753-4951.
Sense. Free Appraisals Seco.- j
dition. $2150. Call 753-8257.
Owners have just
residential use. Ates, provided
home is located only a
vacated property, so
tractive 4 bedroom
For sale: 1977 750 Honda Log truck. tilt cab. Ford 750
Sellers owl Sayers or Gold(Wu
few steps from the
0
you can move right in.
house 1 and a half
S1-52' .15-514s$20
Super Sport. 9.000 miles, new series V8. 5-speed with back
waters edge of Ky.
loadtal
.
5_00
Call
759-1731_
110•0 NOM 01
Attractive home at an
baths, extra large living
tires, excellent condition.
Lake on a super tree
1170
Chevrolet
Model
pickup,
attractive price. Prict•
51300. 753-9507
room, kitchen-dining
Gold
Silver
IL
Pawn Shop
shaded lot in beautiful
V8 automatic. power and air.
reduced to $41,850
area, large utility room
MX-250 Honda. 1976 runs Al condition 753-3178 or see
Panorama Shores.
Buy Sell or hook
Kopperud
Contact
Economical gas heat and
011emak Pala
good, $400 or best offer. Call at
753-7113
Priced to sell!
161l
caSunset
s1.
Realty, 711 Main in
air-conditioning. Can be
lwas Grew 414 7431
after 4 pm. 753-6709.
(ASH
FOR
COLD
1.
MVO
-cola
raa
sew
a SAVO •
Campers
Murray.
Ply.. own - 113 5115
used for residential or

flItUUL REMIT, i.e..
140/es 441-re
404•4/ Iv/. m1

46. inelo-Sat le

31
M[3:,

RESIDENTIAL OR
COMMERCIAL
Older brick home with
full basement located
on 14 beautiful rolling
acres, 3' 1 miles north
of Murray off 4-lane
Would make excellent
development property
Priced in the 540"s.

A h,,strie t ri Mufra y all stock
and equipment at a good price
Call 753-3356 after 5 pm

37-.1Westock-Suppliii

31E Ir X

43. Real Estate

Moving sale Thursday 28th
and Friday 27th Furniture
baby clothes and furniture
clothing all sizes. Singer sewing machine books, and
miscellaneous Something for
everyone' Highway 94 East to
Macs Camper Sales turn right
7th trailer on left In case ot
ram will be held the following
weekend
Moving sale' Inside, 714 Olive
Thursday only
Furniture
refrigerator
clothes
and
miscellaneous Everything must
go

38. Pets-Supplies

3-

M%fie

4L.

34. Houses For Rent

l'ebruary ZS, WA I

Lowe law - 153 1401
- /51 3043
Awomber, IWIto••••
nil 1114
ley A lowes-11.0er

-

48. Auto. Services

Camping trailer for sale
Used automatic and standard Call 753-9915
transmissions, motor. radiators.
glass, doors truck tires and For sale 17' Camper good condition Call 489-2753 after 5
wheels. Call 759-1739.
Pm
Murray-Calleway
Import Auto Salvage, 68-73
Civerty Realty
Volkswagen bumper. $20. 52. Boats and Motors
(502)7534146
Toyota, Datsun. Opal. Capris, Bass boat. 16'7'. 115 hp
3045 1 2,4, 5,
and/rat and SIITICO parts. Call Johnson, trolling motor depth
Mummy, Ky. 42071
474-2325 after 5 pm. Monday. finder, big wheel trailer. gold
metal flake. cover Perfect conFriday
dition Winter -price. 753-6278_
22 Ft. sailboat 502-554-5090
after 4 pm.
14' Fishing boat trailer, 5
225 L. P. Miller St.
horse motor. gas tank. 2 oars,
Across From Community Center
complete $500 -Also- a 14Open Hours
boat. Call 753-2855.
Mon. & Tues. 7:30-12:30
1977 Hydro Sport bass boat
with 1976 150 hp Mercury.
Closed Wednesday
loaded, excellent condition,
8:302:30
Set.
Thurs., Fri. &
$4850. Call 753-0653 or 753:
1887 after 5 pm
16'7' Searay with 100 hors
" Mercury motor. and _ Tarr
trailer. 4/4-2708
muter

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

753-3685

753-1222
hIL AWL

ACREAGE
FOR SALE
Approximately 13':
acres for sale only t
miles west of Murra
on the Butterworth
Road. Lovely setting
with 2 ponds, some
acreage in woods and
some in pasture.
Fresh on the market ideal location. Phons
753:1222, Kopperud
Realty, for all the information.
ASSUMABLE
VA LOAN
Economic, roorn
home with beige colored vinyl siding,
aluminum eaves, and
.new roof. You can
really be an energy
fighter because the
central gas heat has a
new wood furnace as
an auxiliary to the
main system. Price
just reduced $4000 to
$30,000. Phone 7531222. Kopperud Realty, for all the information.

Vervices Offered

Compare Our Log Homes
Barna & Danner
P. O. Box 538
Oneida, TN 37R4I
615-569-8559

Total Sq. Ft.
3.030

The
Dutchman II

Log Kit Price

8,537.00
'

AREA REPRESENTATIVE.

Modal shown by appointment
Oak Hill Drive, Westwood Subdivision
Gene(Chip)Steeply
502-753-4552
502.M-4699

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.
Aluminum and Vinyl
Siding, Custom Trim
Work, References Coll
Will Ed Bailey 753 0689.
ALCOA ALUMINUM' SIDING
vinyl siding and ti
Aluminum trim for lei. •
houses. Jack Glover 753 187.
Bob's-Rome Improvement Sii
vice Remodeling painting
ment work general ho ••
maintenance and inspectioi.
Free estimates, /534501
Concrete and block, brick mark
Basements driveways storm
cellars. porches 20 years experience /535476
COLDWATER LAWN & GARDEN
SHOP Lawnmowers. Rototillers, chain saws. expertly
repaired Pickup and delivery
available 489-2853 8 AM to 5
PM
For your home-care personalcare, housewares. and multivitamin and mineral supplement needs. call your local Amway distributor at 753-0806
after 4 pm

ROSY SALES
ESTATE AUCTION
2 BIG DAYS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
FEBRUARY 27 & 28, 1981
10:00 each day
Complete liquidation of the late H.E. Roby business in
ventory known as Roby Sales of Draffenville, Ky
located on Hwy. 68 just west of the Purchase Parkway
8 Hwy 68 junction in Marshall County. The real
estate has already been sold and the building must be
vacated. Due to the large inventory and the barns that
are full of merchandise, an auction will also be conducted on a later dote to be announced the day of the
sole list of inventory as follows:
HARDWARE 6 TOOLS
Open end wrenches, socket sets. screwdrivers ham
mers buffalo vices, 3.- grinder w 8'" wheels. nuts 8
bolts, sow blades, jig rakes, hoes, many more items
ELECTRICAL S. LIGHTING SUPPLIES
Brokers, switches, receptacles cable connectors
wall plates, plugs, pull current taps, electric
baseboard heaters lamps. light fixtures and complete electrical inventory.
PAINTS, THINNERS, & CLEANERS
Complete inventory of point paint roller
rustraider garage floor cleaner, gunk. etc
GIFT ITEMS, SPORTING GOODS & RECREATION ITEMS
Lighters. billfolds, keychoins, sunglasses, hots,
fishing tackle, corning ware, souvenir items. Christmas decorations, stainless wore knives toys, dishes
cups. bowls. saucers, etc
APPLIANCES & FURNITURE
Blender, medicine cabinets range hoods, misc. furniture items vanity tops portable glad iron gas fur'7, es 8 much more.
PLUMBING SUPPLIES
omplete inventory of plastic fittings plastic pipe
topper fittings. plumbing fixtures. etc
STORE FIXTURES a MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
Store fixtures, counters shelving, clothes. shoes, ormy surplus merchandise rubber boots, insecticides.
new lawn mower. Von truck. hitches. V-belts, auto
supplies, thermostats and much more
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: The above list is nowhere near
complete, ftems too numerous to mention
Deal Miss Ibis Auction!,
There's Something For everyone!!
At Auction Where You Set The Price)!
Sole Conducted By,

HATCHETT REAL ESTATE
& AUCTION
Route 3 Benton, Kentucky 42025
Broker a Auctioneer aserles it. Hatchet
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Important newsfor ultra low tar smokers.

ew
erit

itra

Lights!
Now the MERITidea has been introduced atonly4mg tarNew MERIT Ultra Lights. A milder MERITfor those whoprefer
an ultra low tarcigarette.
New MERIT Ultra Lights.It going toseta whole new taste
standardfor ultra low tarsmoking
MERIT

Only
4 mg tar

\A•N\5)

Ultra Lights

Regular& ,
Menthol /
MEvrHoL

ULTRA LOW
T,Aq

t

V,'Qk

4,0;p3

4 rig -tar: 04 mg nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC Method

I MERIT
Ultra Lights

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Deterrhined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
CPhth,MonInc 19111

AVIgr" 11!1.01
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